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Anatomical Sciences
HBA 530 MlcrolCoplc Structure of the
Human Body
A lecture and laboratory course designed
to fulfill the need of Medical, Dental and
Graduate students for a basic
understanding of the cytology and
histology of the human body. All material
will be presented with the goa! of
integration of structure and function.
Presentations will be In formal lectures
and self-study laboratory sessions.
Prerequisite: Permission of .i nstructor
Instructors: Drs . Dewey, Blaustein, Brink
Fall, 6 credits
HBA 531 Gro•• Anatomy of the Human
Body
.
A course comprising (1) laboratories in
which detailed dissection of the human
body is undertaken and (2) lectures
covering topics in gross anatomy
including functional and topographic
anatomy, clinical correlations and
introduction to radiology.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Instructors: Drs. Stern, Fleagle and Staff
I
Spring modules, 7 credits
HBA 532 Human Embryology
This course in human embryology is
designed to present the development of
human structure in such a way as to
promote understanding of normal adult
anatomy and the more common
congenital anomalies. Emphasis Will be
placed on describing the events of early
embryonic formation and subsequent
organogenesis. Reproductive physiology
will be covered in some detail, and an
introduction to developmental
mechanisms will be offered.
Prerequisites: HBA 530 and concurrently
with or after HBA 521/531; permission of
instructor
Instructors: Drs. Dewey and.Stern
Spring modules, 2 credits
HBA 533 Ba.lc Medical Genetics
Fundamentals of genetics with emphasis
on medical aspects; coverage includes
autosomal-X-linkage, gene linkage and
chromosome mapping, chromosomal
aberrations, multiple allelic systems,
population genetics and human genetiC
counseling.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor for
non-Health Science students
Instructors: Drs. Williamson and Creel
Spring modules, 2 credits
HBA 580 Advanced Regional Anatomy
A course in advanced human gross anatomy for graduate students or advanced undergraduates in biology, anthropologyand other life sciences.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Instructors: Dr. Fleagle and staff
Fall and spring, variable credits 3-8

HBA 582 Technique. In Electron
Microscopy
A laboratory course designed to teach
students how to fix and embed tissues,
prepare ultrathin sections, obtain and
process electron microscope photo• graphs, and interpret ultrastructural
details. Theory of electron optics will be
discussed where applicable to the above
techniques. Methods in routine
maintenance of an electron microscope
will also be stressed.
.
Prerequisite: Permission' of instructor
Instructors: Drs. Walcott and Dewey
Fall and spring, variable 1 to 4 credits

Each student or group of students will
dissect a different species and
demonstrate the results to the class.
Dissections will be supplemented by
weekly seminars on the evolution of major
groups of mammals and anatomical
diversity among different taxa. Emphasis
is placed on relating structural diversity to
behavior. Seminar can be taken
separately as HBA 581.
Prerequisite: Previous course in human or
vertebrate anatomy; permission of
instructor
Instructor: Dr. Fleagle
Fall, odd years, 4 credits

I

HBA 583 Aspect. of Animal Mechanic.
This course comprises an introduction
to biomechanics. The first half covers
free-body mechanics and kinetics as
applied ~o vertebrate locomotion. The
second half deals with the structure and
physiology of muscle as it relates to
adaptations of the musculoskeletal
.system.
Prerequisite: Introductory physics and
biology or permission of instructor
Instructor: Dr. Stern
Spring, odd years, 2 credits

HBA 581 Evolution of Mammal.
A consideration of the evolution and
radiation of mammals from the Mesozoic
to the present from an anatomical and
paleontological perspective. EmphasiS is
placed on the characteristic morphological features of major groups, the
functional significance of anatomical
characteristics and the mammalian fossil
'record.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Instructor: Dr. Fleagle
Fall, odd years, 2 credits

HBA 565 Human Evolution
Survey of the fossil record of human
evolution from the later Tertiary through
the Pleistocene. The course will
emphasize the record of morphological
evolution including evolution of the skull,
teeth and limbs. TopicS include the apehuman furcation, radiation of the early
hominid ,the, evolution of Homo erectus,
Neanderthal man, later.human ancestors,
.the evolution of the brain and intelligence,
bipedalism and other morphological
' complexes. The lectures and laboratories
will utilize extensive comparative
anatom ical material, fossil casts ~nd slide
collection.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Instructor: Dr. Susman
Spring, odd years, 4 credits

HBA 590 Project. In Anatomical Science.
Individual laboratory projects closely
supervised by faculty members to be
carried out in staff research laboratories.
Prereql!isite: Permission of instructor
Fall and spring, 2 credits each semester

HBA 580 Comparative Anatomy and
Evolution of Mammal.
A laboratory dissection course on the
comparative anatom~ of living mammals.

HBA 854 Comparative Neuroanatomy
Emphasis wi" be placed on the
comparative approach to the study of the
central nervous system. ' The form,
structure and functional organization of
various classes of vertebrates wi" be
discussed.
Prerequisite: f:lBA 655 and/or permission
of instructor
Instructor: Dr. Karten
Spring, 3 credits
HBA 855 NeurolClence.
"n integrated approach the the study of
the mammalian and puman nervous
system. The anatomy and physiology of
the central nervous system wi II be studied.

Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Instructor: Staff
Spring, even years, 4 credits
HBA 858 Cell Biology
The purpose of the course is to introduce
students to the structural organization of
cells and tissues and to the way the
structure relates to the function.
Particular emphasis will be placed on cell
organelle structure and function in
specialized cells in tissues . The
organization and interaction of cells in
tissues will also be covered. The course
will be comparative and will include
examples of tissues from vertebrates and
invertebrates. (Crosslisted with BCD 656.)
Prerequisite : Baccalaureate degree in
science or permission of instructor
Instructors: Drs. Dewey, Gordon, Hauber,
Walcott and Brink
Spring, 4 credits
HBA 857 Developmental Biology
This course will deal with developing
systems at all levels from the
morphological to the molecular.
Illustrative material from both animal and
plant kingdoms will be used. Emphasis
will be placed on cellular aspects of these
non-equilibrium systems, with special
attention to gametogenesis, genetic
control of early development ,
translational control of protein synthesis,
the role of cell division and cell
movements, and cell-cell interactions in
defining developing systems. (Crosslisted

with BCD 657.) .
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Instructor: Dr. Gordon
Fall , 3 credits
HBA 881 Methods In R....rch
Students are involved in-research projects
supervised by staff members in their
research laboratories.
Prerequisite : Permission of instructor
Fall and spring , variable and repetitive 112 credits
HBA 882 Methodology of MacroscopIC
Anatomy
Study of the means of displaying structure
on the gross level (dissection , sectioning,
maceration , cleaning, injection) of all
organ systems. Principles of radiologic
and ultrasonic demonstrations, their
applications to the cadaver. Introduction
to measuring techniques (linear ,
planimetric, volumetric, 3-dimensional).
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Instructor: Dr. Inke
Fall and spring, 2 credits each semester
HBA 890 Gradu.te Semln.r
Seminars by graduate students on current
literature iri the areas of the Anatomical
Sciences.
Prerequisite : Permission of instructor
Fall and spring, 2 credits each semester
HBA 892 Adv.nced Topics In Anatomlc.1
Sciences Literature
Tutorial readings in anatomical sciences

Anthropology

ANT 503 Evolution of the State
The theories of a number of seminal
thinkers in social history, political theory,
economics, sociology and anthropology
are tested against the empirical results of
contemporary anthropological research,
both archaeological and ethnographic.
Emphasis is upon Asia and Africa, but
New World materials are also introduced
for purposes of comparison.
Instructor: R. Stevenson
3 credits

HBA 894 Thesis Re...rch
Original investigation under supervision
of thesis advisor and committee.
Prerequisite : Permission of thesis advisor
Fall and spring, variable and repetitive,
1-12 credits
HBA 695 Practlcum In Te.chlng
Practice instruction in the teaching of
Anatomical Sciences carried out under
faculty supervision .
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Fall and spring, variable and repetitive,
1-4 credits
HBA 780 Postgr.du.te Clinical An.tomy
of the He.d .nd Neck
GrosS and radiologic anatomy,
embryology and neuroanatomy of the
head and neck, with special emphasis on
applications for oral surgeons,
otolaryngologists and ophthalmologists.
Lectures , dissections, prosections,
seminar discussions, and clinical
presentations with their anatomical
correlates.
Prerequisite : Permission of instructor
Instructors: Drs. Inke, Blaustein and M.
Stern (Oral Surgery)
Spring, variable credit

ANT "50S Anthropological Method
A course for advanced graduate students
which examines the scientific foundations
of anthropology, explanation, methods of
research , and analysis of data. Various
examples and types of anthropological
method, such as ethnohistory, case
method analysis and genealogies, will be
considered. The emphasis will be on the
relation between problem and method,
and the preparation of research
proposals.
Prerequisite: One year of graduate study
instructors: P.B. Glick and Staff
3 credits

ANT 500 Socl.1 .nd Cultural
Anthropology
Study of the forms of social organizations:
family, kinship, economic, political and
religious, as found among simple and
complex societies. A basic graduate level
course designed for students whose
previous background is in other fields.
Instructor: Staff
Variable and repetitive credit
ANT 501, 502 Theory In Cultural .nd
SocI.1 Anthropology
Basic issues and approaches in culturalsocial anthropological theory.
Instructors: R. Stevenson , L. Faron
3 credits each semester

with periodic conferences, reports and
examinations arranged with the
instructor.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Fall and spring, variable and repetitive, 1-2
credits

ANT 504 Problems In Political .nd
Economic Development
An examination of the political and
ecbnomic problems faced by
undeveloped peoples as they become
modern nations, and discussion of some
of their successes and failures in political
and economic development. Each student
carries out independent research on a
nation, people or problem, presents
material in a seminar, and writes a paper
on the research .
Instructors: P. Glick, T. Kennedy
3 credits, repetitive
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ANT 506 Re.dlngs .nd R....rch In
African Ethnology
Intensive readings in research in select
problems of African ethnology. Particular
attention is given to aspects of social and
ecolog ical anth ropology as well as culture
history.
Instructors: W. Arens, R. Stevens
3 credits, repetitive
ANT 507 Mld-E.st Anthropology
Emphasis on ethnographic studies of
diverse Middle-Eastern Peoples. A tocus
on unities in the Middle East - Islam,
political unities, and ethnic group
associations. Discussion of diversity ethnic hostilities, schisms in religious
groups, antagoni!\ms to nation-states,

also will be discussed. The course will be
taught within a historical framework. ,
Instructor: J. Starr
3 'credits, repetitive

anthropologists. Contemporary studl~s of
social relations will be stressed.
.
Instructor: P. Glick
3 credits, repetitive

logical political theory, including study of
factions, leadership, volunteer
associations, patron-client ties, and class
conflict. A selected number of
monographs will be analyzed in detail,
and their relation to diverse political
models will be explored.
Instructor: J. Starr
3 credits

ANT 526 Anthropological. Geography:
Theory end Applications
Field geographical techniques and skills
necessary for anthropologists will be
examined from the point l of view of
ANT 554 Readings In Law and Anthropoloecological evaluations in the progressive
formation of cultural landscapes. gy
Settlement pattern analysis (zonal and ' selected readings in anthropological
apl?roaches to t/1e study of legal behavior,
community), cartographic ' techniques,
including the study cif dispute settlement
aerial-photographic analysis, soil ty~ing,
and use of law courts, aggressive behavior
determinants for plant and animal
ANT 509 Seminar In EuroPean
in the local community, the treatment of
communities, and succession principles
Ethnography
deviates, social misfits and aggressive
will be presented in terms of their
Seminar investigation and discussion of
people. Focus , will be in interrelations
selected topics and' problems concerning . geomorpHological articulations with CUltural ecology.
between community members, and
European societies and cultures. The
between the local-level community and
Instructo~: P. Weigand
perspective of culture history is employed
the nation-state. Anthropological studies
\3 credits
as well as that of current fieldwork.
of law courts will also be utilized.
Instructor: Staff,
Instructor: J. Starr
3 credits, repetitive
ANT 528 Kinship and Social Organization
The significance of kinship systems and 3 credits
ANT 511 Problems In Old World
their relationship to other social ·
Prehistory
,
t
institutions (e.g., political, econo,mic,
This course will present an in-depth analy- ,religious) in selected societies will be ANT 558 Symbolism
sis of some of the major problems which
examined through the use of This course deals with the analysis of the
face archaeologists in the Old World, Emethnographies and theoretical statements variant forms by which symbolism reveals'
,phasis will be on the various theoretical
itself, considers such oral literature, ritual,
by important contributors to the field.
models currently in use to explain these earchitecture, jural classification and
Instructor: W. Arens
vents by archaeologists, Topics might incosmologies of a range of cultures,
3 credits
clude the food-producing revolution in the
especially those characteristic of illiterate
Near East and Southeast Asia; theelabo~a
and ancient peoples. Different techniques
ANT 529 Ecology and Social Organization
tion of the Neolithic way of life that led to
The relation between societies and their of interpretation will be employed the development of civilization; the nature
structural, functional, histOrical, and
environment: evaluation of resources,
of civilization in the Near East; the Indus
psychological - so as to give a welltechnology, land tenure, subSistence,
Valley, etc., or a discussion of the non-civilbalanced account of symbolism.
local groups, economy, 'kin and political
ized Bronze Age cultures of Europe, Africa
relations will be examined. Examples will
Instructor: D. Hicks
and Asia. The specific topics may·vary from
3 credits
include foo.d coli cting, hunting,
year to year.
agricultural, pastoral and mixed
economies.
ANT 557 Seminar In Comparative Religion
Instructor: E.C. Stone
! In~tructor: P. Glick
Various theoretical and methodological
3 credits...
problems in the cross-cultural study of
3 credits, repetitive
ritual and belief will be examined,
ANT 512 PaHems of Empl~e
Students will be encouraged to 'review
A comparative analysis of fhe social
ANT 540 Reedings In Ethnography and
critically a broad spectrum of
institutions of the early empires will be
Ethnology
ethnographic materials in the study of
offered. The evolution of militarism,
A survey of the more important and better
these problems. Emphasis will be on
secular bureaucracies, long distance
documented cultures and societies of
religious systems not generally covered in
trade, land use and tenure, and other
selected world ethnographic areas and
the ' nonanthropological literature of
topics will be examined.
the implications of data from these for
religion,
Instructor: P. Weigand
current approaches and problems in
Instructor: R. Jones
- 3 credits
ethnology!.
3 credits
Instructors: W. Arens and Staff
ANT 520 Readings In Topical Problems
3 credits, (epetitive
Topics will be selected on the basis of the
ANT 560 Readings In, Descriptive'
needs of the graduate program. Seminars
ANT 550 Reedings In Cultural History
may consider such topics as: social , Applications of the ecological and Linguistics
systems and their models, kinship alid
'sociological approaches to the study of The findings of linguistiC science in terms
of their application to field anthropology.
marriage, family structure, ecology and
evolutionary process and culture history.
Instructor: N. Bonvillain
•
economy, political systems, ritual,
In.structors: E. Lanning and Staff
3 credits
religiOUS belief, myth, symbols.
3,credits, repetitiile
Instructor: P. Glick and Staff
ANT 561 Peasant Societies and Cultures
3 credits, repetitive
ANT 551 Economic Anthropology '
Economic life of primitive peoples and The concept of peasantry will be
ANT 525 Method In Ethnography and \ precapitalistic civilization with emphaSis examined from political, religious and
social class viewpoints as well as from the
SocIal Anthropology
on the integration of the economy with
more traditional economic view. These
An examination of the methods used by
technology and with social and political
agricultural peoples, who are essentially
ethnographers and social anthropologists
institutions.
preliterate and preindustrial, are
in observation, data collection and , Instructor: P. Carrasco
described and analyzed especially in
3 credits
analysiS. Ethnography is discussed as
relation to the national societies of which
field inquiry and the organization of data
they form a part.
for a monograph. Different interests, aims
ANT 553 Political Anth~pology
Instructor: L. Faron
and results will be studied as they
Political Anthropology deals with selected
3 credits
characterize ethnographers and social
readings of major trends of anthropoANT 508 Seminar In Latin American
Cultu ....
Research and discussion about selected
topics in the culture and social structure
of Indian and peasant communities in
Latin America.
Instructors: P. carrasco, L. Faron, P.
Weigand
3 credits, repetitive

I
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ANT 600 Pr.cUcum In T.achlng
Instructor: Staff
Variab.le and repetitive credit

ANT 640 R....rch Semln.r In Ethnogr.phy .nd Ethnology
Instructor: Staff
Variable and repetitive credit

ANT 601, 6Q2 R....rch Seminar In
Anthropological Theory
Instructor: Staff
Variable and repetitive credit

ANT 650 R....rch Semln.r In Cultur.1
History
Instructor: Staff
Variable and repetitive credit

ANT 604 Tutorial In Anthropological
Theory
Instructor: Staff
Variable and repetitive credit
ANT 610 Individual R....rch
Instructor: Staff
Variable and repetitive credit
ANT 620 R....rch S.mlnar In Topical
Probleml
Instructor: Staff
Variable and repetitive credit

ANT 860 L.ngu.g• • 1 an Analytlc.1 Tool
Instructor: Staff
Variable and repetitive credit
ANT 680 Special Semln.r
Selected topics in Cultural and Social
Anthropology. Topics covered will reflect
current interests of faculty and graduate
students.
.
3 credits
ANT 699 R....rch S.mln.r In FI.ldwork
Probl.ml
I nstructor: Staff
Variable and repetitive credit

Applied Mathematics and Statistics
MSA 501 DI".r.ntlal Equ.Uonl .nd
Boundary Valu. Probl.ml I
Examples of initial and boundary value
problems is which differential equ~dns
arise. Existence of solutions, systems of
linear differential equations and the
fundamental solution matrix. Reduction
to canonical forms and the matrix
exponential. Strum-Liouville theory and
eigenfunction function . expansion.
Green's functions.
Prerequisite: MSA 505
Recommended prerequisite: MSA 504
3 credits

MSA 502 DI"erential Equ.Uonl and
80undary V.lu. Probleml II
The initial and boundary value problems
for the wave, the heat and Laplace's
equations illustrated by a number of
examples in heat conduction, vibrations,
aerodynamics. Transform techniques,
separation of variables, conformal
mapping and approximation.
Prerequisite:' MSA 501
3 credits

MSA 503 Appllc.Uonl of Compl.x
An.lylll
A study of those concepts and techniques
in complex function theory which are of
interest for their applications. Pertinent
material is selected from the following
topics: harmonic functions, calculus of
residues, conformal mapping, and the
argument principle. 'Application is made
to problems in heat conduction, potential
theory, fluid dynamics, and feedback
systems.
3 credits

MSA 504 Found.tlonl of Applied
M.th.m.tlcl
An introductory course for the purpose of
developing certain concepts and
techniques which are fundamental in
modern approac~es to the solution of
applied problems . An appropriate
selection of topics is based , on the
concepts of metric spaces, convergence,
continuity, compactness, normed and '
Hilbert spaces . Included is an
introduction to measure and integration.
Fall, 3 credits
MSA 505 Applied Alg.br. I
Review of matrjx operations. Elementary
matrices and reduction of general
matrices by elementary operation1i,
canonic~1 forms and inverses.
Applications to physical problems.
Fall . 3 credits
MSA 506 Finite Structurel
Problem-solving in combinatorial
analysis and grap.h theory , using
generating functions , recurrence
relations, Polya's enumeration formula,
graph coloring and network flows.
3 credits
MSA 511 M.th04lln Appll.d M.thematlcl
for Engineers and Sclentlltl
This course is concerned with basic
mathematical questions related to'
solutions frequently encountered in
engineering and scientific problems.
Topics include series, sequences,
convergence; integral formulas and
relationships (Gauss, Stokes, Green's
theorems); implicit function theorems.
3 credits

4
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lISA 514 Applied Algebnl II
This course develops and then applies
those concepts and techniques of modern
algebra which have been found useful in
various computer-oriented disciplines
such as automata theory. Included are
selected topics from the following areas:
general theory of algebraic systems,
lattice theory, semi-groups, groups and
ring theory.
Prerequisite: MSA 505
3 credits
MSA 518 Special FunctioRa of Applied

Mathematic. .
A study of the more common higher
mathematical functions which are
required for the analytical solution of
engineering and scientific problems.
Topics include: orthogonal sets of
functions, l recursion formulas, series
solution of linear differential equations,
Fourier-Bessel expansions, functional
equations, application to boundary value
and Initial value problems.
3 credits

process. Use of compartmental analysis,
sparse matrix techniques and generalized
inverses.
3 credits
MSA 524 Theory of Approximation
A survey of various solutions which
present special problems in approximation theory. Topics covered include:
smoothing of data, least squares methods,
Chebyshev approximations. approximation by rational functions, orthogonal
functions. Hilbert space methods, general
aspects of approximation in normed linear
spaces.
3 credits

plane methods, enumeration methods
and group theoretic methods. Special
treatinent of knapsack problem, travelling
salesman problem and cutting stock
problems.
Prerequisite: MSA 530
Fall, odd-numbered years, 3 credits
MSA 534 Non-Unear Progra",rrilng
Necessary and sufficient conditions for
unconstrained and constrai'1ed optima.
The geometriC background is developed
using tangents and cones in finite ,
dimensional spaces. Computational
methods, including interior (penalty
function). boundary 'gradient projection),
and exterior (cutting plane) approaches.
Prerequisiter: MSA 530 or permission of
instructor
Spring, 3 credits

MSA 528 Num.rlcal Analysl. I
Oirect and indirect methods for solving
simultaneous linear equations and matrix
inversion, conditioning and round-off
,
errors. Computation of eigenvalues and
MSA 535 Stocha.tlc Proce8aea
eigenvectors.
Review of probability theory. Poisson
3 credits
· processes. Renewal theory. Markov
processes. Applications to queues,
MSA 527 NumerJcal Analyala II
statistics and other problems of
Numerical integration. Solution of
engineering and social sciences.
ordinary differential equations. Different
Prerequisite: MSA 569 or equivalent
MSA 511 Ordtnary DIff....ntI.1 Equation.
methods for partial differential equations;
Spring, 3 credits
This course deals with theory and
properties of ordinary differential . conSistency convergence and stability.
Numerical solution of integral equations.
MSA 538 Qu.uelng Theory
equations which are of importance in the
(MSA 527 may be taken whether or notthe
Introduction to the mathematical aspects
application of this subject. Among the
student has completed MSA 526.)
of congestion. Birth and death processes.
topics covered are solutions of sjngular
3 credits
Queues with service priorities and bulk
equations; boundary value problems; the
service queues. Analysis of transient and
Green's function method and eigenvalue
MSA 530 Linear Programming
steady state behavior. Estimation of
problems.
Formulation. of linear programming
parameters. Applications to engineering,
3 credits
problems and solution by simplex
economic and other systems.
method . Duality, sensitivity analYSiS, dual
Prerequisite: MSA 569
MSA 518, 51. Workshop In finite
simplex algorithm, decomposition.
Fall, even-numbered years, 3 credits
Mathematical Struct.... for T.achers,
Applications to the transportation
problem, two-person games, assignment
An introduction to the principles of
MBA 537 Inv.ntory Theory
prob!em, and introduction to integer and
combinatorial and graph theoretic
Nature of inventory systems. Design and
non-linear programming.
reasoning especially designed for high
control. Continuous and periodic review
Corequisite: linear algebra course
school teachers by the utilization of visual
policies. Economic order quantities and
Fall, 3 credits
aids, games, puzzles and other illustrative
· the optimality of (&, S) pOlicies.
models, coupled with a workshop in which
Prerequisite: MSA 569
MSA 531 Generalized Inve,... and Sparse
these prinCiples are applied to the solution
Fall, odd-numbered years, 3 credits
of a broad range of applied problems. The . Matrices
Moore-Penrose, various other types of
course Is developed with reference to the
MBA 538 Operation. A.... rch II:
generalized inverses; efficient methods
projected New York State high school
Stocha.tlc Mod.l.
for
their
computation
.
Condition
numbers
curriculum requirement in finite
· Queueing problems under varying
and scaling. Factored forms of inverses of
mathematics.
assumptions on input, service mechanism
large sparse matrices and their
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor
and queue discipline. Basic ideas of
relationship to elimination and
2 credits each semester
.
inventory theory. Introduction to
orthogOr'lalization methods. Sparse
statistical decision theory. Monte Carlo
matrices and graph theory. Applications
methods.
MSA 520 Mathematical Modelling In the
to applied problems in linear
Prerequisite : MSA 569 or equivalent
Analysis of Public System.
programming.
3 credits
Review of models relating to the questions
3 credits
of the improvement in delivery of urban
service systems (e.g . fire, police, health,
MSA 539 Network Flow.
MSA 532 Mathematical Demography
sanitation, transit). Topics include
Theory of flows in capacity constrained
A one-semester introduction to human
networks. Topics include : maximum flow,
optimal location and districting of public
will
include
survival
demography.
Topics
facilitie., distribution networks, models of
feasibility criteria, scheduling problems,
and childbearing probabilities, discrete
congestion and delay in municipal
matching and covering problems,
and continuous models for the birth
minimum length paths, minimum cost
services. optimal deployment of
renewal process, marriage models,
flows and associated combinatorial
emergency vehicles.
migration, occupational mobility ,
problems.
3 credits
kinship and the problems of inferring birth
Prerequisite: MSA 530 or permission of
and death rates from census data.
instructor
MSA 521 Mathem.tIcaI Models In
Fall, 3 credits
Spring, even-numbered years, 3 credits
Physiological Sc:ienc:e.
Mathematical models of blood flow and
renal function. Numerical solution of the
MSA 533 Integ.r Programming
MSA 540' Modelling Labor.tory
counter current exchange models by
Students undertake practical operations
Discrete optimization. Linear proutilizing information about the
gramming in which the variables are
research problems. Lectures on case
physiological structures in the solution
studies of recent systems analysiS
rflstricted to be integer-valued. Cutting

""
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projects by faculty and local industrial!
governmental groups. Students must
present a lecture on their project.
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor
Spring, 3 credits
MSA 542 Mathematical Theory of Nuclear
Reactors
Nuclear reactors as an energy source.
Topics to be treated are : introduction to
multiplying systems with nuclear reactors
as prime examples; transport equations,
properties and solutions techniques;
problems in moderation theory; the age .
equation; stochastic and Monte Carlo
approaches ; problems in homogeneous
and heterogeneous reactors; group
diffusion equations.
Prerequisites: MSA 251, MSA 551' or MSA
569 or equivalent and MSA 217 or MSA
220 or MSA 517
3 credits
MSA 543 Actuarial Science I: The Theory
of Interest
. This course will cover the material
required for Part 3(b) of the examinations
for the Society of Actuaries, basic
concepts of interest theory. The different
types of annuities, amortization schedules
and sinking funds. Bonds; yields and
coupon rate; common and preferred
stocks . .
3 credits
MSA 544 Actuarial Sciences II: Life
Contingencies
This course covers the material required
for part 4 of . the Actuarial Exams. The
mortality tables, endowments and
insurance. Premiums and premium
reserves. Allowance for expenses.
Generalizations to multi-life situations.
Introduction to populations theory.
Solution of sample problems for each
topic.
Prerequisite: Actuarial SCience I or
equivalent
3 credits
MSA 545 Graph Theory and Applications
Basic structure of undirected and directed
vector space analysis of graphs,
applications.
'
3 credits
MSA 547 StatisUcal Methods for
Environmental Engineering
A one semester survey course in statistical
methods. Applications will be to water and
air quality programs. Topics: basic
concept of sampling and data analysis,
and of linear modelling procedures. The
techniques of analysis of variance and
linear regression will also be discussed.
Fall, 3 credits
MSA 548 Models for Water Resource
Management
.
Introduction to cost benefit analYSis and
linear and integer programming
techniques. Optimal sitting applied to
water supply and treatment. Multidimensional regional optimization.
Spring, 3 credits

I

MSA 549 Models for Water Resources
Management II
Advanced topics in water resource
management modelling. Linear, nonlinear
and dynamic programming . Search
techniques for optimization . Simulation .
Multidimensional regional optimization .
Course requirements will include reading
professional journals and the preparation
of a water resource system model.
Prerequisites: Calculus, familiarity with
programming (preferably FORTRAN) ,
EMP 510 or MSA 548 or their equivalents
3 credits
MSA 550 Algebraic Coding Theory
Utilizing concepts and results from
modern algebra and number theory which
are developed in the course, a study is
made of those error-correcting codes
whose basic structure is algebraic .
Among the classes of codes considered
are those designed, respectively , as:
linear, cyclic, BCH, perfect, and residue.
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor
3 credits
MSA 553 Control Theory
Introduction to optimal control via the
calculus of variations. Discussions of
functional minimization from optimal
control viewpoint. Introduction of state
variable form for linear differential
equations used to solve linear, quadratic
cost, optimal control problem and ' time
minimum control for some Simple
systems. Derivation of matrix Ricatti
equation. Presentation of linearization on
nonlinear differential equations using
perturbation techniques.
Prerequisite: MSA 501
3 credits
MSA 557, 558 Elasticity I and II
This course is identical with ESC 541,542.
3 credits
MSA 563 Computational Fluid Dynamics
Finite difference methods and relaxation
methods for solving the incompressible
flow equations. Methods of characteristics, finite difference methods using
explicit artificial viscosities and implicit
artificial damping fpr solving ' the
compressible flow equations. Numerical
treatment of shocks. Various mighty
hydrodynamic codes.
Prerequisite : Permission of instructor
3 credits
MSA 565 Wave Propagation I
Theory of propagation .of vector and
scalar waves in bounded and unbounded
regions . Equivalence theorems of field
theory. Development of methods of
geometrical optics. Propagation in
inhomogeneous and in anisotropic media.
Green's function for boundary-value
problems.
3 credits
MSA 569 Introduction to .Applied
Probability
.
Sample spaces; conditional probability
and independence, random variables and
functions of random variables; binomial ;

Poisson , normal, and other special
d i stri bu ti ons; momen t-generati ng
functions; law of large numbers and
central Jimit theorem; Markov chains.
Applications to statistics.
3 credits
MSA 570 Mathematical Statistics I:
Estimation
Sampling distribution of maims and
variances ; introduction to moment
calculations and Order statistics. Theory
of maximum likelihood estimates, Pitman
estimates and sufficient statistics.
Parametric confidence intervals and
fiducial intervals. Cramer-Rao bounds,
Fisher's Information Matrix, other bounds
on variance of estimators.
Prerequisite: MSA 569 or equivalent
3 credits
MSA 571 Mathematical Statistics II:
HypotheSiS Testing
Decision problems, Neyman-Pearson
lemma, likelihood ratio tests, uniformly
most powerful tests, unbiased tests,
invariant tests, sequential tests, nonparametric tests. Introduction to tests on
contingency tables and multivariate data.
Bayesian approaches and introduction to
current research problems.
Prerequisite : MSA 569 or equivalent
3 credits
MSA 572, 573 Exploratory Data Analysis
I, II
Introduction to exploratory techniques:
stem and leaf plots, location and scale
estimates, common transformations,
regression , analysis of residuals. Twoway analysis. Exploratory analysis of
more complex tables. Advanced
techniques including smoothers.
3 credits
MSA 575 Data Analysis Laboratory
Directed quantitative reseach problem in
conjunction with currently existing
research programs outside the
department. Students speCializing in a
particular area will work on a problem
from that area; others will work on
problems related to their interests, if
possible. Efficient and effective use of
computers. Each student will give at least
one informal lecture to his colleagues on
the research problem and its statistical
aspects.
Prerequisite : Permission of the instructor
3 credits
MSA 576 Statistical Methods for Social
Scientists
_
This course is an introduction to statistical
thinking in the social sciences. The course
will cover statistical variability , standard
scores, regression , correlation, sampling
notions, estimation , confidence intervals,
significance testing, conditional probability, and Bayesian manipulations.
Prerequisite : Gdod standing in a social
science department or permission of
instructor
3 credits

I

MSA 578 Regression Theory
Classical least squares theory ( for
regression including the Gauss-Markov
theorem and classical normal statistical
theory. An introduction to stepwise'
regression, procedures and exploratory
data analysis techniques. Analysis of
Variance problems as a subject of
regression. Brief discussions of
robustness of estimation and robustness
of design.
3 credits
MSA 581 .Analylls of Vartance
Analysis of models with fixed effects. The
Gauss-Markov theorem; construction of
confidence ellipsoids and tests with
Gaussian observations. Problems of
multiple tests of hypotheses. One way,
two way, and higher way layouts. Analysis
of incomplete designs such as Latin
squares, incomplete blocks, and nested
designs. Analysis of covariance problems.
Prerequisite: MSA 569, 570 or 572 or
permission of instructor
3 credits

\

MSA 582 O.lIgn of Expertments
Discussion of the accuracy of
experiments, partitioning sums of
squares, randomized designs, factorial
experiments, Latin squares, confounding
and fractional replication, response
surface experiments and incomplete
block designs.
Prerequisite: MSA 569 or equivalent
3 credits
MSA 584 Sequential Methods
Sequential decision problems in statistics.
The two-armed bandit, selection by
relative rank, and other examples. Optimal
stopping and sequential analysis .
Empirical Bayes and compound decision
problems. Fixed-width confidence Intervals, confidence sequences, and tests of
power one. Adaptive least squares and stochastic apptoximation.
Prerequisite: MSA 570
3 credits
MSA 585 Sampling Techniques
Properties of simple random sampling,
application to estimating proportions and
sample sizes which give predetermined
accuracy. Stratified randol')1 samples;
Neyman allocation . Ratio and regression
estimates, accuracy and bias, systemjitic
sampling, cluster sampling, two stage
sampling:
Prerequisite: MSA 570
Fall, 3 credits
MSA 586 Time Sertes
Analysis in the frequency domain.
Periodograms, approximate tests, relation
to regreSSion theory. Prewhitening and
digital fibers. Common data windows.
Fast f'ourier transforms. Complex
demodulation, Gibbs phenomenon
issues. Times domain analysis.
Prerequisites: MSA 569 and MSA 570
3 credits
MSA 587 Non-parametrtc Statistics
This course will cover the applied non-

parametric statistical procedures - one
sample Wilcoxon test, two-sample
Wilcoxon test, [uns test, Kruskal-Wallis
test, Kendall's tau, Spearman's rho,
Hodges-Lehman estimation, Friedman
analysis of variance on ranks. The course
will give the theoretical underpinnings to
,those procedures, showing how existing
techniques may be extended and new
techniques developed. An excursion into
the new problems of multivariate nonparametric inference will be made.
Prerequisites : MSA 252, MSA 312 or
equivalent
Fall , 3 credits
MSA 588 Biostatistics
Statistical techniques for planning and
analyzing medical studies. Planning and
conducting clinical trials and retrospective
and prospective epidemiological studies.
Analysis of survival times including singlycensored and doubly-censored data.
Quantitative and quantal bioassay, twostage assays, routine bioassay. Quality '
mntrol for medical studies.
Prerequisite: MSA 570 or permission of
instructor
Fall, 3 credits
MSA 599 Aesearch
Variable and repetitive credit
, MSA 604, 605 Probability Theory I, II
. Mathematical foundations of probability,
distribution functions and characteristic
functions, limit theorems, random walks,
conditional expectation, Markov
property, Brownian motions, Poisson
process , infinitely divisible processes,
.martingales, stochastic integral and
stochastic differential equations.
PrerequiSite : MSA 504 or MSM 512
,3 credits
MSA 611 Theory of Partial Differential
Equations and Their Applications
Theorem of Cauchy and Kowalesky;
.classification of partial differential
equations in general; characteristics;
potential theory and elliptic equations;
hyperbolic equations and propagation of
discontinuities, parabolic equations,
various methods of solving partial
differential equations; applications to
problems in electromagnetlcs, solid
mechanics, plasma physics .
Prerequisite: MSA 502
3 credits
MSA 615 Nonlinear Differential Equations
Existence, uniqueness and continuity
theorems. Approximate solutions by
method of iteration . Study of autonomous
systems. Phase plane analYSis, periodic
solutions. Singular pOints, cycles, limit
cycles. Tl;leory of bifurcation. Stability
theory, Liapunov functions. Arialytical
and geometrical investigations of secondorder equations such as van der Pol's and
Lienard's equations.
Prerequisite: MSA 501
3 credits
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MSA 620 Theory and Applications of
Large Scale Networks
A rigorous treatment of mathematical
techniques used to answer many practical
questions ariSing in the study and design
of large scale. networks. Emphasis on the
development of algorithms. Several
lectures devoted to specific applications
to computer nety.'orks to be used
throughout the course. Prerequisite: MSA
537 or equivalent
3 credits
MSA 621 Numerical Solutions of Partial
Differential Equations
Variational form of the problem, Ritz
Galerkins, collocation and mixed
methods; triangular, rectangular (2-D)
and tetrahedral element (3-0); accuracy,
convergence, stability, solutions of linear,
nonl(near steady state and dynamic
problems; implicity, explicity time
integration; equivalence of finite element
and finite difference methods.
Prerequisite: MSA 502 or equivalent
3 credits
MSA 627 Theory of Integral Equations and
Their ApplICations
Integral equations with degenerate
kernels, equations of the second kind,
iterative solutions, contraction mapping
p~inciple,
Fredholm theoty, spectral
theory for symmetric kernels. Volterra
equations of the first and second kind,
equations with weakly singular kernels,
simultaneous systems, applications.
Prerequisites: MSA 504 and MSA 505
3 credits
MSA 628 Applications of Functional
Analysis
Introduction to such topics as unbounded
operators and the closed graph theorem,
convexity and weak convergence in
Hilbert space and degree theory .
Applications to monotone operators and
the stability ' of nonlinear systems,
Schwartz dist'r ibutions and passive linear
systems, and to the solution of nonlinear
equations .
3 credits
MSA 635, 636 Realizability Theory I and II
Banach-space-valued distributions. The
postulational foundations of linear system
theory. Time-varying Banach systems, the
kernel theorem and composition.
Causality and realizability. Time-invariant Banach systems and convolution.
Hilbert ports and passivity . The
admittance and scattering formulisms.
Representation theorems. SynthesiS of
Hilbert ports.
Corequisite: MSA 628 or MSM 554, MSM
555
3 credits
MSA 651 Nonlinear Analysis and
Optimization
Iterative methods for solving nonlinear
operator equations. Frechet differentials.
The Newton-Raphson method in function
space and nonlinear boundary value
problems. The Courant penalty concept
and constrained optimization. General

multiplier rules. Variable metric gradient
techniques and gradient projection for
nonlinear least square methods, with
applications.
3 credits

MSA 891 Topics In Applied Mathematics
Varying topics, selected from the list
below if sufficient interest is shown.
Several topics may be taught concurrently

in different sections.

3 credits
Stochastic Modelling
Control Theory and Optimization
Mixed Boundary Value Problems in
Elasticity
Advanced Operational Methods in
Applied Mathematics
Applied Mathematics
Approximate Methods in the Boundary

Value Problems in Applied Mathematics
Foundations of Passive Systems Theory
Partial Differential Equations

MSA 698 Practlcum In Teaching
3 credits, repetitive
MSA 699 Dissertation Research
Variable and repetitive credit

Applied Sciences
Courses CEN 580, 581, 582, 586 and ESE
583, 584 and 585 are for the M.S. program
in Applied SCience

CEN 580 Soclo-Technological Problems
A series of case studies of current
sociotechnological problems encompassing such areas as health service delivery,
emergency medical care, auto safety and
suburban transportation, and the energy
crisis. In each case, the problem dictates
the quantitative models from which the
alternatives are developed with the
corresponding technological, economic,
and social constraints.
3 credits
CEN 581 Decision-Making In TechnologyPeople-Environment Problems
Application of basic elements of decisionmaking (criteria constraints, models, and
optimization techniques) to the analysis
bf potential solution to problems which
involve technology and its impact on
people and the environment. Areas of
study include: technology for forecasting
and assessment methods, cost/benefit
analysis, resource management, and the
matching of technological systems to
societal needs.
3 credits
CEN 582 Systems Approach to Technology-People-Envlronment Problems
Application of system concepts (inputoutput, feed-back, stability, information
analysis) to the analysis of dynamic
systems involving technolog'y and
society. Areas of study include: automatic
compensation of systems through the use '
of feedback; stability and instability of
urban systems, transportation epidemics,
and econojT1ics; machines and systems
for men, including communication and
prosthetics.
3 credits

ESE/CEN 583 Computer Literacy
A course to provide a basic understanding
of digital computers, their applications,
and the benefits from the threats to
society from their use. Emphasis will be
placed on applications in education,
medicine and government. Actual
experience with the computer will include
introduction to programming, algorithmic
problem formulation, and running

existing programs. '(Credit will not be
given toward other graduate degrees
offered in the department.)
3 credits

ESE/CEN 584 Project Seminar In Applied
Science
A forum for discussion of research
methods and project ideas in Applied
Science Education for Graduate
Students. Seminar topics include
development and implementation of new
interdisciplinary applied science curricula
for secondary schools and community
colleges; design and evaluation of
educational technology systems.
Students will be required to propose and
execute a pilot version of a Master's
project. (Credit will not be given toward
other graduate degrees offered in the
department.)
Prerequisite: CEN 581
3 credits
ESE/CEN 585 Independent Study in
Applied Science Education
The primary objective of independent
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study is to provide a student with
opportunities to interact with faculty
members who can be of assistance in his
master's project. Students should
contract individually with faculty
members on work load and credit(s).
(Credit will not be given toward other
graduate degrees offered in the
department.)
Prerequisite: CEN 582
Up to 3 credits

CEN 586 Automation and Feedback In
Technology Society Systems
Consists of an examination (through lectures, discussion and laboratory work) of
the principles involved in feedback, how
feedback is involved in automation and in
communications, manufacturing, service
industries, and societal systems. The
course is presented through lectures, discussion . demonstration and group activitip-so
Prerequisite: \CEN 580 or ~ermission of
instructor
3 credits

Biochemistry
HBC 531 Prlnclpl.. of Biochemistry
An introductory course illustrating the
principles of biochemistry in animal
systems. The following topics will be
emphasized: intermediary metabolism
including the generation of metabolic
energy and the biosynthesis of macromolecular precursors; the relationship
between structure and function of
proteins; the structure and I biological
activity of nucleic acids; and ' the
biosynthesis of proteins.
Prerequisite: Organic chemistry or
permission of instructor
Instructors: Drs. Schmidt, Freundlich,
Dudock
Fall, 4 credits

Biology
BIO 581 Human Genetics
This course assumes a knowledge of the "
fundamentals of general genetics. It
focuses upon the study of genes in human
kind reds and populations , giving
attention to human cytogenetics and to
the importance 'of genetic factors in
human development, disease, society and
evolution .
Fall, 3 credits

BIO 571 Biology and Ethics
A consideration of ethical problems
growing out of recent developments in
molecular biology, genetics, reproductive
physiology, pharmacology, and
psychology, as well as other branches of
the biological sciences. Topics to be
considered include the ethical animal;
evolutionary basis and the naturalistic
fallacy; levels of organization and
conflicting values; the ethics of the gene
pool; senescence and the prolongation of
life; death-necessity and dignity; and
reproduction.
Instructor: Ms. Mailon
Spring, 3 credits
\

BIO 563 Laboratory In Research '
Techniques
Experimentation with teaching methods,
including demonstration and analysis of
biological processes 'in a high school
laboratory. Emphasis will be placed on
techniques for utilizing living organisms,
making quantitative observations, and
analyzing group data. Includes
component involving ideas, procedures
and practice in conducting research asan
extension of the local instructional
program.
Instructor: Prot. Laser
Fall, 3 credits

independent laboratory, field or
theoretical research project

BIO 593-598 Special Semina,.
Topics to be arranged.
instructor: Ms. Mallon
Fall, spring, summer, variable and repetitive credit

Fall, spring, summer, credit to be arran~ed

BIO 599 Research
Under the supervision of a member of the
graduate staff, the student does an

Note: Additional courses are available
. from the offerings of other graduate
programs.

i

Cellular and Developmental Biology
BCD 500 Directed Readings In Genetics
and Developmental Biology
Directed readings in topics of current
interest, under supervision of a faculty
sponsor culminating in one or more
critical review papers.
Prerequisite: Sponsor and approval of
Masters Programs Executive Committee
Instructor: Staff
Yearly, 1-3 credits, repetitive
BCD 510 Seminar In Human Genetics and
Cytogenetics
A survey of current literature from
periodicals with discussion ; each student
will also prepare a review of a major
disorder or new technique using the
index medicus for recent references.
Prerequisite : BIO 220 or equivalent
Instructor: Elof Carlson
Spring, 3 credits

out in staff research laboratories on a
rotation basis.
Fall and spring, 2 credits
BCD 531, 532 Graduate Seminar In
Developmental Biology
Seminars are given by graduate students
on current literature in the field of developmental biology.
Fall and spring , 1 credit
BCD 535 Physiology and Development of
Higher Plants
Survey of selected topics in plant
physiology with emphasis on
developmental aspects. Areas from which
specific problems will be selected
include photomorphogenesis, hormonal
control of plant growth , and plant tissue
culture.
Fall, 2 credits

,

BCD 537 Physiology and Biochemistry of
BCD 512 Contractile and Cytoskeletal
the Cell Cycle
Mechanisms In Developing Systems
An integrated view of the cell
The molecular characteristics of the three
developmental cycle in prokaryotes and
major microfibrillar systems of cells;
eukaryotes . Topics considered will
evidence concerning the inv~lvement of
include cell cycle anatomy ; cell
actins and myosins in the contractile
population dynamics; general patterns of
programs of non-muscle cells; a survey of \ nucleic acid synthesis; regulation of
the role of cell movements and shape
enzyme activity during the cell cycle;
changes in developing animal eggs and
temporal control of gene expression ;
embryos.
.
development and function of cellular
Prerequisites: Biochemistry and Cell
organelles during the cell cycle; and the
Biology courses
control of cell division .
Instructor: Robert W. Merriam
Instructor: Edmunds
Fall, 2 credits
Fall, alternate years, 3 credits
BCD 527 PhotoperiodiC Control of Plant
and Animal Development
Examination of seasonally correlated
developmental processes that are
modulated and controlled by light, the
physiological and biochemical pathways
whereby the control is mediated , and the
nature of the biological timing mechanism
involved. Topics will include flowering
and phytochrome system; insect
development; annual reproductive cycles
in birds and mammals; , the Bunning
hypothesis; and circannual rhythms.
Instructor: Edmunds
Fall, alternate years, 3 credits
BCD 529 Organelle Development •
This course is concerned primarily with
the development of the mitochondrion
and the chloroplast. Subjects will include
the biogenesis of these organelles and
their relation to ard interaction with the
nucleus. EmphaSIS will be on genetical
and biochemical analysis.
Instructor: Lyman
Fall, alternate years, 3 credits
BCD 530 Projects In Developmental
Biology ,
Individual laboratory projects, closely
supervised by staff members, to be carried

BCD 560 Microbial Ecology
A course intended to cover the basic
aspects of the interaction of
microorganisms"with their environments,
and the various environmental variables
on current research in developmental biowh ich influence their growth . Methods of
logy.
field and laboratory study of the ecology
Fall and spring, 1 credit
of microorganisms will be discussed . .
BCD 656 Comparative Cell and Tissue
Examples will be taken from the algae,
Biology
fungi, slime molds, bacteria, protozoa,
and bryophytes. There will be ah initial
Introduction to the structural organization
series of lectures followed by student
of cells and tissues and to the way
presentations and discussions using
structure relates to function . Particular
material from the literature. Hours to be
emphasis placed on cell organelle
arranged . Open to qualified understructure and function in specialized cells
graduates by permission of the instructor.
in tissues . The orga'nization and
Prerequisites: Inorganic .and organiC
interaction of cells in tissues will also be
chemistry, general zoology, general
covered . The course will be comparative
botany
and will include examples of tissues from
Instructor: E.H. Sattley
vertebrates and invertebrates.
Spring, 2 credits
(Crosslisted with HBA 656)
Spring, 4 credits
BCD 599 Research
Original investigation under the
BCD 657 Principles of Development
suPervision of a member of the staff.
This course will deal with developing
Fall and spring , credit to be arranged
systems at all levels from the
morphological to the molecular.
BCD 621, 622 Developmental BloIo~y
Illustrative material from both animal and
Seminar
plant kingdoms will be used . Special
attention will be given to gametogenesis,
A weekly series of seminars by members of
genetiC control of early development,
the staff, postdoctoral students, advanced
translational control of protein synthesis,
graduate students, and visiting scientists
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the role of cell divisior. and cell
movements, and cell-<:ell interactions in
defining developing systems.
Prereq'uisite: BC;D 656
(Crosslisted with HBA 657)
Fall, 3 credits

BCD 861 Insect Development
This course covers selected aspects of
insect development, with emphasis on

common 'p rinciples rather than on
variability and exceptions. TopiCS include:
gametogenesis and fertilization; sex
determination; morphogenesis;
regeneration; homoeosis; hormonal
cohtrol.
Prerequisites: Introductory courses in
Animal Development, Cell Biology and
Genetics
Instructor: Siegward Strub
Fall , 2 credits

BCD 681-684 Advanced Seminars
Topics to. be arranged.
Fall and spring, variable and repetitive
credit

CHE 513 Reaction Mechanisms In
Inorganic Chemistry
'Reactions of inorganiC and organometallic compounds taken from
throughout the periodic table are studied
from a mechanistic viewpoint. Mo,.dern
techniques used in the elucidation .of
mechanisms are surveyed, experimental
results are evaluated , and theoretical
interpretations are discussed in the
context of thermodynamic and structural
parameters.
Spring, 3 credits

CHE 523 Chemical Thermodynamics
A rigorous development of the
fundamentals of thermodynamics and its
application to a number of systems of
interest to chemists. These systems
include electrochemical cells, gases,
homogeneous and heterogeneous
equilibrium systems. An introduction to
statistical mechanics will also be
included.
Fall , 3 credits

BCD 699 Dissertation Re..arch
Origi nal investigations undertaken as part
of the Ph .D. program under supervision of
research committee.
Fall and spring., credit to be arranged

Chemistry
CHE 501 Structural Organic Chemistry
A discussion at an advanced level of the
most important features in structural
theory, such as steric hindrance and
strain, conformation analysis, stereochemistry, aromaticity, applied molecular
orbital theory, and the modern methods of
structure determination.
Fall or spring, 3 credits
CHE 502 MechanlsUc Organic Chemistry
A considenftion of the most important
means of dissecting the detailed pathways
of organic reactions. The use of
substituent and medium effects on
reactions proceeding through
heteropolar, free radical and isopolar
transition states is discussed; some
unstable intermediates and unusual
molecules are included.
Fall or spring, 3 credits
CHE 503 Synthetic Organic Chemistry
A survey of the most important organic
reactions from the viewpoint of synthetic
utility, including many recent innovations
in this field . The mechanisms of these
reactions are discussed with the purpose
of bringing out .unifying features among
them.
Fall or spring, 3 credits
CHE 511 Structural Inorganic Chemistry
Properties and reactions of inorganic
compounds are considered from the
viewpoint of molec_ular and electronic
structure. Various models used to
describe and/or predict molecular
structures are considered . Valence bond,
crystal field, and molecular'orbital theory
are applied to inorganiC compounds.
Relationships between molecular and
electronic structure are discussed.
Fall, 3 credits
CHE 512 Physical Methods In Inorganic
Chemistry
Infprmation from modern physical
methods concerning the molecular and
electronic structures of inorganic
compounds is surveyed. The relationship
of this information to the chemical and
other physical properties of these
compounds is discussed.
Spring, 3 credits

CHE 521 Quantum Chemistry I
Quantum theoretical concepts are
discussed . Schrodinger wave mechanics
and related mathematical techniques are
illustrated by treatment of systems of I
chemical interest. Designed to form the
theoretical basis for the study of chemical
bonding, molecular structure,
spectroscopy, and molecular collision
phenomena.
}
Fall, 3 credits
CHE 522 Quantum Chemistry II
Martix representations of quantum
mechanical operators. Problems in time
dependent quantum mechanics with the
derivation of both approximate and exact
solutions. The elements of group theory
with applications to atomiC , molecular,
and solid state systems.
Spring, 3 credits '

CHE _ Chemical Kinetics
An intensive study of rates of chemical
reactions and in particular the
relationship of kinetic studies to the
det~rmination of reaction mechanisms.
Experimental methods will be discussed
with emphasis on the determination of
rate laws. The theoretical treatment will
include discussions of the kinetic theory
and the transition-state theory
approaches to chemical kinetics.
3 credits
/

CHE 528 Statistical Mechanics
Theory of the canonical and grand
ensembles of quantum mechanical
systems. Study of the effect of
intermolecular forces upon the
thermodynamiC functions of classical
fluids via the theory of the configuration
integral, the theory of molecular
distribution functions, and the McMillanMeyer solution theory. This includes a

study of some approximation methods
such as cluster expansions and integral
equations. An introduction to the theory
of transport and relaxation coefficients of
systems of interacting molecules.
3 credits
CHE 529 Nuclear Chemlltry
Topics include the .properties of
radioactive substances and their use in
the study of chemical problems; nuclear
structure; nuclear reactions ; radioactive
decay and growth; interactions of
radiation with matter; detection and
measurement of radiation; application of
radioactivity to chemical problems such
as kinetics. structure and analysis;
artificially produced elements.
Fall or spring. 3 credits
CHE 530 PhYllcal Chemlltry of
Macromoleculel
An investigation of the gross and fine
structure of macromolecules in solution
as revealed by hydrodynamic behavior
(e.g .. ultracentrifugation. viscosity) . spectroscopic properties (e.g .. ultraviolet hypochromism . circular dichromism, magnetic resonance spectra) . and the thermodynamics of interaction with small molecules. Theory of conformation changes.
3 credits
CHE 531 Departmental Research Seminar
Meetings at which first-year graduate
students learn about the research
activities of the departmental faculty.
Fall . 1 credit
CHE 532 Uteratura Seminar
Students select and discuss topics from
the current literature .
Spring. 1 credit
CHE 557/558 Methodland Technlquel of
Experimental Chemlltry
Principles and practice of techniques
currently used in the study of molecular
properties and for the synthesis. isolation .
purification . and identification of
compounds. Students select experiments
that are organized as modules in their area
of interest.
CHE 589 Directed Study
Subject matter varies according to needs
of student.
Variable and repetitive credit

CHE 590 M.S. Term Paper
Independent study leading to a term paper
on a selected topic in chemistry, chemical
applications. or chemical pedagogy .
Summer. fall. or spring. 3 credits
CHE 601 Special Topici In Synthetic
Organic Chemlltry
The subject matter varies depending on
interests of students and staff . It may
cover such areas as heterocyclic
chemistry. organometallic chemistry and
the chemistry of organic molecules
containing second- row elements. The
emphasis is on fundamental considerations and recent developments.
Variable and repetit ive credit
CHE 602 Special Topici In PhYllcal
Organic Chemlltry
The subject matter varies depending on
interests of students and staff . It may
cover such areas as photochemistry.
theoretical organic chemistry and the
chemistry of unstable intermediates ; the
emphasis is on fundamental considerations and recent developments .
Variable and repetit ive credit
CHE 610 Practlcum In Teaching
Practice instruction in chemistrY at the
undergraduate level . carried out under
faculty orientation and supervision. A
minimum of two semesters of CHE 610 is
required of all candidates for graduate
research degrees in chemistry , unless
explicitly waived by the chairman.
Variable and repetitive credit
CHE 623 Molecular Spectroscopy
A detailed description of the theory and
practice of molecular spectroscopy.
TQpics in the time evolution of molecular
energy states encompassing both theory
and recent developments in the
expertmental techniques also are
presented.
2 credits
CHE 624 Magnetic Resonance
The theory of magnetic and electrostatic
interactions among nuclei and electrons.
and of the magnetic resonance methods
used to investigate them . Applications of
magnetic resonance spectroscopy to a
number of topics. including rate
processes . electronic structures .
conformations. and motions of molecules.

Coastal Oceanography
OCN 601 Planktonic Herbivory - An
Experimental Approach
Course focuses on methods and
hypotheses used to investigate
zooplankton as herbivores in the coastal
ocean . Review of literature and
experience with experimental techniques.
Participation in relevant research
conducted by MSRC faculty. '

Prerequisite: MAR 502
Spring . 3 credits
OCN 602 The Marine Nitrogen Cycle
Course focuses on nitrogen fixation.
nitrification . denitrification. nitrogen
uptake and excretion by marine
organisms. Emphasis is on microbial
activities . Techniques and recent

structures and electronic properties of
solids. and biological problems.
2 credits
CHE 625 Molecular Structure and
Crystailography
Experimental methods in the
determination of molecular structure . The
relationship of structure to chemistry. The
emphasis will be on the determination of
structure in the solid state. particularly by
X-ray crystallography.
2 credits
CHE 626 Computer-Controlled Experimentation In Chemlltry
Basic concepts and practice in on-line
data acquisition and display. interfacing
techniques. feedback control as applied
to chemical instrumentation . Students will
design . simulate. and/ or perform actual
experiments with the computer.
3 credits

,

CHE 682 Special Topici In Inorganic
Chemlltry
Subject matter varies. depending on
interests of students and staff. but will
cover recent developments in inorganic
chemistry.
Variable and repetitive credi~
CHE 683 Special Topics In PhYllcal
Chemlltry
Subject matter varies. depending on
interests of students and staff. but will
cover recent developments and advanced
topics in physical chemistry.
Variable and repetitive credit
CHE 694 Chemical Biology Seminar
1 credit. repetitive
CHE 695 Inorganic Chemlltry Seminar
1 credit. repetitive
CHE 696 Organic Chemlltry Seminar
1 credit. repetitive
CHE 697 Physical Chemistry Seminar
1 credit. repetitive
CHE 698 Colloquium
Variable credit
CHE 699 Dllsertatlon Research
Variable and repetitive credit

advances in the field are presented .
Prerequisite: MAR 502
Fall, 3 credits

dispersion in shear flow, and
concentration fluctuations in diffusion.
Course concludes with a study of the
effect of diffusion on the space-time
behavior of non-conservative properties
such as chemical reactants and
planktonic organisms.
Prerequisite: Parital differential equations
Fall, 3 credits

OCN 803 Concepts and Practices In the
Management of Shellfish Resources
Introductory review of general
management concepts including
emphasis on the hard clam fishery.
Discussion of the possible role of
aquaculture in shellfish management
OCN 605 Acoustic Techniques In Coastal
Marine Geoiogy
'
.
.
generally, with specific reference to the
hard clam industry. Field trips to Great
Theory and practice of seismic
South Bay and hard clam aquaculture
techniques and echo-sounding in
centers. Laboratory projects involving
examination of geological features and
culture of hard clams from gametoprocesses. Study of seismic reflection and
refraction methods and' records
genesis, spawning, early development
. and growth of larval clams, metainterpretation to · describe subsurface
structure. Use of acoustic devices to study
morphosis, and handling of 'seed' clams.
Laboratory work emphasizes hard ciani . sediment transport, including discussion
. of acoustic monitoring of suspended
biology and the state of the art of
sediment and bathymetric surveying of
aquaculture, and focuses on management
implications. Guest presentations from
bedforms. A field project is required.
industry and management agencies
Prerequisite: MAR 506
Fall, 3 credits '
representatives.
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor
Spring, 3 credits
OCN 606 Design of .Fleld Experiments
Series of seminars focusing on
experimental design and planning and
OCN 804 Diffusion In Aquatic Environimplementation of field observations in
ment
the coastal zone., Emphasis will be
Course focuses on environmental
di rected at geological, physical, '
diffusion problems arising in the sea,
biological and/or chemical oceanolakes and .rivers, such as dilution of
graphic aspects, depending on student
pollutants. Main topics include classica'
interest and demand.
turbulent diffusion theory, statistical
Prerequisite: Completion of core courses
theory of diffusion by randon movements,

and permission of instructor
Spring, 3 credits

OCN 609 Estuarine Oceanography
Physical and chemical properties of
estuarine waters, and the Classification of
estuaries by geomorphological and
hydrographic parameters. Kinematics
and dynamics of motion and mixing in
estuaries.
Prerequisite: MAR 501 and MAR 504
Fall, 3 credits
OCN 610 Waves and Tides
Theory of, surface and internal waves;
wave generation and forecasting; tide
theory; analysis and predictions of tides
and tidal currents .
Prerequfsites: MAR 501 and MAR 504
Spring, 3 credits
OCN 650 Dissertation Research
Original investigation undertaken with the
supervision of research committee.
Fall and spring, variable and repetitive
credit
OCN 651 Special Topics
Presentation 'of advanced courses,
intensive short courses, and seminar
series on subjects of special interest.
Topics will vary from semester to
semester.
Section I: Tutorial
Pre~equisite: Permission 6f instructor
Fall and spring, variable and repetitive
credit

Comparative Literature
CLT 500 Utel'llry Theory I: From Antiquity
to the 19th Century
An exami.nation of the basic texts in
criticism and criticalytheory from antiquity
to the 19th century. Stress will be placed
on prevailing philosophical and aesthetic
Issues, on cultural contexts, and on the
basic concepts of the nature and function
of literature.
Instructor: H. Gross
Fall, 3 credits
CLT 501 Uterery Theory II: Modem
Trenda
This course will consider trends ' in the
development of literary theory from the
beginnings of .the. 19th century . to the
present.
Instructor: H. Gross
Spring, 3 credits
CLT 502 Problems In Tl'llnslatlon
After suitable theoretical preparation, the
student plans and carries out a translation
of a literary text.
French language translationInstructor: K. Bieber
Fall, 3 credits, repetitive
German·language translationInstructor: J. Russell
Spring, 3 credits, repetitive

CL T 504 Compal'lltlve Studies In Ganl'll
Drama: Theory of Tragedy--2..
Instructor: H. Weisinger
.
Fall, 3 credits
, Drama: Pre-modern drama from Ibsen to
Chekov and from Kleist to Expressionism,
including BrechtInstructor: J. Kott
Spring, 3 credits
CLT 508 Utel'llture In .Relation to Other
Disciplines: Scandinavian Mythology
• The course will cover Scandinavian prehistory and the mythology of the Viking
Age through reading The Prose Edda, and
selected Old Norse myths. Definitions of
myth, kinds of myths, theories of the
origin of religion, Scandinavian sources,
and the ,h istory and present status of
research will be considered, along with
study of the influence of Old Norse myths
on English writers. THis course is crosslisted with GER 555.
Instructor: J. Sjoberg
.
Spring, 1980
CLT 597 Directed Readings for MA Students
Variable and repetitive credit
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CLT 599 Independent Study
Variable and repetitive credi~
CLT 601 Seminar In Utel'llry Theory:
Problems In Realism
Studies in George Lukac's later works:
Wider den rriiBverstandenen Realismus
and his Aesthetik, with reference to the

international development of Marxist
literary sociology (Benjamin, Brecht,
caudwell). This course is cross-listed with
GER 549 and will be conducted in
German.
Instructor: K. Schroter
Fall, 3 credits

interpretaions of texts, dealing mostly
with structuralist and post-structuralist
methodology. Text here is understood in a
large sense: the literary work as well as the
versions of myth , dreams, even pictures.
Instructor: J. Kott
Spring, 3 credits

CLT 802 Int.rdllClplln.ry Semln.r: T.xt,
Context .nd Interpretation
A seminar on the most significant

CLT 890 Dissertation R••••rch
Variable and repetitive credit

CLT 898 Prectlcum In T..chlng
3 credits, repetitive
CLT 899 Directed Reeding. for Doctoral
candid....
Variable and repetitive credit

, .

Computer Sciences
USC 502 Comput.r Archltectur.
Starts with functional components at the
level of registers, busses, arithmetic, and
memory chips, and then uses a register
transfer language to manipulate these in
the design of hardware systems up to the
level of complete computers. Specific
topics also include.d . are microprogrammed control, I/O systems and
device interfaces, control of memory
hierarchies, and parallel processing
organizations.
Prerequisites: MSC 102 and ESE 318
Fall , 4 credits
USC 520 TechnlquH for Software De.lgn
Topics relevant to software design and
development especially those relating to
commercial/industrial programming
environment. To include system and
module construction and decomposition
methodologies (top down, bottom up,
hierarchial), structured programming
concepts, maintainability, reliability,
program and system documentation
(design spec's, implementation spec's,
user manual) , management of software
("Mythical Man Month ," etc.), psychology
of computer programming, and programmers.
Fall, 4 credits
USC 521 D.ta Structure.
Representation and organization of
information as data inside and outside a
computer. Basic concepts and formal
descriptions of .data structures. Implementation and storage management.
Fall, 4 credits
USC 522 Complier De.lgn
Investigates contemporary methods of
programming language implementation ,
including table-driven syntax analysis,
run-time storage management, symbol
table organizations, error recovery, code
generation, compiler checkout and
verification. Students will partiCipate in a
term project involving design of an actual
compiler.
Spring, 4 credits
USC 524 Laboratory In Computer Scl.nce
A significant programming problem or
digital system design will be undertaken.
Solutions are to include all aspects of
large-scale problem-solving including

cost analysis, design, testing, and
documentation. The course will extend
over two semesters.
Fall semester, 2 credits
Spring semester, 3 credits
USC 525 Oper.tlng Systems
Review of batch processing systems.
Discussion of ' topiCS such as virtual
memory, protection, interprocess
communication and directory structures
ii, the context of several modern operating
systems . Sequential p r ocesses,
asynchronous operation and modularization of systems.
Prerequisites : MSC 521 and MSC 522
Spring , 4 credits
USC 526Progr.mmlng Language Design
Design and i mplementation of
programming languages. Syntax and
semantics. Data and control structures.
Parallelism . Implementation problems of
ALGOL 68. Other examples from LISP,
SNOBOL, MACROGENERATOR, PU1 ,
CPL.L8. Machine. dePendence, interface
problems, and portability. cqnsiderations.
Systems specification and implementation languages.
Corequisite: MSC 522
Spring, 3 credits
USC 530 Simul.tlon .nd Modeling
Statistical aspects of systems modeling.
Syntax and usage of General Purpose
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Systems Simulator (GPSS) . Mathematical-analytic tools of systems
modeling. Analog .computer as a
modeling guide. Construction of GPSS
working models in engineering , biology
and the social sciences. Simulation using
the FORTRAN language in physics,
chemistry and engineering.
Corequisite: MSC 521
Fall , 3 credits
USC 532 Inform~tlon Org.nlzatlon .nd
R.trlev.'
The construction of naturai language or
textual data banks. String manipulation
and text editing . Methods to input, edit
and output textual information .with a view
to ' reorganization and pr.esentation of
texts and their derived data. Frequency
dictionaries , concordances, combinatorial concordances, indices, permuted
indices, and catalogs. List proceSSing
techniques on direct access devices and
their use in information retrieval, selective
dissemination of information, and realtime interrogation of data banks.
Prerequisite: MSC 521
Spring, 4 credits
MSC 540 Found.tlons of Computer
Science
The student will be introduced to those
topics in theoretical computer science
necessary for successfully completing
subsequent courses (MSC 522, MSC 525).

Elements of formal languages.
computability. discrete mathematics. and
verification will be covered.
Fall. 3 credits
MSC 541 Theoretical Foundation. of
Computlna I
The mathematical and logical foundations
of computing considered at an advanced
level. General syntax of formal languages.
formal logistic systems. proof theory.
Decision procedures. Functional calculi
of the first order. Axiomatization of
elementary arithmetic within the first
order functional calculus. Post canonical
systems. The informal notion of an
algorithm. Formal characterizations of the
algorithmic functions. Introduction to
recursive function theory. computability,
and unsolvability.
Spring, 3 credits
MSC 542 Theoretical Foundation. of
Computing II
Recursive function theory and effective
computability. The partial recursive
functions. Church's thesis. The universal
partial function, the halting problem for
Turing machines, recursive unsolvability. Recursive invariance. The recursive
theorem. Reducibifity orderings and the
structure of unsolvability degrees.
Fall, 3 credits
.
MSC 543 Automata Thapry I
Finite-state machines and regular
expressions, context-free languages and
push-down automata. Turing machines
and the halting problem, complexity of
computation.
Prerequisite: MSA 514
Fall, 3 credits
MSC 544 Automata Theory II
This course will center around algebraic
methods and their applications to
computer science. Algebraic theory of
languages. Loop-free decomposition of
sequential machin,es by the methods of
Hartmanls-Stearns, Krohn-Rhodes and
Zeiger. Tree automata. Applications to
semantics of programming languages.
Prerequisite: MSA 514
Spring, 3 credits

I

MSC 548 Analysla of Algorithm.
Complexity of computation as measured
by the time, space and number of
operations required to solve various
problems under different methods of
computation. Upper and lower bounds on
soning, searching, graph snc;! arithmetic
problems. AsymptotiC behavior of fast
algorithms based on divide-and-conquer
techniques, recursion and choice of data
structures. Among the topics to be
considered are: quicksort, shortest-path
algorithms, transitive closure, Strassen's
alogorithm. the fast Fourier transform.
NP-completeness, intractable problems
and other related topics In the current
literature.
Prerequisite: MSA 506
Spring, 3 credits

MSC 822 Seminar In Oper8tlng Sy.......
3 credits, repetitive

ESE/MSC 552 Mlcroproceuor o.lgn
and Application
This course covers the hardware of
current microprocessors and associated
la~ge scale integration chips, typical
available software including language and
small operating system design, and finally
application exam pies. Student experience
with cross compiler, cross assembler, and
cross simulator is included.
Fall, 4 credits

MSC 845 Seminar In Theory of
Computation
3 credits, repetitive

MSC 599 R....rch
Variable and repetitive credit
MSC 620 Analy.l. of Comput.r Sy.tem.
This course wilt be devoted to an
,examination of various methods of
cQmputer systems . The basic
mathematical tools to be introduced
include elementary queuing theory and
Markov chain theory. Topics to be
discussed include models of time sharing
systems and their components as well as
algorithms used for scheduling, resource
allocation and the management of virtual
memory.
Prerequisite: MSC ,525
. Fall, 3 credits

,

MSC 830 Seminar In Artificial Intelligence
3 credits, repetitive
MSC 831 S.mlnar In Information
Organization and Retrieval
3 credits, repetitive
MaC 841 Math.matlcal Theory of
Computation
Logical foundations of computation are
studied. Topics include: correctness
models; semantic models; schemata.
Mathematical logic will be a principal
investigative tool.
Prerequisite: MSC 542
Fall, 3 credits

MSC 881 Special Topics In ProgrIImmlng
Language.
3 credits, repetitive
MSC 882 Special Topics In Computer
Sy.t.m D..lgn
3 credits, repetitive
MSC 883 Special Topics In Computer
Application.
3 credits, repetitive
MSC 884 Special Topics In Computer
Architecture
3 credits, repetitive
MSC 885 Special Topics In ArUflclal
Intelllg.nce
3 credits, repetitive
MSC 888 Special Topics In Theory of
Computation
3 credits, repetitive
MSC 698 Practlcum In Teaching
3 credits, repetitive

MSC 621 Seminar In Progl'llmmlng
Languages

3 credits, repetitive

MSC 899 Dluertatlon R....rch
Variable and repetitive credit

Earth and Space Sciences
ESS 505 Experimental Petrology
Labol'lltory
The course is designed to give the student
experience in some or all of the following
techniques of experimental petrology:
evacuated silica-glass tube experiments;
one-atmosphere quenching experiments
(with and without controlled
atmospheres); 1 to 5 kbar hydrothermal
systems (using, oxygen buffers where
necessary); gas-media experiments up to
7 kbar; solid-media piston-cylinder
experiments.
Requirement: Completion of a project
Involving several of the above techniques;

written report.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Fall, 1 credit
ESS 506 Theoretical Petrology
Theory of phase diagrams, Sohreinemaker's Rules, heterogeneous equilibria,
experimental systems of petrologic
interest, properties of solutions . .
Prerequisites: Metamorphic and igneous
petrology and Physical Chemistry or
Thermodynamics; or permission of
instructor .
Spring, 3 credits

~------------------~~~--~--~~~~--------~--------------------~

ESS 107 PWoge.....
Discussion of the origin and evolutionary
history of selected types of igneous and
metamorphic rocks by integrating the
principles of heterogeneous phase
equilibria. trace element and isotopic
geochemistry. crystal chemistry. and
geologic occurrence.
Fall. 3 credits

ESS 508 The Rock Forming Min.,...
Study of the crystal chemistry. intracrystalline cation distribution
(homogeneous equilibria). stability and
paragenesis of the rock forming minerals.
Special emphasis will be placed on
amphiboles. feldspars. micas and
pyroxenes.
Fall, 3 credits
ESS 510 Global Geology
A study of the global distribution and
geologic history of platforms and
orogenic belts. Emphasis on data
necessary for paleogeographic
reconstruction.
Fall. 3 credits

ISS 511. Advanced Peleontology
An introductory graduate-level course
that stresses an integration of practical
field and laboratory study of fossil
assemblages with quantitative statistical
analyses of data. The actual content of the
course varies from year to year; field
collecting will normally be carried out in
the lower or middle Paleozoic of the
Central Appalachians or the Tertiary of
the Atlantic Coastal Plain.
Fall. 3 credits

ESS 513 Se«lmen.." Proce....
An examination of the physical. chemical
and biological processes which combine
to produce the sedimentary features
preserved in rocks. Topics include: the
basic fluid mechanics of sediment
movement. theoretical and · empirical
constraints of bedforms. the significance
of layering and the nature and origin of
syndeposltional disruptions. Laboratories
will emphasize ttte recognition of
sedimentary structures in slabbed hand
specimens and outcrops and their
application to the reconstruction of the
depoSitional conditions.
Fall. 4 credits. alternate years
ESS 514 Advanced St,.ttgrephy
Study of the evolution of ideas cOncerned
with interpretation of the physical and
historical interrelationships of layered
rocj(s and of the application of these ideas
to selected stratigraphic problems.
Fall. 3 credits

ESS 515 SemInar In O.trI..1
Se«lment8tlon
Focus will be on cOlltinental margin and
adjacent oceanic sedimentation . Topics:
formation of continental shelves ;
sedimentary pro~sses on continental
slopes. including mass gravity processes
and canyon formation; sedimentation on
col'llinental rises including turblte fan
models; concepts of geosynclines; and
relationship of continental margin

of ocean circulation on ocean chemistry
. will be discussed. The chemletry of the sea
floor. incl~ding the ocean sediments. wUI
be considered.
ESS 51. Pllleoecology
Prerequisite: Physical Chemistry
Relation of ecological theory and practice
Fall, 3 credits. alternate years
to paleoecological problems. Topics:
mode of formation of foSsil assemblages;
ESS 528 PrIncIples of Ch......
biotic diversity; communities; evolution of
provinces; estimation and significance of
SedImentology
A chemical approach to the study of
survivorship In the fossil record;
sediments. Fundamental principles of
autoecology of selected fossil
chemical tttermodynamlCs and kinetics,
invertebrate groups; and spatial
including isotope effects, as they pertain
distribution.
to low temperature geochemical
Fall. 3 ~edits
processes. are presented and utilized In
the discussion of sedimentological
ESS 511 C.-bonat. SedIments
processes.
An intensive study of the formation.
Fall.
3 credits. alternate years
depoSition. lithification and diagenesis of

sedimentation to plate tectonics.
Spring. 3 credits. alternate years

carbonate sediments. Lectures and
seminars will emphasize principles of
carbonate deposition. facies relationships. and chemistry. Laboratories will
emphasize binocular and petrographic
analysis of recent and ancient carbonates.
Spring. 4 credits. alternate years (even)

ESS 51 • ..." Futures of Evolution
A seminar exploring the concept of
pattern and rate in evolution; evolutionary
patterns seen in the fossil record. Topics:
types of evolutionary rates; evolutionary
trends ; extinction; adaptation and
adaptive radiation; the origin of higher
taxa; and large scale interactions between
biological and physical history of the
earth.
Spring. 3 credits. alternate years (even)
ESS 520 Advanced Facin AnaIy.e.
An in-depth study of sedimentary rOCk
packages. their lateral variability. their
vertical successions and their
interpretation using comparative
sedimentology and integrated subenvironment models. Modern and ancient
sedimentary systems will be compared
and evaluated including: fluvial
environments. deltas. beaches. tidal flats.
basinal evaporites and lacustrine
complexes.
Fall. 3 credits. alternate years

ESS 531 Crystelnn. SolIds
~

Principles of symmetry. single crystal and
powder x-ray diffraction techniques and
ekiments of crystal structure
determination are considered. Use of
crystallographic data in the study of
mineral systems. Laboratory in diffraction
techniques includes extensive use of
digital computers.
Fall. 3 credits, alternate years

ESS 532 SoIId·S.... o.ocMml8try
The application of crystallographic
techniques to problems in mineral
chemistry. Concepts of the crystalline
state. order-disorder, atom radii. chemical
bonding. atom coordination. solid
solutions, and physical properties of
minerals. Emphasis on silicate anc:t SUlfide
crystal .structures.
Fall. 3 credits. alternate years
ESS 543, 544

LIIbor..o" eou...

In

Aatronomlcal Technique. I, II
A course designed to introduce the
theory. design and operation of mpdem
astronomical instrumentation and to
familiarize the student with the use of
telescopes. Current astronomical
techniques will be discussed with
emphasis on methods of observational
measurements and reduction of data. Fall
term will emphasize optical techniques .
appropriate for wavelengths sherter than
ESS 521 I.,eo.,. Geology
l one micron. while spring term will deal
Radioactive decay schemes useful for
with infrared and radio techniques. Either
determining the age of rocks and
term may be taken independently of the
minerals. Evaluation of the various
other. Extensive laboratory and observing
methods and consideration of problems
exercises may be expected.
of interpreting data. Application of
Fall and Spring. 3 credits each semester
radioactive isotopes and trace elements to
the study of geologic processes and
ESS 541 Coamochemlst"
crustal evolution.
The chemical composition of .parts of the
Fall . 3 credit!>
galaxy. the cosmic rays. stars. the sun, the
solar wind, comets. meteorites and other
ESS 522 Plan."" Selene.. II
solid objects in the solar ~y.tem. : .
The chemical. physical and petrologiC
Relationships and evolutionary changes
properties of meteorites are revieWed.
in chemical composition. Additional
These data and data for the Moon and the
topics: 1) cosmochronologyes-eVidenced
terrestrial planets are used to form a
by isotopic variations in meteorites; and 2)
picture of the origin. chemical evolution.
the interaction of cosmic rays with solid
and accretion of planetary material.
objects in the solar system.
Fall. 3 credits
Spring, 3 credits. alternate years
ESS 525 Marin. Geoch....lstry
ESS 550 GIo.... TectonIca
The chemistry of the oceans will be
Di'splacements of lithospheric plates in
considered. The various mechanisms for
time and space . Geological and
regular ocean chemistry and the influence
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geophysical evidence. related to the
concept of plate tectonics. Kinematics
and dynamics of plate motions. Origin of
first-order crustal structures of continents
and ocean basins.
Spring, 3 credits
ESS 551 Physic. of the Earth I
Study . of the internal structure and
prop~rties of the earth as revealed by field
and laboratory investigations. Topics to
be discussed include the rotation and
figure of the earth, gravity anomalies,
solid-earth tides, geomagnetism and
paleomagnetism, electromagretic
induction, and heat flow and the earth's
present and past thermal states. May be
taken independently of ESS 552.
Fall , 3 credits
ESS 552 Phy.ICI of the E,rth II
Study of the earth's structure and
properties based on evidence from
seismology and high-pressure
geophysics . Topics to be discussed
include fundamental principles of elastic
wave theory, body and surface wave
propogation in layered media, earthquake
source mechanisms, free oscillations of
the earth and rheological properties Qf the
earth's interior . May be taken
independently of ESS 551.
Spring, 3 credits
ESS 553, 554 St.llar Phy.lc. I, II
A survey of the physical principles and the
results of astrophysical importance in the
study of stellar structure and composition.
Fall term treats the problem of stellar
interiors and evolution. Specific topics
include: the equation of state, nuclear
reactions, stellar opacity sources, and
energy transfer mechanisms. Sp~ing term
treats stellar atmospheres and chemical
abundance determinations. Topics will
include: radiative transfer, thermodynamics in the presence of a radiation
field, line formation , and the
determination of stellar temperatures,
surface gravities and compositions. Either
term may be taken independently of the
other. Two one-and-one-half hour
lectures per week.
Fall and Spring, 3 credits each semester
ESS 556 Solid-Stat. Geophy.lcs
Application of lattice dynamics and
equations of state of solids to studies in
high-pressure, high-temperature
geophysics. Reviews experimental data
from physical acoustics, static and shock
wave compression, and theoretical results
from finite strain and atomistic models.
Prerequisites: ESS 551 and 552 or
permission of instructor
Spring, 3 credits
ESS 580 Advanced Structural G.ology
Theory of finite strain as applied to
naturally deformed rocks. Topics of
discussion include the finite and
incremental strain ellipsoid in relation to
strain histories, examples of strain
analysis, significance and development of
minor structures (foliations, lineations,
..etc .) and mechanisms of folding .

Laboratory emphasizes the analysis of
structural geolTletry and interpretation of
deformational history.
Spring, 3 credits

required and the astronomy background
will be developed as the course
progresses.
Fall, 3 credits

ESS 581 Astronomy for Physlcl ...
The course is intended as a survey of
astronomy for a student whose
background is physics. It can serve either
as an elective or as a springboard for
deeper involl/ement in the astronomy
field . TopiCS to be covered include: basic
properties of stars; the solar system; stars
from birth to death (formation, evolution,
white dwarfs, supernovae, neutron stars,
black holes); the interstellar medium;
molecular astronOmy; the structure and
dynamics of galaxies and clusters of
galaxies; radio sources and quasars;
cosmology.
Spring, 3 credits

ESS 597 Methoda of Astronomical

ESS 582 A.trophy.lea Proc.....
A diverse course that heats in depth
various physical processes of importance
in astrophysics. Topics include theory
and astrophysical application oJ :
statistics, hydrodynamics, MHO, plasmas,
general aspects of wave propogation , selfgravitating systems, physics of collisionless fluids, theory of thermal and nonthermal emission E-M radiation, radiative
transfer, and cosmology.
Two one-and-one-half hour lectures per
week.
Fall , 3 credits
ESS 583, 584 Galacllc Astrophysics I, II
A study of the Galaxy and galaxies.
Specific areas to be treated are: the
interstellar medium including the
dynamics , thermodynamics, and
chemistry of HI regions, molecular clouds
and HII regions; star formation ; the
dynamics and kinematics of the Galaxy
including galactic rotation; kinematics of
various galactic components including
globular clusters, late type stars ,
planetary nebulae, pulsars, atomic
hydrogen , molecular clouds , HII regions;
the concept of stellar populations;
galactic and extragalactic radio
astronomy; galaxy morphology and
evolution , clusters of galaxies and the
problem of the missing mass; the Hubble
law and observational tests of cosmology
including the microwave background
radiation . This is a full-year course. Two
one-and-one-half hour lectures per week.
Fall and Spring, 3 credits each semester

R....rch
This course is designed to acquaint
beginning graduate students with current
research in the department and to
develop basic techniques of research in
astronomy. Students work directly with
one or more faculty members on short
research projects that may involve using
the astronomical literature, comP!-'ter
programming, or instrumentation in one
of the laboratories.
ESS 599 R....rch
Fall and Spring, variable and repetitive
credit
ESS 600 Pracllcum In Teaching
1 to 3 credits, repetitive
ESS 601 Advanced ToplClln AstronomyA.trophyslCl
Fall and Spring, 3 credi.-s per semester,
repetitive
ESS 603 ToplCl In Petrology
Variable, 1 to 3 credits
ESS 604 Topics In Gao-Cosmochemistry
Variable, 1 to 3 credits
ESS 605 ToplClln Sedimentary GeologyPal.ontology
Variable, 1 to 3 credits
ESS 607 ToplCl In Geophy.1cs
Variable, 1 to 3 credits
ESS 609 Topic. In Mineralogy and
Crystallography
Variable, 1 to 3 credits
ESS 612 Seminar In A.tronomyA.trophy.lcs
Designed to treat specific subject areas in
depth, either extending material
"introduced at the 500 level or covering
topics not presented there. Topics
recently offered or anticipated in the near
future include: Observational Cosmology,
·Atomic and Molecular Processes,
Planetary Atmospheres, Interstellar
Molecules, Advanced Topics in Radiative
Transfer, Interstellar Grains, Quasars, and
Galactic Nuclei: Two one-and-one-half
hour lectures per week.
Spring, 1 to 3 credits per semester,
repetitive

ESS 585 Phy.leal Co~mology
Current research in cosmology will be
discussed from a physical point of view.
ESS 619 Electron Probe X-Ray
The course is intended for students with a
Mlcroanaly.l.
background in undergraduate ptlysics.
Theory of electron excitations of x-rays,
Topics to be covered will be: extramatrix effects and practical aspects of
galactic objects of special interest, such
as clusters of galaxies , radio sources, and · electron probe x-ray microanalysis.
Intended for advanced graduate students
quasars; the expansion of the universe
who need the instrumental capabilities for
and the big bang; the cosmic microwave
their thesis or research. Registration
Slld X-ray background radiations; the
limited to a maximum of six students.
extragalactic distance scale; obserPrerequisites · Advanced graduate
vational tests of cosmology; big bang
standing and permission of instructor
nucleosynthesis; gravitational
Fall and Spring, 3 credits
instabilities. No astronomy prerequisite is
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ESS 699 Dlss.rtatlon R....rch
Independent research for Ph .D. degree.
Open only to candidates for the Ph .D. who
have passed Preliminary Examination .
Each semester, variable and repetitive
credit

ECO I
danEvo Iutlon
.
ogy
BEE 500 Directed R••dlngsln Popul.tlon
Biology
Directed readings in topics of current
interest, under supervision of a faculty
sponsor culminating in one or more
critical review papers.
Prerequisites: Sponsor and approval of
Masters Programs Executive Committee
Instructor: Staff
Yearly, 1 to 3 credits, repetitive
BEE 501 Directed R.adlngsln the Biology
0'Directed
Org.nlsms
readings in topics of current
interest, under supervision of a faculty
sponsor culminating in one or more
critical review papers.
Prerequisite: Sponsor and approval of
Masters Programs Executive 'Committee
Instructor: Staff
Yearly, 1 to 3 credits, repetitive
BEE 550 Prlnclpl.. of Ecology
This course examines the interactions of
organisms . The develo~ment of
theoretical concepts of community
structure and their biological and
evo l utionary implications will be
emphasized.
Fall, 4 credits
BEE 551 Prlnclpl.s of Evolution
Biological evolution including the
genetics of populations, speciation,
evolution of higher taxa, the fossil record,
and biogeography. This is a continuation
of the introductory sequence for graduate
students in Ecology and Evolution
(following on course 550) .
Spring, 4 credits
BEE 552 Biometry
An intensive course in statistical theory
and methodology. The analysis of real
biological data is emphasized. Topics
include analysis of variance, simple,
multiple, and curvilinear regression
analysis, correlation analysis, and
goodnes of fit tests.
Fall , 4 credits
BEE 553 Multlv.rlate An.lysls In Biology
An introduction to the . multivariate
statistical analysis for biologists. Topics
include: general least squares analysis,
MANOVA, path analysis, cluster analysis,
and factor analysis.
Prerequisite: BEE 552 or equivalent
Spring of odd-numbered years, 3 credits
BEE 554 Popul.tlon G.netlcs .nd
Evolution
A general introduction to mathematical
population genetics and evolutionary
theory. The effects of mutation ,
recombination, selection and migration
are studied. Modern concepts in both
theoretical and experimental population
genetics are covered.
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Prerequisite: BIO 220, BEE 552, or their
equivalents and a course in evolution
Spring of even-numbered years, 3 credits
BEE 555 Isoenzym. M.thodsln
Ecological G.netlcs
An introduction to biochemical
techniques for investigations in ecology
and population genetics with an emphasis
on the use of electrophoresis for ecogenetic studies of natural and
experimental populations. Topics include
an introduction to the properties of
proteins, particularly enzymes, genetic
variation of populations, and the
molecular basis of genetic and nonge.netic variability of enzymes.
Spring of odd-numbered years, 4 credits
BEE 556 R....rch Are.s of Ecology .nd
Evolution
A description of the current research
areas of ecology and evolution broadly
conceived. All first year Ecology and
Evolution students are expected to
participate.
Fall, 1 credit
Spring, variable credits
BEE 557 Numerlc.1 T.xonomy
The application of numerical techniques
to classificatory problems.
Spring of odd-numbered years, 3 credits
BEE 558 Tutorl.1 R••dlngs
Individual tutorial study with an instructor
in the Ecology and Evolution Program for
the purpose of background reading in an
area of ecology and evolution.
Fall and spring, variable credit
BEE 559 Indlvldu.1 Studies In Organisms
A detailed study of the biology of a
selected systematic group chosen by the
graduate student and a faculty member.
This is conducted as a tutorial course.
Fall and spring, variable credit .
BEE 561 Theoretlc.1 Ecology
Introduction to the construction, analysis,
and · interpretation of mathematical
models in population, cOmmunity, and
evolutionary ecology.
Prerequisites: BEE 550
Spring, 3 credits
BEE 562 Adv.nced Invert.brate Zoology
Lectures, student seminars and
discussions on selected topics in
invertebrate zoology, with emphasis on
the local and tropical American faunas.
Spring, 2 credits, repetitive
BEE 571 The Institutions of
Envlronm.nt.1 Policy
The environmental effects of existing
economic , legal, and other social
institutions will be examined with
emphasis on identification of areas of

"

agreement and conflict with ecological
theory.
Fall, even-numbered years, 3 credits .

BEE 591 R...arch
Original investigation undertaken with the
supervision of a member of the staff.
Fall and spring, credit to be arranged

BEE 515 Phylogenellca

A survey of principles and methods of
phylogenetic systematics, covering both
principles of classification and methods
for Inferring phylogenetic relationships. A
quantitative approach is stressed
throughout, and instruction,on computer
, methods of phylogenetic analysis is
included. The connection between
phylogenetic and biogeographical
theories is also covered.
Fall, even-numbered years, 3 credits
BEE 587 Computer Programming Technlqu.. ln Biology
An introduction to assembly language
and FORTRAN programming applications in ecology, population genetics,
and taxonomy. Simulation and graphic
techniques will be emphasized.
Fall, 2 credits
BEE 581 Current Topics In Ecology and
Evolution

The subJ~t matter of the special topiCS
course varies from semester to semester,
depending uPQn the interests of studehts
arid staff.
Fall and spring, variable and repetitive
credit

BEE 870 Informal Seminar

Presentation of preliminary research
results and current research problems by
students and faculty.
Fall and spring, no credit
BEE 871, 872 Ecology and Eyolutlon

Coll!:Klulum
A weekly series of research seminars
presented by visiting selentists as well as
by the faculty. Required of all Ecology and
Evolution graduate stl,ldents.
Fall and spring, no credit

itn

BEE
SemInar on Sptemallca and
Phyfogeny

Seminars on selected topics in
systematics. Tot>ics will include the
theory of .classification and numerical
taxonomy, both phenetlc and cladistic.
Fall lmd spring, 2 credits, repetitive
BEE

Ita Seminar on the EnYlron....nt and

Human Affaln

Student ,eminars on selected topics
concemed with the effect of man on his
environment. Application of ecological
arid evolutionary theory to the solution of
human problems.
Fall and spring, 2 credits, repetitive

BEE 893 Seminar. on Population and
Community Ecology
BEE 88t Seminar on Adaptallon oIllarine
Orgenlsm.
It

Seminars on selected topics concerning
ecological, genetical and evolutionary
problems in the marin~ environment.
Fall and spring, 2 credits, repetitive
BEe 810
Proc.....

Seminar

on

Evolutionary

Seminars on selected topics conceming
evolutionary processes.
Fall and spring, 2 credits, repetitive

Student seminars on selected topics In
population and community ecology.
Fall and spring, 2 credits, repetitive

BEE 699 DluertaUon R.....-ch
Original investigations undertaken as part
of the Ph.D. Program in Ecology and
Evolution.
Prerequisite: Advancement to candidacy
Fall and spring, credit variable and
repetitive

Economics
PH.D.

PROGRAM

IN

ECONOMICS

EeO 500 Microeconomics I
The first semester of a one-year course,
ECO 500 deals with traditional mlcro-.
economic theory, including consumer
time choice theory, theory of production,
cost curves, market eqUilibrium, market
forms, and generel equilibrium.
Fall, 3 credits
ECO 101 lIIcroeconomlcs II

A continuation of ECO 500. focusing on
decision-making under certainty, risk and
uncertainty. Topics include linear
programming, non-linear programming,
the Kuhn-Tucker theorem, utility theory,
game theory, group decislon-making and
Arrow's Impossibility theorem.
Spring, 3 credits
I
ECO 510 Macroeconomic. I
The first semester of a one-year courSe in
the theory of income and employment,
Including examination of principal
determinants of aggregate levels of
Income and employment, Inte,actlons of
product and money markets, analysis of
changes In the level of economic activity
over time, growth and Inflation.
Fall, 3 credits .

ECO 520 Mathematical Statistics

The first semester of a one-year course in
quantitative methods. Statistical methods
and their properties of particular
usefulness to economists. Topics Include:
probability theory I,and Its empirical
aPI?"cation; univariate and multivariate
distributions; limiting distributions; point
and .interval estimation.
Fall, 3 credits
ECO 521 Econometrics

ICO 111 II8croeconomlcs II
A continuation of ECO 510.
Spring, 3 credits

A continuation of ECO 529. The
application of mathematical and
statistical methods to economic theory,

including the concept of an explanatory
economic model; multiple regression;
hypotheSiS testing; simultaneous
equations models and estimating
techniques. Emphasis Is placed on the
application of econometric methods to
economic issues and the Interpretation of
econometric studies.
Spring, 3 credits
ECO 527 Operetlons R....n:h I
Offere(l concurrently with M$A 530.
Elementary maxima and minima problems
and the Lagrange multiplier. Unear
programming Including the simplex

I

. technique. The transportation problem.
Queuing problems under different
assumptions on input, service
mechanism, and queue discipline.
Dynamic programming. Basic ideas of
inventory theory.
3 credits

literature and their relation to economic
theory.
SPr:!ng, 3 credits

ECO '622 Seminar In Applied Econotne-

trlc.

A

survey of econometric studies with
illustrations from the current literature of
various econometric techniques and the
EeO 808 Development of Economic
, critical evaluation of numerical results.
Analy."
Topics include: problems of quantifiDetailed analytical study of the origin and
cation and measurement, the structure
development of the major schools and
and use of explanatory economic models,
Eeo 528 Operations R....rch II
theoretical problems and approaches of
analyses of consumer behavior, aspects
Offered concurrently with MSA 538. Noneconomic.. The Physiocratic, Classical,
of firm behavior · (e.g., investment),
linear programming and programming
Marxist, and neo-classical economists
under uncertainty; introduction to
I
econometric models.
and theories are studied, with emphasis
statistical decision theory and game
Prerequisites: ECO 521; ECO 501 and .
on primary source material.
theory. Monte Carlo techniques .
ECO 511 are recommended, or
3 credits
Applications such as inventory theory or
permission of instructor
traffic theory according to the Interest of
3 credits
Eeo 8Q9 $ludl.. In Economic Theory
the class.
Variable and repetitive credit
Prerequisite: ECO 527
Eeo 623 Data Analy." .nd Economic
3 credits
Applications'
Eeo 810 Adv.nced Macroeconomic
Survey of major sources of data in
Eeo 590 Mathematlc.1 Foundation. of
Theory I
economics; and theoretical hypotheses
ContemP9Nry Economic Theory I
Topics will be selected from the following: and statistical methods for organizing and
Examination of those topics in set theory,
Neoclassical and modern theories ·of analyzing su,ch data. Statistical models lor
topology, linear algebra ·that are relevant
resource allocation over time; concepts of quantitative data as well as qualitative
to economic theory. Application of these
efficiency, Pareto-optimality and choices are presented. Computer usage is
topics to economic .theory will be
optimality in growth mOdels; Austrian, expected.
developed as time permits.
Neoclassical and Cambridge theories on
Prerequisite: ECO 521
Fall, 3 credits
the concept of capital, and the Fall, 3 credits
aggregation problem; the microeconomic
EeO 591 M.thematlcal Foundation.
foundations of macroeconomics; EeO 629 Studies In Quantitative Methode
Contempor.ry Economic Theory II
monetary theory and temporary Variable and repetitive credit
Examination Of those topics in Jinear
equilibrtum ana.lysis. Necessary
differential equation systems, convexity,
mathematical concepts will be developed ECO 630 wen.,. Foundation. of Public
fixed point theorems, n-variable calculus
as needed..
Sector Economics
that are relevant to economic theory.
Prerequisites: ECO 501 and ECO 511
This is a one-semester course designed to
Application of these topics to economic
3 credits
explore, in. a concise manner, the. micro
theory will be developed as time permits.
basis of public sector economics.
Prerequisite: ECO 590 or the equivalent
Emphasis Is placed on the contrast
Spring, 3 credits
between optimization in the private and
Eeo 811 Advanced Macroeconomic
public sectors, externalities, "second
Theory II
best" social optima, "public" goods;
A continuation of ECO 610.
Eeo 5et Economic Fundamental.
collective choice, public investment
Prerequisite: ECO 610
Directed work for individuals or small
3 credits
cri~eria and optimal pricing in the public
groups en~olled in graduate programs, on
sector.
topics in which students are inadequately
3 credits
prepared at the time of admission. Credit
Eeo 813 Bu.lna.. Cycl.., Stabilization
in this course .will be part of a student's
POlicies, .nd FOI'8C(I.tlng
EeO . 631 . Seminar In Public Sector
work load but may not collnt towards a
An analysis of modem theories of the Economics
degree.
business cycle and the use of alternative Analytic and econometric approach to
Variable and repetitive credit
stabilization policies to reduce the . selected issues in public sector
undesirable effects. of cycles. Emphasis economics drawn from the areas of urban
Eeo 599 Rese.rch In Specl.1 Topic• .
will be on the selection of optimal poliCies economics, · medical economics,
Variable and repetitive credit
and the role of forecasting in the environmental economiCS, welfare ·
,implementation of policy.
economics and public _finance. This
Eeo 800 Adv.nced Mlcroeconomlc
3 credits
course may be taken as a continuation of
Theory I
ECO 630, but 630 is not a prerequisite.
Topics will be selected from the following:
3 credits ,
lEeo 819 Sludl.. In Macroeconomics
neoclassical and modern consumer
Variable and repetitive credit
choice theory, optimization theorY.
Eeo 633 Applied wen•.,. Analyst.
\
general equilibrium theory, stability
Development of selected . topics In
Eeo 820 Adv.nced Econometrica I
theory, game theory, etc. Necessary
Foundations of econometric theory, advanced welfare theory, including
~ mathematical concepts will be developed
emphasizing the problems of. model intertemporal resource allocatiOn,
as needed.
Prerequisites: ECO'SOl and ECO 591, or . formation, IfIdentification, estimation, uncertainty, preference transformation
hypothesis testing, and model evaluation: and collective choice. Theoretical aspects
the equivalent
Topics will be selected from the following of income distribution. Efficiency and
3 credits
areas, general linear models, non-linear equity of alternative economic systems.
models, multivariate analysis, time series This course may be taken as a
Eeo 801 Adv.nced MI~roeconomlc
analysis, simultaneous equations continuatiol'l of ECO 630, but 630 is not
Theory II
systems.
prerequisite.
Continuation of ECO 600.
Prerequisite: ECO 521 or permission of 3 credits ·
3 credits
instructor
Eeo 635 Public Finance
3 credits
Analytical and econometric analysis of
Eeo 807 Production .nd Tachl'Olog,
Economic aspects of research,
selected topics in public finance, suqh as:
Eeo 821 Advanced Econometrics II
deve.lopment and technological change.
optimal taxation and income distribution,
A continuation of ECO 620.
Survey of historical and econometric
optimal taxation and resource allocation;
3 credits
J

of
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security, retirement and savings
behavior; shifting and . incidence of
..corporate, property and payroll taxes.
Prerequisite: ECO 631 or permission of
i~or
.
Fait, 3 credits

distribution and growth of urban areas are
developed. EmphaSis is placed on
methodology and hypotheses generated
by the theories.
PrerequiSite: ECO 501
3 credits

development. Topics covered by student
papers will usually be related to students'
long-term research interests. Open to
second- and third-year students In Ph .D.
program and interested faculty.
3 credits
'

IlCO 140 Advanced Labor Economics
TIIeory I
This 18 primarily a course in advanced
labor economics theory. There will.
hoWever, be some attention to empirical
work. Topics will include labor contracts,
the theory of equalizing differentials,
human capital, labor supply, life cycle
behavior and income distribution.
Prerequisite: ECO 501
3 credits

ECO 855 Problem. In Urban Economics
The theories developed in EconomiCS 542
are applied to specific urban problems.
Urban problems such as poverty, housing,
slums and urban renewal, urban
transportation, finanCing local
government and tV!vironmental quality
are analyzed. A great deal of emphaSis is
also placed on methodology, Economics
654 is recomrvended though not a
prerequisite.
3 credits

ECO 898 Practlcum In T.achlng
Variable and repetitive credit

ICO 841 Advanced Labor Economics
ECO _ ComparatiYe Economic System.
A systematic treatment of systems
analysis, stressing decision-making,
information, and motivation. A conceptual
fr_mework is developed for analyzing (1)
market, centrally planned an~ planned
market models, (2) the modei and the
reality of Soviet-type centrally planned
economies and ' the reforms in these
economies, (3) the model and reality of
worker management , and (4)
measur8jil'lent of quality of system
performance.
Fall, 3 credits

Theory
this is a" continuation of EconomiCS 640.
:rhere will, however, be more emphasis on
empirical ' application. Topics to be
covered are: economic demography,
unemployment and job turnover, labor
demand, unionism, and Signalling and
screening.
Prerequisite: ECO 640
8 credits
ECO 841 Economics of H..1th
Theoretical and econometric analysis of
selected aspects of the health care
delivery system, such as: the demand for
medical ' services, the supply and
dtattlbution of physician services, the
utilization of non-physician medical
personnel, alternative models of hospital
behavior , third-party insurance
reimbursement and national health
insura!,,!ce, cost and price inflation in the
. hospital and long term care sectors.
3 credits

ECO 881 Theory of Economic Sy.tem.
Introduction to the _theory of social
preference and choice functions. Voting
systems. Informationally de~ntralized
systems . Centralized and coercive
systems. Team theory.
Prerequisite: ECO 501 or consent of
instructor
3 credits

Stud...

ECO 849
In Public Sector
Economics
Variable and repetitive credit

1

ICO 650 International Trad.
Contemporary international trade
hlMory including comparative advantage
models, trade and growth, welfare aspects
of International trade. tariff theory, and the
t"~ry of customs unions. Relevant
empirical studies are surveyed to show
how trade theory is tested and expanded.
3 credits
ECO 851 IntemaUonal Finance
Contemporary balance of payments and
exchange rate theory, including
tn~etarist,
Keynesian and elasticity ·
theories, policy models, International
UqUidlty and captlal flows. Relevant
Mnpirical work is included.
3 cfedlts
I;CO

854

Foundation. of

Urban.

Ie. . . . .
Analysis of the nature and functioning of
urban areas. The theoretical foundations
of urban economics are developed:
th.eoriea of the consumer and housing
':prOducer In economic space, land rent
and .use, urban structure, and the size

ECO _9 Studl.. In Economic Sy.tema
Variable and repetitive credit
ECO 890 R...arch Work.hop In Applied
Economics
r
Preparation, pre!lentation and discussion
of student and faculty research in applied
economics. Topics covered by student
papers will usually be related to students'
long-term research interests. Open to
second. and third-year students in Ph .D.
program "nd interested faculty.
3 credits

ECO 899 Dluertetion R....reb
Variable and repetitive credit
M.A.

PROGRAM

IN

ECONOMICS

ECO 552 Economics of Money and
B.nklng
An analYSis of the structure and
operations of the U.S. monetary and
banking systems, of their Influence on
domestic and foreign IfCOnomic policy
formation, and of the theoretical
foundations of monetary policies.
3 credits
ECO 553 financial Marke" and InaUtutlons
The nature of financial decisions; interest
rate fluctuations, uncertainty and risk,
cash management and liquidity
preference and the demand and supply of
funds. The behavior and structure of
financial institutions and of financial
markets. Money flows and the level of
economic activity. Importanc.e and
relation of financial deciSion making and
financial market movements to public and
private sectors of the economy.
Prerequisite: ECO 552 or permission of
instructor
3 credits
ECO 554 Work, Education and HeeHh
Selected topiCS of current interest In
unemployment, employment expansion,
and the financing of education, training,
and health programs will be analyzed in
depth. National and state legislation and the programs financed thereunder will be analyzed through a series of case
studies. The effect of public programs In
theSe areas as they affect private
enterprise and various segments of
society will be given particular attention.
Prerequisite: ECO 579 or permission of
instructo~

ECO 811 R•••• rch Workshop In 3 credits
EconOMic Theory
Preparation, presentation and discussion
of student and faculty research in ·ECO 558 Managerial DecIsIon Making
economic theory. Topics covered by Theoretical, empirical and casa study
student papers will usually be related to . approaches to managerial decision
students' long-term research interests. making in private enterprise and the
Open to second- and third-year students public sector. Cost and price
determination; behavior offactormarkets;
in PhD. program and interested faculty.
use of production and marketing models;
3 credits
the nature of conflicts between owne,..,
managers, and the public; and how to deal
ECO 892 R....rch Workshop In Sy.tem.
with risk and uncertainty will be among
and Development
topics covered.
Pre~tion, presentation and discussion
Prerequisite: ECO 573 or permission of
of student and faculty research on
theoreticat and applied topiCS in the fields instructor
of comparative systems and economic 3 credits
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ICO 557 Comparative Studies In
EconomIc Systems
A survey of various types of economic
systems, including market and centrally
planned economies. The course begins
with a theoretical framework for
comparing economic systems and then
analyzes specific models and countries in
detail.
3 credits
ECO 559 International Trade and Finance
An introduction to the major theoretical
and policy aspects of International trade,
protection, customs unions, exchange
rates, capital movements, and the balance
of payments.
3 credits
ECO 573 PrIen and Markets
Price determination and the laws of
supply and demand. The response ,of
private enterprise to market conditions.
The relation of tibor and financial markets
, to the production process. Introduction to
the concept of general economic
equilibrium.
Prerequisit« CET 511 or equivalent
3 cred,its
ECO 574 Applied ECOIIOIMtrIca
An introduction to .estimation and
hypothesis testing for economic and
public policy models. A review of basic
statistical topics is followed by an
Introduction to regression analysis,
econometric models and economic
forecasting.
Prerequisite: An introductory statistics
course or permission of instructor
3 credits
ECO 578 Public Finance and Taxation
Major elements of taxation and public

expenditures, including thebries of public
goods and the satisfaction of public
wants. The effects of taxation on
efficiency of resource allocation, general
welfare, income redistribution, and
economic growth. The U.S. tax structure,
including federal, state and local levels
and Intergovernmental fiscal relations.
Prerequisites: ECO 573 or permission of
instructor
3 credits
ECO 579 Labor Economics
The course surveys the composition and
functioning of the labor market; wage
determination and wage differentials;
wages, productivity and inflation;
unionism and its economic impact,
governmental intervention; , unemployment and poverty in the modern economy.
3 credits

ESE 502 U ....r Systems
Mathematical descriptions and correspondences between continuous-time

credl~

In the

i

ECO 585 Urban Economics
In the first part of the course, theoretical,
foundations and historical trends will be
investigated, including the nature of
urb'an areas, urbanization and suburbanization in the U.S., and the theory of land
rent, land use, and urban structure. This
will provide the background for
understanding and dealing with the
problems of poverty, housing and urban
renewal, urban transportation, financing
local , government and environmental
quality.
3 credits

ECO 580 Nallonal Income, Employment
andlnflallon
The determination of national output and
income; factors affecting employment
and price levels and the rate of economic
growth. The role of government in a
market economy, specifically the function '
of fiscal"8nd monetary policies in attaining
the objective of full employment, price
stability and economic growth.
Prerequisite: CET 511 or equivalent
3 credits

ECO 588 The EconOfllQ of Developing
Countries
An introduction to the processes and
problems of economic development in
less developed countries with mixed
economic systems. Models of economic
development are examined with a view to
isolating key factors involved in the
development process. The merits of
alternative strategies of economic
development in raising the levels of
production and welfare in less developed
countries are evaluated.
3 credits

ECO 581 Economic Aspects of Public
Policy
Selected problems of current economic
policies at the international, federal, state
and local levels will be studied so as to
'determine whether they arise from
failure of the market mechanism, from
inadequate public sector financing or
from inadequate understanding of non-

ECO 599 Research In Special Topfcs
Research in special topics in economic
theory lor applied economics, either
individually or in a seminar setting.
Prerequisite: 12 credits in the program or
equivalent, and permiSSion of the program
director and a supervising faculty
member.
Variable and repetitive credit

Electrical
Engineering
ESE 501 Graduate Labora~ry In Electrical
Sciences
Intended to familiarize the student with
the use of research laboratory equipment,
. basic measurement techniques and
integration Into an overall experimental
project. Each student will select at least
three experimental projects from the
following area~ to be supervised by the
faculty: applied optics, microwave
electronics, wave propagation, and solid
state electronics. The student must set up
the experimental syste,rn, measure the
, n~essary parameters and perform the
required experiments In order to complete
the project.
3 credits

economic processes.
Prerequisite: At least 6
program or equivalent
3 credits

assymptotic stability.
3 credits

and discrete-time linear systems. State
variable and input-output formulation and
the use of laplace and z-transforms in
analysis. Controllability, observability,
minimal realization, and structural
canon!cal forms. Assignment of system
nodes, Rx state variable feedback, and
the design of observers. Stability criteri!!
and ' the Routh-Hurwitz test for
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ESE 503 St~chastlc Systems
Basic probability concepts and
application. Probabilistic bounds,
characteristic functions, and multivariate
distributions. Central limit theorem,
normal random variables. Stochastic
processes in communication, control and
other signal processirrg systems .
Stationarity, erogodicity, correlation
functions, spectral densities, and
transmission properties. Optimum linear
filtering, estimation ~nd prediction. The
concept of entropy and physical systems
and information transfer. Basic detection
theory.
3 credits
ESE 504 Congesllon and Delay In
Communications Systems
Applications of random process representations to further problems In
communications. Traffic congestions,
queuing and delay In communications
systems. Important channel and queuing

models. Message and circuit switching.
Alternative communication structures
and protocols. Multiple access
techniques. Blocking and rescheduling.
Pocket radio and broadcast schemes.
Prerequisite: ESE 503 or permission of the
instructor
3 credits
ESE 501, 507 Electronic Cln:ulta, Devlcel
• nd Syste.... I and II
An intensive coverage of the concepts
fundamental to the analysis and synthesis
of electronic circuits and systems, bOth
analog and digital. This course is not open
to students with an undergraduate degree
in electrical engineering.
Prerequisite: Permission of Graduate
Program Chairman
3 credits each semester
ESE 510 Fund.men..11 of PhYllc.1
Electronlca
Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formulation
of mechanics. ClaSSical and quantum
statistics. Schrodlnger's and Heisenberg's
representation of quantum mechanics;
perturbation theory. Solid state theory,
crystal structure, simple band structure,
effective mass theorem, properties ' of
semiconduct"rs .. Transport theory,
derivation and application of Boltzman
transport theory. Semiconductor devices.
3 credits
ESE 511 Solid S.... Electronlca I
A study of the electron transport
processes in solids leading to the analysis
and design of . solid state devices.
Electrical and thermal conductivities;
scattering mechanism; diffusion,
galvanomagnetic, thermomagnetic, and
thermoelectric effects. Hall effect and
magnetoresistive deVices. Conductivity in
thin fjlms. Ferroelectrics, piezoelectrics,
theory of magnetism and of magnetic
devices.
3 credits
ESE 512 Solid S.... Electronlca II
Resonance phenomena in solids;
applications to microwave devices and to
measurements of electronic parameters,
optical properties of solids, direct and
Indirect transitions, luminescence,
photoelectric devices, photomagnetic
effects. Elements of superconductivity,
the macroscopic and the microscopic
theories, tunneling effects.
3 credits

Topics include: Introduction to laser
concepts; quantum theory, classical
radiation theory; resonance phenomena
in . two-level systems. Block equations,
Kramers Kronlg relation, d~nslty matrix;
rate equation approach to laser oscillation
and amplification; CO! lasers; discharge
lasers; semiconductor lasers.
3 credits
ESE 518, 517 Integrated Electronic
pevlc:es and Cln:ultl I .nd II
Theory and applications; elements of
semiconductor electronics, basis of the
methods of fabrication, bipolar junction
transistors, FET, MOS transistors, diodes,
capacitors and resistors. Design
techniques for linear and digital integral
circuitry. Temperature effects and
fundamental limitation of integrated
electronic components and circuits.
Discussion of computer-aided design;
(MSI) (LSI).
3 credits each semester
ESE 518 Quantum Electronics II
Interaction of simple quantum systems
with complex systems; semiclassical laser
oscillation theory, stochastic theory of
fluctuations. Brillollin scattering, Raman
effect; spontaneous emission, interaction
theory; quantum theory of laser
OSCillation, coupled Green's function
relations. Quantized non-linear optics,
quantum nOise, photon scattering.
3 credits
ESE 520 ElectronlCl II - Fund.men.... of
Electromagnetici
Electro- and magneto-statics; Maxwell's
equations; vector and scalar potentials,
vector and tensor transformation
properties, Lorentz transformation ;
derivation of Maxwell's equations from
Coulomb's Law and Lorentz transformation. Boundary value problems;
Green's function, guided waves, travelling
wave and charged particle interactions.
Radiation.
3 credits
ESE 521 Applied Electrom.gnetlc Theory
Advanced boundary value problems in
electromagnetic and microacoustic wave
propagation, guided wave and radiation.
Topics include: variation and perturbation
methods appli~ to cavity, wave guide
discontinuity radiation from wave guide
aperture and equivalent source theorem,
mode theory of guided wave around the
earth, microwave acoustic wave guide and
transducers.
3 credits

ESE 514 Semiconductor ElectronlCl
The theofy of semiconductor electronics
and related devices. Conduction
mechanisms in semiconductors; trapping
centers, recombination centers, surface
states. The continuity equation, p-n
junction theory of fhe junction tranSistor,
transistor characterization. Metal to
semiconductor contracts, theory of metaloxide-semiconductor transistors.
Prerequisite: ESE 511
3 credits

ESE 522 W.ve Prop.gatlon In PIa.....
The course includes the following topics:
Introduction to magnetic theory and
plasm~ kinetic theory, wave propagation
in unbounded plasma, guided waves at a
. plane plasma Interface and its application
to terrestrial propagation, radiation from
antennas in plasma.
3 credits

ESE 515 Qu.ntum ElectronlCl I
Physics of microwave and optical lasers.

ESE 523 Integrated .nd FIber Optlca
The course includes the following topiCS:

I!

II
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thin film dielectric optical waveguides and
modes, dielectric fibers, semiconductor
planer wavegulc:fes. Input and output
couplers, groove reflectors, resonators
and filters, modulators and detectors,
semiconductor junction lasers and thin
film feedback lasers, fabrication
techniques of thin film guides and
devices; optical communication system
consideration and requirements .
3 credits
ESE 529 Network Theory
An exposition of a variety of topics, that
lead to selected areas of current research
in network theory. Graphs and digraphs.
Minimum-cost problems. Network flows,
the max-flow min-cut theorem, matching
theory, propositioning networks.
Kirchhoff's laws, linear and non-linear
electrical networks, state-space
representation, n-ports and Hilbert ports,
the scattering and imittance formulisms,
realizability theory. Operator networks
and infinite networks.
3 credits
ESE 531 Theory of DIgital
Communication I
Multivariate (vector) random variablas
and random processes, digital signal
alphabets ,as veclor configurations,
optimum receiver prinCiples, efficient
signalling, comparison of classes of
signalling schemes.
Prerequisite: ESE 503 or permission of
instructor
3 credits
ESE 532 Theory of Digital
Communication II
The channel capacity theorem, bounds on
optimum system performance, encoding
for error reduction, the fading channel,
communications with feedback,
telemetry, factors in design of multiplexed
and repeated transmission systems.
Prerequisite: ESE 531
:3 credits
eSE 533 Satel"te Communication
.
Engln..rlng
Historical perspective, economics, orbi..1
mechanics, synchronous satellites.
transponders, multi-access earth
terminals, frequency divilion multiple
access, time division multiplexing, time
division multiple access, PSK, carrierphase tracking, filter distortion, bit sync,
timing systems, delay-lock tracking.
3 credits
ESE 535 Inform.tlon Theory .nd R....b ..
Communications
Source and channel models. Measure of
information and Source Coding
Theorems. Mutual information, channel
capacity and channel coding theorems.
Block codes. Convolutional codes.
Researcb topics.
' 3 credits
ESE 539 Communlcatlona.
Transportation and Power N...
A problem-oriented lecture and seminar
course in deterministic and probabilistic

I

large-scale systems, and techniques for
the solution of problems arising therein.
3 credits
ESE 541 DIsc.... TIme .,.......
Analysis and synthesis of discrete time
systems and discrete time controlled
continuous systems. Topics include: Ztransform and state variable representations of discrete time systems,
controllability and observability. Stability
criterion. Synthesis methods. Dynamite
programming and optimum control.
Sampled spectral densities and
correiation sequence. Optimum filtering
and conrol of random processes.
Prerequisite: ESE 502
3 credits
ESE 542 Stebility Theory and AppIIcdon
Definition and application of stability
criteria in both linear and non-linear
systems. Topics include equilibrium
points, limit cycles, describing function
an alysia, construction of Iyapunov
functions, the popov circle criterion and
perturbation methods. Application of
stability theory to design of non-linear
control systems.
3 credits
ESE 543 Opllnull Control
Topics include parameter optimization,
La Grange mulUpliers, numerical
techniques such as steepest descent,
Newton's Method and conjugate
gradients. In the area of trajectory
optimization the Hamilton-Jacobi
Equations, Pontryagin Maximum
Principle and Dynamic Programming are
applied to the quadratic regulator,
minimum time, minimum fuel, and other
linear and non-linear control ' problems.
Control in restricted phase space.
3 credits
ESE 544 Optfm.. FHtering Md Data
Reconstruction
Effects of stochastic noise and inexact
measurement on the performance of
control and communication systems.
Topics include matching filter, coherent
detection, optimal estimation, prediction,
and smoothing of data using the WeinerHopf and Kalman-Buey methods. The
separation principle in optimal control of
stochastic systems.
3 credits
ESE 545 Computer ArchItecture
Covers mUltiprocessors, stack-organized
computers, pipeline computers ,
microproceasors and computer networks.
Topics including microprogramming,
computer design language, hierarchical
memory management systems, machine
algorithm for high-speed arithmetic,
hardware dynamic loader, microprogrammed control. Input/Output
organization, virtual memory and virtual
machine are discussed. May not be taken
in addition to MSC 502 for credit.
Prarequislte: ESE 318
4 credits

ESE 541 ~ and S,nth .... of
CoIIIpuIer COIIIIIIUnic8IIon NetwcNkI
Mathematical analysis of message
queuing and buffering processes for
various Signal statistics. Analytical and
algprithmic methods for networked
optimization. Topological design for
network reliability. Wave-form
optimization, encoding. Error analysis of
coded and feedback systems. Optimum
features and software requirements of
communication processors.
3 credits
ESE 547 D............. Proc ...1ng
The course covers three aspects of digital
signal processing: digital filter, fast
Fourier transform (FFT) and error
analysis. Topics inciude: review of analog
filters and design of infinite impulse filters.
Algorithm and implementation of FFT
application of FFT. Effects and analysis of
quantization errors.
3 credits
ESE 541 Faun DIagnosIs of D......

SyateIna

,

This course is designed to acquaint
students with fault diagnosis of logiC
circuits. Both combinatorial and
sequential curcuits are considered.
Concepts of faults and fault models are
presented. Emphasis is given to test
generation, test selection, fault detection,
fault location, fault location within a
module and fault correction.
Prerecwisites: ESE 318 or equivalent
3 credits
ESE 551 SwllcllMgTheory ..d ...........
IhchIneI
Survey of classical analysiS and
synthesis of combination and sequential
switching circuits, followed by related
topics of current interest such as error
diagnOSis and failsoft circuits, use of large
scale integration, logic arrays, automated
local design.
Prerequisite: ESE 318 or equivalent
3 credits
ESE 552 LSI and MicroprocellOl' OMIgn
and ApplIcation
Architecture of microprocessors and
associated LSI components. Microprocessor software, and applicatiOns
types. Demonstrations and use of cross
assembler, simulator, and cross compiler
via computer terminals.
Prerequisites: MSC 101, 102, ESE 318 or
equivalent
4 credits
ESE 557 Digital Signal Procealng II;
D"'n. IatpIeInentIItion and Appllcetlonl
This course emphasizes the imple, mentation aspect of digital signal
processors. Topics include the design of
ItR, FIR, and multirate digital filters, the
FFT processor, the architectural
considerations for general purpose digital
signal processors, the DISP computer, the
implementation of some special purpose
processors, and some other practical
conSiderations. Some applications will
also be presented.
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Prarequlsite: ESE 547 or permlsaiorf fit
instructor
3 credits
ESE 510. 581 Optical Infonnetlon
Proceul",
A course introducing the field of modern
image processing and optical computing.
Particular emphasis is placed on generally
applicable fundamentals and on the
principles of experimental Implementations. The theorY Is dt!veIopec:I and
illustrated with examples drawn from the
most recent applications, including
holography, pattern recognition and
im*ge restoration, optical and digital
computers, optical memories, Information
storage and retrieval, holographic laser
gen~ation of new types of optical
elements, aperture synthesis and
holographic Interferometry as used in
non-destructive testing . Electron
microscopy, microwave, radar, x-ray and
ultrasonic imaging including medical
applications are discussed. An the
necessary special mathematics, such as
Fourier transform theory, are introduced
. at appropriate times through~t the
course.
Prerequisites: Bachelors degree or
equivalent In the physical sciences or
biological sciences; mathematics training
through calculus
3 credits esch semester
ESE 570 Bioelectronics
Origin of bioelectric events; ion transport
in cells, membrane potentials; neural
action potentials and muscular activity,
cortical and cardiac potentials. Detection
and measurement of bioelectric signals;
impedance measurements used to detect
endocrine activity, perspiration and blood
flow; impedance cardiography, vector
cardiography; characteristics Qf
transducers and tissue interface; ipecial
requirements for the amplification of
transducet signals.
3 credits
ESE 572 EIIctronIc I ................. 8I'ICI
Operetlon8l Amplifier
Design specificatilin for electronic
instruments; signal domains, bioelectric
signals, modelling, measurement of
pollution in air and in water; mediaelectrode interfaceS, electrodes, sensors!
transducers. Signal conditioning,
instrument amplifiers, pre-amplifiers,
operational amplifiers. Data processing.
conversion, microprocessors, signal
transmission; output systems, storage.
display recording. Instrument packages
for measurement monltqrlng, analyzing.
3 credits
ESE 574 The Daltn of ArtIfIcI.a 0 .....
The physiology, anatomy, and pathology
of the heart, lungs, and kidneys is
presented to eAable the student to
determine the technical constraint on the
design of counterparts. The role of the
engineer in the conceptual process Is
described and constraint Impoeed by
surgical, material, anet other teChnical
aspects on the design Is discu-.ct. The

student presents "proposed design ofthe
organ which he aelectJI using the standard
.
form of NIH grant proposal.
3 credits

and credit granted, upon submission of a
written report of seminar presentation of \
the work performed.
Variable nd repetltlve credit

Ell! III C8rdIov8Iculllr Dyn....tca MId
A81.... d CIn:uIdon Technlqu..

EIES.. A_rch

The physiology and anatomy of the
cardiovascular system Is presented and
techniques for assisting the system In
acute heart failure are described. The'
Instrumentation and techniques which are .
utilized In an,mal research are described
and used In the operating room; the
research projects are offered for the
seJtctlon of the student 88 a subject for a
feasibility study.
3 credits

III!
.....
....,...In.........
171,

Phplology for En. . . . .

Study of human physiology with "
emphasis on quantitative engineering
Interpretation. Among the physiological
aystems considered are: neural;
QardloVaacular; respiratory; renal; gast,~
Intestinal; and endocrine systems.
3 credits

EIE _

Intem8hIp In Bioengineering
Student will work with physiCians In
hospital or other clinical facUlty, and will
gain experience In Clinical Instrumentation diagnosis, and treatment of

diseases.
Prerequisite: Physiology background

3 Credits, repetitive
EIE 117 PNcllcum In Engineering
Dl8CU8l10n, case studies of practical
problems In engineering deslgl)ed
specially for part-time graduate students,
relating to their current professional
activity. Registrants must have the prior
approval of th, Graduate Program
Chairman. The grade will be Ilsslgned,

Variable and repetitive credit

ESE 810 lemlnar In' lolld I'a'e
Electronics
Current research In solid-state devices
and circuits and computer-alded network
design.
'
3 credits

ElE . 130 Sem..... In Communlallon
Theory
3 credits

'-

EIE MO SemI,. In Systems Theory
Recent and current reSearch work In
systems theory.
\
3 credits

EIE 850 Advanced Topics In Digital
Iya'e....
Topics of special Interest In the area of
digital systems.
3 credits ,

ESE _ Seminar In Biomedical I,.......
Englneertng
This seminar will treat topics of current
interest in bioengineering. Modeling "and
slmulatlons of physiological systems,
such as cardiovascular, respiratory, renal,
and endocrine systems. Instrumentation
system, Including au'omatlc chemical
assaying, electric probes, ultrasonic
tracer methods, and
techniques.
Applicatlon- of
biomedicine
in the subject
services, and
Prerequisites:
equivalent
3 credits

Ell 870 Topics In EtecIrtc8t Ic:Ienc:M
Varying topics selected from currant
research topics. This course Is designed
to give the necessary flexibility to students
and faculty to introduce new material Into
the curriculum before It has attracted
sufficlent'interest to be made p.... of the
regular course material. A. Biomedical
Engineering; B. Circuit Theory; C.
Controls; D. Electronics Circuits; E.
Digital Syste",s and Electronics; f.
Switching Theory and Sequential
Machines; G. DIgital Signal Processing; H.
Digital Communications; I. Computer
ArChitecture; J. Networks; K. Systems
Theory; L. Solid State Electronics; M.
Integrated Electronics; N. Quantum
Electronics & Lasers; O. Communication
Theory; P, Wave Propagation; Q.
Integrllted Optics; R. Optical
Communolcatlons and Information
Processing; S. Instrumentation.
Variable, repetitive credit

ESE 891 Seminar In ° Electrical
Engineering
This course is designed to expose
°

students to the broadest possible rqeof
the current activities In electrical
engineering. Speakers, from both on and
off campus, discuss topics of current
IntereSt in electrical engineering. All fulltime Ph.D. candidates are required to
register for this course !lnd all Ph.D.
. candidates are required to present their
thesis finding to the department ai a
whole.
1 credit, repetitive

EIE 8.. Practlcum In Teaching
Variable and repetitive credit
ESE 8.. DIaHrbdIon R.......
Variable and repetitive credit

English
EGL 501 Studie, In Chaucer .
A close reading of Chaucer's major poetry,
with special emph~sls on the Canterbury
Tales. No previous acquaintance with Middle English is necessary.
Instructor: S. Spector
Fall, 3 credits
EGL 502 Studle,lnlhaknpeare
An in-depth study of Shakespeare's major
works and major traditions of literary criticism thet have concentrated on them.
Instructor: R. Levin
Fall, 3 credits
EGL 503 Studle, In Milton
A study of Milton's major poetry and prose
in the context of the political and religlou,
controversies of the period.
Instructor: T. Kranidas
Fall, 3 credits
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EGL 505 Studies In Genrea
(section 1) The Tragic Vision: Study in
Tragedy. Readings from the Greeks to the
Renaissance and Aristotle, Kierkegaard,
Nietzsche.
Instructor:-'A. Wilson
Spring, 3 credits

manticism. ~mong the authors to be
looked at: William Bradford, John Winthrop, Thomas Hooker, Thomas Shepard,
Ann Bradstreet, Edward Taylor, Michael
Wigglesworth, Cotton 'Mather, Jonathan
Edwards, Benjamin Franklin, Charles
Brockden Brown, and Washington Irving.
Instructor: D. Laurence
Fall, 3 credits

EGL 525 Seventeenth Century Literature
Seventeenth Centu ry Poetry: The religious
verse of the period will be studied, with
emphasis on Donne (especially The Divine
(section 2) Prose Theory
Poems and The Anniversari~s), Herbert
This course is intended as an introduction
EGL 565 Studle.ln 19th Century American
(The Temple), and Vaughan (Silex Scintillto the complex study of Eng !ish prose style
Literature
.
.
an$), and with CraShaw, Marvell, and othas a means of expression from the Renaissance to the present.
. ers also to be considered. The poetry will The course will concentrate on the work of
Emerson, Thoreau, Hawthorne, Melville,
, be viewed againstthe relevant doctrinal,
Instructor: J. Bennett
denominational, and biographical back- and Whitman in the cultural context of
Spring, 3 credits
grounds as well as those of literary history ~merica's literary coming of age ..
(section 3) Modern Drama
Instructor: E. Fiess Fall, 3 credits
and theory.
This course will test the validity of the conInstr~ctor: J. Pequigney
ceptions we have of the major movements
EGL 570 Stud Ie. In 20th Century American
EGL 535 Studle.ln Neoc....lcl.m
in modern drama: "naturalism," "expres.
Literature
Intellectual Texts of the Eighteenth Cen- An exam ination ofthe major works of Hemsionism," "relativism," "peasant drama,"
tury:
Analysis
and
comparison
in
·class
of
"epic theatre," and "absurd ism." Emphasis
ingway, Faulkner, Fitzgerald, Cummings.
texts by Locke, Berkeley, Hume, Johnson, Stevens, Ransom. and of contemporary
will be upon examination of the plays
Burke, Gibbon al1dperhaps others;atleast periodicals.
themselves.
.
three papers of different kinds.
' Instructor: J. Thompson
Instructor: R. Zimbardo
Instructor:
T.
Rogers
Spring, 3 credits
Fall, 3 credits "
(
Fall, 3 credits
EGL 508 Literature In Re..tlon to Other
Modern American Literature: American
The Sentimental and The Sublime: Astudy fiction and poetry since 1945. The writers
Dlaclpllnea
1 of two related trends--the sentimentai'and
Children's Literature:
VIIill be representative of various post-war
the sublime-in mid-and late-eighteenth literary trends. The novelists include ElliThe course description will be available at
century British literature. We will establish son, Pynchon, Mailer, Bellow, Kerouac,
a later date.
some of the philosophical and aesthetic Walker Percy and Toni Morrison. Some of
Instructor: J. Jordan
contexts for this literature by reading the poets include'Olson, Creeley, Baraka,
Spring, 3 credits
selections from Longinus, Addison, Man- Ginsberg, and Adrienne Rich, and in the
EGL 510 Studlealn Old EngUIh Language
deville, Burke. and otners. The literary closing weeks we will also take a glance at
and Literature
texts will include the poems of Gray, CoiOld English: Beginning course in Old Eng- I lins, Smart, and the early Blake; the prose several of the younger poets like Ted
Kooser and Ai. The readings will be evenly.
lish literature, language, and culture. After
of Richardson, Sterne, Mackenzi~, Rad- divided between prose and poetry.
a brief introduction to grammar, we shall
cliffe, and "Monk" Lewis; and some senti- Instructor: W. Harris
translate and discuss seven Old English
mental drama.
Spring, 3 credits
poems: Caedmon's Hymn, Brunanburh,
Instructor: D. Sheehan
Dream of the Rood, Maldon, Deor, SeafEGL 592 Problems In Teaching Writing or
Spring, 3 credits
arer, Wanderer, and perhaps one more. No
Compo.ltlon
prerequisites, no papers. One mid-term
EGL 540 Studlea In Romantlcl'm
Primarily for teachers of English, this
, Prose Works of the Imagination, Godwin's course will deal ,w ith t/;le adaptation ofclasand a final exam.
Political Justice and Caleb Williams; treat- sieal rhetoric for modern use. PartiCipants
Instructor: D. Fry
ises and inven~ions ofWolistonecraft, Haz- will be expected to do the reading and
Fall, 3 credits \
litt, Landor, Peacock, DeQuincey, Mary writing that they ask of their students as
Beowulf: Reading course in Beowulf and
Shelley, Carlyle.
. well as to desigD writing exercises based
the Finnsburh Fragment. Daily translation
Instructor: D. Erdman
upon rhetorical prinCiples.
a{ld discussion. Some attention to archeaSpring, 3 credits
Instructor: D. Fortuna
ological background . No papers, no-midFall, 3 credits
EGL 545 Studle.ln Victorian Literature
term, one final exam.
A critIcal view of(the major 19th century
Prerequisite: one semester of Old English
EGL 593 Problems In Teaching LiteratUre
British works.
or equivalent.
Analytical class discussion of stories. poIntructor: N. Arkans
Instructor: D. Fry
ems and other genres and their classroom
Fall, 3 credits;
Spring, 3 credits
use; sample student papers on literature; at
EGL 550 Studlea In 20th CenturY BrltI.h least three assigned papers.
EGL 515 Studlea In Mldd.e Engllah lan1nstructor: T. Roqers
Literature
guage and Literature
An intensive survey of the major writers of Spring, 3 credits
Middle English Su'rvey; Introductory surmodern British literature.
veyofMiddle English (ca. 1154-1500) literEGL 596 P;oblem.ln Teach'ng Reading In
Instructor: S. Sears
ature by genres, including Gawain and the
the Secondary.School
,
Spring, 3 credits
Green Knight, Piers Plowman, Pearl, and
An examination and evaluation of the psylyrics. Broad and rapid reading of repreEGL 580 Studle.ln Early American Litera- cholinguistic model of the reading prosentative texts with literary discussion.
cess , Some comparisons are offered beture
Some attention to history, manuscripts,
Colonial: A study of the forging of Ameri- tween psycholinguistic and word percepand culture. No pre-requisites. One paper,
can culture in the furnace called Puritan- tion models. Also examined are diagnpstic
one mid-term, one final exam.
ism. The course asks the stude!:)t tO ,set. factors related to the reading process from
Instructor: D. Fry
aside stereotypical notions about Puritan- a systems framework . Several linb are
Spring, 3 credits
ism and to enter imaginatively into its way provided between theory and practice for
of understanding man and nature. We will .the classroom teacher. Read ing in the conEGL 520 Studlealn the Rena'...nce
be looking at Puritan writing in a historical tent' areas is explored and evaluated with
An introduction to representative literary
way, as offering a view of some of the. insights gained from psycholinguistic theand dramatic works of the 16th century in
processes by which a variety of 17th Cen- ory, field theory, information processing
England. Readings in the antl)ologies will
tury European Protestantism evolved into theory, and knowledge of affeCtive mobe supplemented by library assignments,
a peculiarly American 19th Century ro- bi lizers. Also explored are issues related to
which will ' include some attention to 20th

.

I

century criticism on this period. Two papers and occasional oral reports.
Instructor: C. Huffman
Fall,3credits

.,

speed in reading: dialectal variants: materials for students: and organization for
improving reading effectiveness in the
secondary classroom .
I nstructor: A. Lipton
Spring , 3 credits
EGL 599 Independent Studies
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester
Staff
EGL 600 Pro-Seminar I
Classical Backgrounds: the development
of the major genres. Reading (in translation) and analysis of representative Greek
and Latin pastoral , georgic, epic , drama ,
and satire as background to the study of
English literature . Concepts of genres,
development of forms, structures, techniques.
Instructor: T . Maresca
Fall , 3 credits
EGL 602 Problems In Bibliography. Editing
and Texual Criticism
Paleography: A general introduction to
editing and manuscript-study. We will
practice reading handwriting in the Old '
English , Middle English , and Early Modern
periods, and will discuss bibliographical
issues that relate to editing. We will also
consider rectlnt theoretical and scientific
approaches to manuscript-study. Each
student will deliver an oral report and submit a short edition of a text from any period
in the history of English literature.
Instructor: S. Spector
Spring, 3 credits
EGL 603 Problems In Literary Theory and
Criticism
Perspectives on. Literature: I wish to take
the students through an inquiry that wi ll
introduce them to the idea that there are
many points of view from which we may
approach a work of literature. We will
examine a single text, Dangling Man by
Saul Bellow, from the biographical , psy
chological, historical , social, philoS0phical , religious and mythic , as well as formal
point of view. We will discover that there
are different kinds of questions that we
must ask and that there are different kinds
of ans,wers we may derive as we move from
one context to anothElr. The students will
decide for themselves which of the various
modes of inquiry best suit their personal
taste but their choice will be based on
informed judgment.
Instructor: R. Miller
Fall , 3 credits

Literary Method: Critical analysis of the
major approaches to the understanding of
literature, e.g., source study, textual , biographical, literature and the other arts,
sociological , history of ideas.
Instructor: H. Weisinger
Spring, 3 credits
EGL 604 Problems In Literary Analysis
Twentieth Century American Poetry: Theory and Practice. An in-depth examination
of works by Pound , Eliot, Williams, C.
Olson, etal.
Instructor: L. Simpson
Spring, 3 credits

EGL: 605 Problems In Convention and
Genre
(section 1) Old English Poetry: Seminar in
Old English poetry and literary technique.
Some attention to cultural backgrounds
and paleography. We shall translate and
discuss either the Exeter Book or the Verce lli Book . Oral reports and one research
I
paper.
Prerequisite: one semester of Old English
or equivalent
Instructor: D. Fry
Fall , 3 credits

(section 2) Spenser, Milton & Epic : Close
readings of The Faerie Queene and Paradise Lost in the light of epic tr"a dition and
allegories. Reading acquaintance with
Homer and Virgil will be useful , but is not a
prerequisite .
Instructor: T . Maresca
Fall, 3 credits
EGL 606 Problems In Period and Tradition
(section 1) Victorianism: The 1850's. The
course will focus 01') the 1850's decade of
High Victorianism , a ten-year span which
begins with the publication of Tennyson 's
In Memoriam and Wordsworth 's Prelude
and ends with the publication of Darwin's
Origin of Species and Mill's On Liberty.
After a preliminary investigation of the
period , we will examine the decade yearby-year during which major works by
Tennyson, Browning , Dickens , Thackeray , Charlotte Bronte, Trollope , Arnold,
and George Eliot were published .
Instructor: J. Bennett
Fall , 3 credits
section 2) Problems in the Intrpretation of

(
American Literature: This seminar i's designed as an introduction tothe influential
and essential interpretations of classic
American literature since its rediscovery in
the 1920's. The class will choose a number
of works and authors which ha~given rise
to one or another major approach toAmerican literature:
Instructor: P. Shaw
Fall, 3 credits

dy in the early years of the Irish literary
movement, centering on Veats, but addressing also Lady Gregory, Synge, Douglas Hyde and others.
Instructor: T . Flanagan
Spring , 3 credits
EGL 607 Problems In Individual Authors
(section 1) Herbert & Vaughan : Herbert's.
poetry and prose will be studied , and in
Vaughan the stress will be on Silex Scintillans and its affinities with The Temple.
Instructor: J. Pequigney
Fail , 3 credits

(section 2) Fielding &Austen : Fieldingand
Austen invite comparative study as comic
novelists who combine greatformalingenuity with strong ethical concerns. The
seminar will focus on problems of formal
analysis and the relation of ideas and
values to narrative structure and technique, identifying the distinguishing featuresof each author's characteristic comic
mode and tracing its evolution ormodification , defining their particular ethical concerns and values, and comparing the ir
masculine and feminine sensibilities or
," outlooks. Works to be discussed will include Shamela, Joseph Andrews, Tom
Jones, NortfJanger Abbey, Pride and Pre. judice, Emma, and Persuasion.
Instructor: H. Goldberg
Fall, 3 credits
(section 3) Romanticism : Coleridge Entire
(poetry, criticism, philosophy, journalism ,
diaries, marginalia ... )
Instructor: D. Erdman Fall , 3 credits
(section 4) James Joyce: Focus will be on
Ulysses, and much of the class time will go
into a chapter by chapter anatomy of the
·novel. Dubliners, Portrait, Finnegans
Wake , Joyce's poetry, play, criticism, will
be read too, with shifts in critical and scholarly approaches to Joyce related to changes in artistic and critical styles during the
first seventy years of this century . As usual,
the emphasis will be determined by the
interests of those who make up the course
community .
Instructor: J. Ludwig
Fall , 3 credits

(section 1) Representation of the Individual and Society inthe 19th Century Novel':
(section 1) Donne: A close study of selectThe seminar will examine the social analyed poems in several genres as well as the
sis of 1iction through an investigation of
Devotions and several sermons. Papers
several critical methods and their practical
will focus on the relationship of literary
application . Among 'the critics to be read : tradition to contemporary theme in the
Ian Watt, Lucien Goldmann , George Lukindividual pieces.
acs, t.eo Lowenthal , Lewis Coser, John
Instructor: T . Kranidas
Henry Raleigh , Raymond Williams, Lionel
Spring , 3 credits
Trilling . The novels to be discussed :
Emma, Bleak House, Vanity Fair, Middle- - (section 2) Pope: An intensive study ofthe
major works.
march, The Way We Live Now, BeauInstn,ictor: T . Maresca
champ 's Career, Jude the Obscure: ,StuSpring , 3 credits
dents should be familiar with these novels
before the start of the seminar.
'
(section 3) Hemingway & Fitzgerald: An
Instructor: R. Levine
intensive study of the major works.
Spring, 3 credits
Instructor: J. Thompson
Spring, 3 credits
(section 2) 19th Century American literature: An intensive survey of the major writers of 19th Century American Literature.
EGL 609 Problems In Comparative LiteraInstructor: P. Newlin
'
ture
Spring, 3 credits
Form, Time, Space and Change in Modern
(section 3) Studies in the Irish Literary Literature: Readings in Woolf and selected
Renaissance 1886-1916: An intensive stu- other major modern figures. Also, Bergson
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Jung, Werner, Heisenberg and others.
Instructor: S. Sears
Fall, 3 credits
EGL 811 Pro-Seminar II
This course will examine the natureofliterary interpretation. The questions to be
raised are: Is there a single correct reading
for a literary work? Ifone believes that such
a reading exists in principle, how does one,
know that one has found it in any given
case? Is it actually the main business of
practical criticism to formulate correct
readings? We shall also consider how a

critic's views on the nature of interpretation infuerfce his or her views on what
makes a literary work valuable and on what
the proper concerns of English Departments are. Among the authors re_d will be
E.D. Hirsch, Jr., Monroe Beardsley, and
Jonathan Culler.
Instructor: B. Bashford
Spring, 3 credits
EGL 890 D....rt.llon R....rch
Staff
Fall and spr!ng, variable credit

EGL 897 Pt'llCticum In the Tuchlngoni,..
IIsh Compo8ltlon
For new Teaching Assistants
Instructor: B. Bashford
Fall, 3 credits

EGL 899 Directed Reading for Doclcnl
C.ndldates
Staff
Fall and Spring, variable credit

Environmental
Engineering
'.
ESC 504 Environmental Pollution
The pollutants in our enVironment, their
sources, effects, and methods for their
control. Pollution of the air, water, and land
as well as the inter-relationships among
these will be discussed.
Fall, 3 credts
ESC 505 PrInciples of Water Pollution
The basic microbial and chemical processes are examined, especially as they
relate to public health and environmental
deterioration. The role of micro-organisms
as pathogens, pollutants, and in pollution
control; the implications for aquatic ecosystems of waste and thermal loading.
Fall, 3 credits
ESC 508 W.ter Quality Labor.tory
An introduction to the field and laboratory
techniques used in measuring and predicting water quality. Sampling and monitoring methods, data handling and evaluation.
Co-requisites: MSA 547, ESC 505
Fall, 3 credits
ESC 509 engineering Hydraulics
Steady and varied flow in open channels;
transient flow and water hammer phenomena in closed conduits. Study of the flow
of viscous suspensions. Applications to
weir, transition and spHlwaydesign and the
flow of liquids, air. and sludge; pumps and
meters.
Spring, 3 credits
ESC 517/518 W...e W.ter Collection .nd
Treellnent Syst..... I.nd II
The principles of designing and operating
an adequate. efficient. and non-pathogenic waste water collection and treatment
system. Municipal and Industrial sewage
treatment, sedimentation. coagulation. filtration. chemical treatment, aeration, activated sludge. phosphorous and nitrate
removal. and other advanced treatment
methods. Ultimate disposal and the hold. ing and disposal of solids.
Prerequisites: ESC 505, 509 or equivalent
Fall and spring, 3 credjts each semester

ESC 519 W.ter SUpply Design
Water requirements for public. industrial.
agricultural. and other usage. The principles of designing an adequate. efficient.
and non-pathogenic water supply system.
The collection, purification. conditioning.
storage and distribution of municipal water supplies.
Prerequisites: ESC 505. 509 or equivalent
Fall. 3 credits
EMP 510 W.ter Supply Man.gement
Surface and ground water hydrology; the
availability of water resources. Strategies
for maintaining a continuoussafe yield; the
water budget. multi-purpose use and reuse. the effects on ground water systems of
withdrawal and recharge. Water distribution systems; dams and reservoirs and
their ecological impact.
Fall. 3 credits
EMP 511 Envlronment.1 Law
The legal aspects of water supply and po!Jution; national. state. and local laws and
codes pertaining to water. air and land
pollution, and solid waste disposal. Compliance with these regulations: the statutory responsibilities of privateand governmental organizations. Environmental impact statements. their preparations and
assessment. The availability of and requirements for obtaining federal and state
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funding.
Biennially, 3 credits
EMP 512 Land U.. Planning .nd the
Environment
The application of engineering methods to
micro- and macro-regional' planning and
development. Zoning, transportation, resource supply and effluent disposal are
considered in the context of resource
demand and environrnental protection.
The use of surveys as a planning tool.
Biennially. 3 credits
MSA 547 Statistical Methods for Environmental Engineering
A one semester survey coLirse in statistical
methods. Applications will be to water and
air quality programs. Topics: basic toncept of sampling and data analysis, and of
linear modelling procedures. The techniques of analYSis of variance and linear
regression will also be discussed.
Fall. 3 credits
MSA 548 Models forW.ter Resource

agement

Man-

Introduction to cost benefit analysis and
linear and
integer prog!i&mming
techniques. Optimal sitting app'lied to watersupply and treatment. Multi-dimensional regional optimization.
Spring, 3 credits

French

artistiC, social and cultural movements accompanying the rebirth of art andJetters in
France.
Spring, 3 credits

FAN 500 Techniques of Aeadlng for Grad...t.A....rch
Through intensive study of language
structures and idiomatic usage, with extensive practice in written translation of
scholarly texts, candidates for advanced
degrees are able to attain the proficiency
level of the graduate French reading requirement. Several departments grant exemption from further examination fQr successful completion of this course.
Fall, 3 credits
FAN 501 Contemporary French Culturw
.nd Institutions
Analysis of contemporary French civilization through the study of the development
of its historical, cultural, political, and
social characteristics. Designed for potential teachers of French at the college level
as well as in secondary schools, thiscourse
will emphasize and trace the evolution of
the character and institutions of contemporary France. Open to qualified CEO
students.
Spring, 3 credits

FAN 507 Advanced Styllstlcs
Designed to deepen the advanced student's knowledge of the finer pOints of the
syntax, structure, and stylistic versatility of
the French language, this course, during
the first semester, will emphasize three
principal exercises: translations from English into French stressing idiomatic turns
of phrase and correct structuring, compositions in the French language, and advanced work in major discrepancies be~een .
French and English syntax.
Fall, 3 credits

FAN 541 Studies In 18th Century Frwnch
Llteraturw
Study of the background of the Enlightenment in France and · its development
throughout the 18th century. Extensive
reading of such authors as Rousseau,
Diderot, Voltaire, Laclos stressing literary
technique, themes, and major trends In
prose, poetry, and the theater.
.Fall, 3 credits
I

FAN 508 Expllc.tIon de T.x"
Emphasis will be placed upon weekly
explication de texte, beginning with Renaissance literature, and proceeding to the
modern period, in which analysis will be
made of those effects that, taken together,
constitute agiven author'sstylistic pattern .
Spring , 3 credits
FAN 514 Seminar In M.dleyal Llt.rature
Topic for tile 1979 tall semester: TheCultof
Woman in · Medieval French Literature.
This course may be repeated for credit
when topic changes.
Fall , 3 credits

FAN 552 Studies In 19th Century Frwnch
Literature
Investigation of special topics and movements in 19th century French prose and
poetry based on the study of the works of
such authors as Chateaubriand , Benjamin
Constant, Balzac , Baudelaire, Flaubert,
Zola . and stressing theevolultion of genres
in the context of such phenomena as realism , symbolism, naturalism.
Spring, 3 credits
FAN 562 Studies In Cont.mporary Lite,..
ture
The active pursuit of humanist ideas from
Anatole France to Louis Guilloux, from
Romain Rolland to Camus, with emphasis
on the works of Valery Larbaud , Roger
Martin du Gard, Andre Glde, and Andre
Malraux.
Fall , 3 credits

FAN 521 Literature of the French Renalssenee
FAN 581 Independent Indlvld...1Studies
A study of major literary and culturaldevelVariable and repetitive credit
opments characteristic of the civilization
Fall and spring
of the Renaissance in France. The works of
such writers as Rabelais, Ronsard and FAN 599 Praetleum In Teaching
Montaigne will serve as both focus and . Variable and repetitive credit
starting point for broader· inquiry into the Fall and spring

Germanic Languages and Literatures
GEA 500 Intensl". Aeadlng GerIn.n
Intensive introductory German for nonmajors. Practice in reading and translation; German prose; use of dictionaries and
reference materials; as much attention as
possible to special problems of various
diSCiplines.
Instructor: O'Neil
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester
GEA 501 Strategies of Teaching German
Detailed examination of variousapproaches to teaching German as a foreign language, conventional teaching aids; use of
media if! instruction. [Given at Goethe
House in New York City.)
Instructor: Meyer
Fall, 3 Credits
GEA 502 unguage Practleum
Techniques of classroom instruction ;
teacher and peer visitation and evaluation.

To be taken in conjunction with initial
teaching assignment.
Staff
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester
GER 503 Llter.ture Practlcum
Apprenticeship to a senior professor for
work in undergraduate literature course.
Preparation and delivery of lectures. Evaluation of students' performance in class
and written work .
Staff
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester
GEA 504 Germen Cultur.1 History
19th Century: The course will examine
some of the cultural stages of 19th Ce!1tury
German history and will place special
emphasis on the observations on and
sometimes participation in contemporary
developments by writers, artists and other
intellectuals of the time. (Cross-listed with
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HIS 508)
Instructor: Werner T. Angress (Guest professor, History Dept.)
Fall , 3 cred its
20th Century: Examination of .developments in German-speaking countries in
the areas of history of political and social
systems and the arts during the late 19th
and 20th centuries (croSS-listed with CEO
508).
Instructor: Elling
Spring, 3 credits
GER 506 AdY.nced Stylisties
Advanced stylistics and textural analysis.
Designed to deepen the advanced student's knowledge of the finer points of
syntax, structure and stylistic versatility of
the German language.
StEiff
Spring, 3 credits

GER 525 ConatrllsUve Analysis
The course offers a survey of linguistic
typology and examines the ways in wh ich
linguistic SUb-systems may legitimately be
compared across languages, thus providing a basis fordevising strategies forteaching one language to speakers of another
language.
Instructor: Hall
Spring, 3 credits
GER- 526 Analysis of an Uncom~only
Taught LangU8ft
Working from primary and secondary
sources students will construct an outline
of the phonology, morphology, and syntax
of a language previously unk nown to them .
Instructor: Hall
Spring, 3 credits
-'

GER 541 Literature of the Goethe Period
Die Weimarer Klassik: Goethe und Schiller. The major figures considered as poets,
philosophers and 'theoreticians of the arts
and literature.
Instructor: Karst
Spring, 3 credits
GER 545 20th Century Poetry
A survey of 20th Century poetry ' with
emphasis on the poetry of Expressionism _
Instructor: Brown
Spring, 3 credits·

GER 557 History of .... Gennan Langu8ge
Tille development of the German Language
from Indo-European to modern High German: a representative selection of texts
from different periods will be examined.
Instructor: Berr
Fall, 3 credits
GER 558 Middle High G.rman
Instructor: Ruplin
Spring, 3 credits
GER 562 Gothic and Indo-European
Instructor: Berr
Spring, 3 credits
GER 583 Old High German
Instructor: Ruplin
Fall, 3 credits
GER 599 Masters Thesis
Variable and repetitive credit

GER 601 SpecI8I Author
Tutorial to be arranged with appropMte
staff member.
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester
GER 602 Special Period
Tutorial to be arranged with appropriate
staff member.
Fall and spring , 3 credits each semester
GER 603 The Middle Ages
Medieval German lyric. Middle High German lyriC and its antecedents.
Instructor: William T.H. Jackson (Guest
professor, Columbia University)
Fall, 3 credits
GER 699 Doctorlll DI.......tlon
Taken after advancement to candidacy.
Repetitive, 3 credits each semester
I

TESOL COURSES
GER 521 Synta.
A study of the fundamental notion of a
grammar and the application ofthe general
method of modern syntax to specific problems.
Instructor: Hall
Fall, 3 credits

GER 522 Phonetics
Articulatory, acoustic and physiological
GER 546 Twentieth Century Drama
phonetiCS with some attention paid to
Concentration on aspects of modern draspeech perception_
ma e.g., Brecht's anti-illusionistic theatre,
Instructor: Welden
and drama asa vehiclefordissemination of
political ideology. Readings will also in- , Fall, 3 credits
clude works by lonesco, Beckett, Frisch ,
GER 523 Phonology and Morphology
and Grass. (Cross-listed with CEl 503)
An investigation of the paradigmatic and
Instructor: Brown
syntamatic constraints on the sound strucFall, 3 credits
ture and morphology of English .
Prerequisite: GER 522
GER 547 Special Author Studies
Instructor: Welden
Ernst Barlach : An intensive studyofthelife
Spring , 3 credits
and works of Ernst Barlach, streSSing the
GER 524 Methods of TESOL
interplay of graphic, verbal , and visual art.
An analysiS oHhedifferences between first
Instructor: O'Neil
and second language acquisi~ion and releSpring, 3 credits
vant learning prinCiples .
GER 546 Special Period Studies
Instructor: Chanover
Das burgerliche Schauspiel. The emerFall, 3 credits
gence of the bourgeoisie in the German
GER 527 English Grammar and Usage
drama of the Enlightenment..
An analysis of "good" or "correct" usage of
Instructor: Russell
English for practical application in the
Spring, 3 credits
classroom .
GER 549 Theory and Criticism
Instructor: Anshen
Problems of Realism. Studies in Georg
Spring, 3 credits
lukac's later works: WIder den miBver- ,
standenn Realismus and his Aesthetik.
with reference to the international development of Marxist literary sociology (Benjamin, Brecht, Caudwell) . CrOSS-listed
with ClT 601 .
Instructor: Schroter
Fall, 3 credits

GER 530 Introduction to Generlll Linguistics
An introduction to modern ttieoretical and
applied linguistics.
Instructor: Staff
Fall, 3 credits
GER 531 Language Testing
How the general principles of measurement can and are applied to the assessment of linguistic functioning .
Instructor: Carton
Spring, 3 credits
GER 532 Selected Topics In Llnqulstlcs
language Acquisition and Creolization: A
consideration of how pidgins become creoles and wmat this process reveals about
universals of language acquisition.
Instructor: Bickerton
Fall, 3 credits
GER 526 Practlcum In TESOL I
Reading: The teaching of English to nonnative speakers. Practical classroom experience.
Instructor: Chanover
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester
GER 529 Practlcum In TESOL "
Speaking : The teaching of English to nonnative speakers_ Practical classroom experience.
Instructor: Chanover
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester

Hispanic Languages and Literatures

GER 555 Scandinavian Literature
Mythology: Cross-listed with Cl T 508.
Instructor: Sjoberg
Fall, 3 credits
Scandinavian Nobel Prize winners: Bjornson, Undset, Hamsun, lagerlof, Heidenstam, Lagerkvist, Laxness, Johns. V. Jensen (and Blixen-Denesen).
Instructor: Sjoberg
Spring, 3 credits

SPN 501 Seminar In Spanish Linguistics
3 credits each semester, repetitive
SPN 512 Seminar In Medieval Literature
3 credits, repetitive
SPN 515 Seminar In Spanish Composition
and Styllstlcs
Advanced language course forthe beginning graduate student. Required by new
Doctor of Arts Program; also useful for
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M.A. and Ph .D. students.
3 credits, non-repetitive
SPN 523 Seminar In R.na....nce and
Golden Age Llteratura
3 credits, repetitive
SPN 528 Seminar In Cervantes
3 credits, repetitive

SPH 531 Seminar In SpllnIah Enllghten.....t and Romantic .....

SPH 581 Semln.r: Culturel Mpecta of HI.panic Blllnguel-Blcullyrell.m

3 credits, repetitive

3 credits, non-repetitive

SPM Y1 Seminar In 19th C.ntury Spanl.h
Literature until the G....retlon of 1898

SPN 583 Sp.nlah and English: Languagea
In Contact I

3 credits, repetitive

3 credits, non-repetitive

SPH 543 Seminar In 20th Century Spanl.h
LI"relure

SPN 584 Sp.nl.h .nd English: Languegea
In Contact II

3 credits each semester, repetitive

Prerequisite: SPN 583 or permission of
instructor
3 credits, non-repetitive

SPN 5S2 Seminar In Colonial SpanlshAmerlcen Llt.reture
3 credits each semester, repetitive

SPN 512 Semln.rln 19th Century SpanlshA,merlcan LI"reture
3 credits, repetitive

SPN 589 Semln.r In Spanlsh-Am.rtc.n
Modernism

SP-N 585 Semln.r In C.rlbbean Llte,.ture

3 credits, non-repetitive

SPH 595, 591 Independent Indlvldu.1 StuNot more than nine (9) of these credits are
Program must obtain permission from the
Director of Graduate Studies or the Chairman before registering in these courses.

•

. SPN 809 Literary Theory
M.A. students may be admitted only with
permission of instructor.
3 credits, non-repetitive

. SPN 821 Prob"m.ln Comparative Hlsp.nIc LHerature
M.A. students may be admitted only with
permission of instructor.
3 credits, repetitive

'.

SPN 891 Pr.ctlcum In Lower Division
T.achlng

"

SPN 571 Semln.r In 20th C.ntury SpanlshAmerIcan Llt.reture

cIIe.

Graduate Spanish students not enrolled in
the Hispanic Bilingual-Bicultural Studies
acceptable toward the Ph. D., and not more
than six (6) toward the M.A.
Variable and repetitive credit

3 credits, repetitive

SPN 586 Semln.r I,n the Hlapanlc Llterelure In the United Statea

.3 credits, repetitive

3 credits each semester, repetitive

COURSES IN HISPANIC BILINGUALBICULTURAL STUDIES

GRADUATE READING COURSES
SPN

so<; R.adlng Sp.nlah

Not given to graduate Spanish students .
3 credits

3 credits, repetitive

SPN 893 Pr.ctlcum In the T••chlng of
Adv.nced Langu.ge and Literature
3 credits, non-repetitive

POR 500 Re.dlng Portugu...

SPN 695, 898 Directed Doctontl R....rch

3 credits

Variable and repetitive credit

HIS 511 R..dlng Colloquium In Topic. In
Ihe HI.tory 01 Sc"nce

HIS 593 Re.dlng Colloquium In P.ychoan.Iysla and HI.tory

Variable and repetitive credit

HIS 515-517 R••dlng Colloqul.ln European History Slnc. 1500

HIS 800 Rese.rch In Social HI.lory

'History
To prepare students for examinations,
research work, and teac~ing, the Department of History offers the following kinds
of graduate courses.
All courses are for 3 credits unless other- .
wise noted.

HIS 500 HI.torical Rese.rch: An Introduc-.
tlon
HIS 501,502 R••dlng Colloqul.ln Anc..nt
.nd Medlev.1 HI.tory
HIS 503-510 R••dlng Colloqul.ln Europe-

an History Since 1500

HIS 521-SM R••dlng Colloqul.ln Unlt.d
S ..... HI.tory
HIS 541-545 R.edlng Colloqul. In L.lln
American HI.tory
HIS 552-555 Reading Colloquia In English
History
HIS 581 Reading Colloquium In Ea.tAal.n
HI.tory

HIS 801,802R....rch Semln.ra In Anc ..nt
.nd Med"v.1 HI.tory
HIS 803-810, 815-817 Re..rech Semln.ra
In European HI.lory Since 1500
HIS 821-834 Re... rch Seminara In United
Stetea' HI.lory
HIS 841-845 R.... rch Seml.,.ra In latin
Am.rlc.n Hlalory

HIS 581 Supervl..d T. .chlng

HIS 852-855 R.... rch Seminara In Eng".h
HI.tory

HIS 582-586 Directed R. .dlng. lor M.A.
Cenclldet••

HIS 881 R."rach Seminar In E••t Asian
HI.tory

Variable and repetitive credit

HIS 510 R. .dlng Colloquium In Qu.ntltetlve M.thoda

HIS 899 R....rch for Ph.D. Cendldetes

HIS 882-888 .Dlrected R.adlnga for Ph.D.
Cendld.t.a
Variable and repetitive credit
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The research and reading courses offered
and the topics they cover depend on student needs and availability of faculty . However, at least one research and reading
colloquium in each area, i.e., U.S., European and latin American History are given
eac h semester. The student should consult
the department's courser depend on student needs and availability offaculty. However, at least one research and reading
colloquium in each area, i.e., U.S., European and latin American History are given
each semester. The student should consult
the department's course list each semellter
for details on topics and faculty teaching
the course .
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Industrial
Management
REQUIRED COURSES
EMP 500 Management Policy .nd Pfenning by
Study
.
This course provides the student with
experience in analyzing complex, mUltifactor management problems in the context of realistic case studies. The cases
cover areas such as marketing, finance,
labor relations, strategic planning, design
of administrative organization, corporate
response to social change.
Prerequisite: EMP 502
3 credits

c...

EMP 501 Behevlotlll end Org.nlutlonel
AIpecta of Manegement
This course provides an understanding of
the management process by analyzing organizational behavior. Topics include: behavior in 2-person situations, factors influencing attitudes and changes in organizational behavior, group influence on behavior, formal and informal organizational
structures; conflict and conflict resolutions and thedynamicsofplanned change.
3 credits
EMP 502 Manegement Accounting .nd
Fln.ncIeI Declilon Anelyal.
F~ndamental.s of managerial accounting
With emphaSIS on cost accounting terms,
concepts; ratio and break even analysis,
systems design, cost allocation. Qualitative and quantitative considerations in
financial decision analysis, financialstructure, cost analysis, opportunity costs and
return calculations, replacement of assets
portfolio theory.
'
3 credits
EMP 503 Lepl.nd Reguletory Aspec" of
M.~t

This ¢ urse provides a survey 91. business
and regulatory law. Topics dlfl6ussed in¢ de c.ontracts, sales and fomia of business organizations. An overview is provided of antitrust, environmental and civil
rights legislation and their impact on busi-

ness.
3 credits
EMP504 Quan....tIft Method.ln .......
m.nt
A rapid Introduction to the application of
modern mathematical concepts and techniques in management science. Alebraic
operations, mathematical functions and
their g~aphicai representation, and matrix
~peratlOns are reviewed. Topics covered
Include th~ following: Breakeven analysis;
mathematics of interest, annuity, and
'!'ortgage; tr~ffic flow and othe.r sy,t~msof
linear equations; algebraic and simplex
methods ~f linear programming; probability; s~tistlcs of acceptance testing; Markov
chain modelling of market transitions;
queuing models. Simple management oriented examples are used to ",troduce
mathematical formulations and exten-

sions to more general problems.
Prerequisite: Undergraduate mathematics
including differential calculus
3 credits
EMP 505 Investments .nd Portfolio MM~t

Eeo 552 Money.nd 8Mklng
EeO 554 Work, Educ.tIon end .....Ith
EeO 580 tuUon.1 Inco,...,
HdMmMy

E~t
I

MSA 537, 538 Operations R....rch I, II

Provides an introduction to investments in
stocks( bonds, options, commodities and
the design of portfolios to realize optimal
return on investment at least risk. TopiCS
include operations of'the securities markets, evaluation of Investments, trading
strat!"'9les, timing, risk vs. return analysis,
effiCient market theory, captial market
theory.
Prerequisite: EMP 502
3credits ,
EMP 501 Tuetlon
This course providesan introduction to the
principles of federal taxation emphasizing
applications to management planning and
strategies. Other topics include estate and
gift taxes with particular emphasiS on the
many and varied tax-saving methods, estate planning, and tax shelters.
Prerequisite: EMP 502
3 credits
EMP 507 R....rch In Special Topic.
Reseach in special topics on industrial
management either individually or in a
seminar setting. '
Prerequisite: Completion of core program
or 18 credits, whichever applies and permission of Program Director and supervising faculty member
.
3 credits
MSC 534 Data a... M.nagement
The course consists of ashortlntroduction
to present and future data base management systems following which the main
focus is on the application to which such
systems are put. Emphasis ison the institutional impact Df data base systems and the
management implications of their installation, use and administration.
3 credits

SUGGESTEDELECTIYES

eEN 571 Analysl• •nd MaMgerMnl of
PublIc Policy
eES 585 PersonaUty, ThitorIe• •nd As........nt
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MSA H9lntroductlon to Applied ProbabilIty
.
MSA 570.tlslc.l: estimation
MSA 572, 573 D.ta Analysl. I, "

c...

EMP 508
Studies In OrganIzational
Behavior
Application of behavioral science principles and research to the solution of intraorganizational problems on 3 levels of
behavior: inter-personal situations including superior subordinate as well as peer
relationships, dynamics of work groups
from viewpOints of both leadership and
membership roles, problems of larger organizational self-systems and the organization as an entity. Theory and research
will be applied through case studies to the
solution of day-to-day problems as well as
longer-range behavioral issues faced by
organizations.
Prerequisites: EMP 501 or permiSSion of
instructor
Fall, 3 credits
EMP 509 Manegement Information Systems
'
The flow of data in industrial and governmental organizations. How information is
stored, analysed, and disseminated for
various management tasks. The physical
and logical organization of computer data
processing systems. PrinCiples of file processing, data base management, and Information systems designs. (Cross-listed
with MSC 533)
Spring, 3 credits
EMP 513 8oc1a11nsur.nce
The problems involved with modern social
Insurance, public and private pension systems, unemployment insurance, disability
benefits, health insurllnce, etc., are examined as they affect the covered populations, management, labor, legislators, and
government and private administrators of
such programs. Included are such topiCS
as cost estimates, solvency, and future
trends In population, labor force, and the
economy.
Spring, 3 credits

Italian

language beginning with its origins in latin, through the vulgate (dialects) and
finally as an outgrowth of Tuscan.
Spring, 3 credits

ITL 500 Reeding IIelian
Designed to prep,re graduate students to
read contemporary research in their respective disciplines published in Italian,
the course will present systematic instruc, tion in the fundamentals of reading comprehension and In specialized subjectoriented vocabulary.
Fall, 3 credits

ITL 552 Stud". In the Modem Novel
A study of the development of the Italian
novel from Verga to the latest trends.
Stress will be placed on the major shift in
sensibility occurring at the beginning of
the 19th century and after World War II.
This course may be repeated when the
topic changes.
Spring, 3 credits

ITL 501 Contemporary I.a'y
Analysis of contemporary Italy and its civilization through the study of the development of its historieal, cultural, political,
and social characteristics. Designed for
potential teachers of Italian at the college
level as well as secondary schools, this
course will emphasize and trace the evolution of the character and Institutions of
contemporary Italy.
Fall, 3 credits

advancei:llevels. Literary masterpieces will
be translated from English to Italian in
order to demonstrate types of style and
possible alternatives in writing.
Prerequisite: Intermediate Italian
Spring, 3 credits

ITL 508 Advanced Grammar and Styll.tIc.
This course is designed to analyze and
discuss the finer points of Italian grammar
and to Jnvestigate diverse stYles in writing.
Students will be expected to develop grammatical drills from elementary through

ITL 511 History of thellel.n Language
A study of the development of the Italian

ITL 582 Stud... In Contemporary Ute.
ture
Contemporary Italian literature oscillates
between political commitment and disavowal of any form of engagement. The
works of Pirandello~ Moravia, Pavese, Ungaretti, Ql,lasimodo, Montale, Vittorini,
Betti, De Filippo will be st~died in the context of such phenomena as Existentialism,
Psychoanalysis, Fascism and Marxism.
Topiocs will vary from semester to semester.
Fall, 3 credits
ITL 581 Independent Individual Studle.
Variable and repetitive credit
Fall, spring

,

Marine Env'ironmental Sciences
MAR 501 Physical Oc..nography I
Seawater properties, TIS diagrams, turbulence, mixing,'diffusion and advection, airsea Interaction, thermohaline and wind
driven circulation, pressure gradient, Coriolis, buoyancy and frictional forces, geostrophic and Ekman transports, waves and
tides, estuaries, modeling.
Fall, 3 credits
MAR 502 Biological Oceanography
A treatment of the dependencies of biological communities on the physical and
chemical properties of the marine environment with emphasis on the planktonic
communities of coastal and estuarineenvironments. Includes laboratory experience
directed towards imparting analytical
skills.
Spring, 4 credits
MAR 503 Chemical Oceanography
Introduction to chemical oceanography.
Topics include: origin and history of seawater, physical properties of seawater,
major and minor constituents, dissolved
gases, the carbon dioxide system, distribution of properties in tile World Ocean,
chemical equilibria. AlsP includes laboratory exercises.
Fall, 4 credits
MAR 504 Physical Oc..nography "
The course examines the fundamental
principles of hydrodynamics and the relationship between these principles and the

methods and results in physical oceanoMAR 523 Marine Boleny
graphy. It discusses the equation of state . Lectures will-stress ecology, morphology,
and the !=onservation of mass, momentum,
physiology, reproduction and systematics
. and energy.
.
of phytoplankton, macroalgae and se,.Prerequisite: MAR 501
grasses. Laboratory will consist of isolliSpring, ~ credits
tion techniques, physiology experiments
and productivity asessment. Several field
MAR 508 Geological Oceanography
trips will be undertaken. 2 hr. lecture, 2 hr.
An introduction to the geological oceanolaboratory per week.
graphy of the World Ocean with emphasis
Spring, 4 credits
on the coastal environment: discussions of
the physical processee contrOlling the MAR 530 Sc"nU.lsln Organizations
structure and evolutior, of the ocean basins An introduction to marine scientists 1t\
and continental margins, the distribution public and private organizations including
,
ot-marine sediment and the development an assessroent of the role of the scientist in
of coastal features. Field trip required.
an organization and in the administration
Spring, 3 credits
of science.
MAR 521 General Prpblem. of the Marine Fall 1979, 3 credits
Environment
The course examines the multiple utilization of the marine environment. Ecological MAR 531 Reglonlll PIarIItInI ApplIed to
and economic problems that result from Marine Sc"nce.
confli.cting uses are investigated and This course will introd.Uce the theories.
methods for the management of marine techniques and literature of regional planning with special emphasis as a decisionresources are discussed.
making tool .related to the marine environFall, 3 credits
ment.
Stud... In En.ronmenlel Fall, 3 credit!!
MAR 522
Problem.
Several current environmental issues· will MAR 532
Stud... In Coe.... Planning
be examined in depth from a multidisci- This course will address the application of
plinary viewpoint. These will include such regional planning with the marine sciences
topics as pesticide contamination, energy input in the development of governmental
utilization, and water resource manage- programs for coastal lone management,
ment.
water quality control and management.
Long Island case studies wU. be the basis
Sprin9' 3 credits

ea..

ea..
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for this course.
Prerequisite: MAR 531
Spring, 3 credits
MAR 533 fishery Mllnagemenl
Marine fishery management, successes
and failures, and blologicel, physlcalchemical, economic, and soclo-polltical
background. Case histories of domestic
and international fishery management
problems and solutions. The Fishery Conservation and Management Act of 1976,
which extended U.S. fishery jillrisdiction to
200 miles, is treated in detail.
Fall, 3 credits

MAR SID Topics In .....ne Sciences
This is used to present special Interest
courses, including Intensive short courses
by visiting and adjunct,faculty and courses
requested by students. Those given In
recent years include Environmental Law,
Nature of Marine Ecosystems, ScienCe and
Technology In Public Institutions, PI"tonium In the Marine Environment, and Problems In Estuarine Sedimentation.
Section 1: Tutorial
Fall and spring, variable and repetitive
credit
Other sections as announced by the Center.

MAR 580 Seminar
A weekly series of research seminars presented by visiting sci@lltlsts and members
ofthe staff.
Fall and spring, 1 credit each semester,
repetitive

MAR 510 R....rch
Original investigation undertaken with the
supervision of the Advisor.
Fall and spring, variable and repetitive
credit

Materials Science and Engineering
ESM 102 Techniques of .......... SC..nce
A survey of the impOrtant experimental
methods employed in the studies of materials. Essentially a laboratory course where
the student carries out refined measurements using research grade equipment.
The areas covered include X-ray diffraction studies of crystalline and amorphous
materials, optical properties of materials.
The course also covers the use of radiation
counters, determination of phase
diagrams, the study of polymers, etc.
Fall, 4 credits
ESM 504 Producllon Proce....
A study of manufacturing processes used
in the semiconductor industries. Topics
include: Single crystal growth, compound
formation , zone refining, epitaxial growth,
doping techniques, thin film techniques,
thick film techniques, passlvations, isolations, lead bonding techniques, cleaning
and etching, and failure analysis; discrete
devices and integrated circuit devices; various modern concepts In IC processing.
Fall, 3 credilS
ESM_ Dlffreetlon Technique••nd the
Strucfture of SolIdI
The structure of solids can be studied
uSing X-ray, neutron and electron diffraction techniques. Topics covered are: c0herent and incoherent scattering of radiation, structure of crystalline and amorphous solids, stereographic projection
and crystal orientation ~eterminatlon;
concept of reciprocal vector space. laboratory work in X-ray diffraction Is also
included.
Fall, 4 credits
ESM 508 Mechanical Properties of Engtn.....ngM.........
The deformation of engineering materials,
under stress is described by classical theories of elasticity and plasticity. Macroscopic mechanical properties are interpreted in terms of thermal dynamics, lattice
mechanics, and microstructure of these
materials. The course deals with quasistatic and dynamic testing techniques for
delineating mechanical properties of materials, conSidering elasticity, anelasticity,
plasticity, cohesive strength, and fracture.

Attention Is given to strengthening mechanisms and material reliability.
Fall, 3 credits
ESM 507 Imperfection. In Crystals
The characteristics of point defects In
metals, semiconductors, and Ionic solids
are described, and the thermodynamics of
point defects is developetl. Dislocation
theory is introduced and the structures of
Internal boundaries are described. Finally,
interactions between lattice imperfections
are discuseed, with emphasis on plasticity
and fractures.
Spring, 3 credits
ESM 501 Thermodynamic. of Solids
Current knowledge regarding the thermodynamiC properties of condensed phases
is discussed. The thermodynamic treatment of ideal, regular, and real solutions is
reviewed. Estimation of reaction free energies and equilibria in condensed phase
reaction such as diffusion, oxidation and
phase transformations; thermodynamic
analysis of phase equilibria diagrams.
Fall, 3 credits
ESM 510 KInetic Proce.... ln Solid.
Diffusion In sc::,.~ is considered in detail ,
including solution of the transport equations for volume, gran I)oundary, and surface diffusion. Kirkendall effect and other
diffusion phenomena, atomib mechanisms of diffusion, correlation effects,
etc. Next, the theory of processes in which
diffusion plays an important role is considered, such as ionic conduction, oxidation
of metals, and the sinterlng of solids.
Spring, 3 C"!dits
ESM 511 Solid State Electronics
A study of the electronic processes in solids leading to the analysis and design of
materials and devices. Crystal structures,
binding, electrical'and thermal conductivities, diffusion, galvanometriC, thermomagnetic, and thermoelectric effects. Hall
effect and magnetoresistance. Conductivity in thin films.
Fall, 3 credits
ESM 512 DIelectric .nd Magnetic ProPer.... ofM......I.
The physical origins of the dielectric and
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magnetic properties of materiais are treat,ed in this course with respect to the struc- ·
ture of materials. TopiCS include electric
and magnetic susceptibilities; piezoelectricitY, ferroelectrlcs; ferromagnet~cs,
ferrimagnetics and antiferr~rn.agnetl~s;
and materials which are used In industrial
applications.
Fall or spring, 3 credits eacn semester
ESM 588 Rese.rch
Variable and repetitive credit
ESM 800 Semln.r In Surface Science
Discussions and readings on current problems in surface physics, chemistry, and
crystallography.
Spring, 3 credits
ESM 802 Semln.r In Plullclty .nd Freelure
Intended for advanced students, especialIythosedoing research Inthisarea. TopiC~:
linear elastic fracture mechanics, quaSlstatic and dynamic crack growth, fracture
surface energycalctJlations, ductile-brittle
transitions, and the effects of plastiC deformation on crack propagation. Recent advances in the improvement of fracture
toughness in engineering materials will be
described.
•
Prerequisite: ESM 506 \
Fall, 3 credits
ESM 804 Semln.,ln Ullrasonlc Method••
Internal Friction In Solids
Review of advanced measurement techniques in the field of ultrasonics coupled
with quantitative descriptions of experimental variables related to the sample
microstructure. Applications to optical,

electrical, and mechanical properties will
be dscuased. Use of ultrasonics for NondeStructive Evaluation will be considered.
Prerequisite: ESM 506
Spring, 3 credits

transformations in solids.
Fall, 3 credits
ESM 891 Specl81 Problem. In Materia..
~Ience

Supervised 'reading and discussion of selected publications in particular fialds of
materials science. This coprse is designed
primarily for advanced graduate students
who are, or expect to be, involved In
research in these areas, although other
students may enroll with permission of the
instructor.
3 credits, repetitive
. II

ESM •
Semlner In Optical Propertle. 01
Mate"al
A survey\of modern optical materials and
their characterization. The properties of
both glasses and crystalline materials are
related to physical origin. Electro-optic,
elasto-optic, and magneto-optic properties and their Interrelations are related to
applications in technology including laser
systems, displays, and spectroscopy.
Fall, 3 credits

ESMIt7 .......... ScIence
A weekly series of lectures and dilCusalons
by visitors, local faculty and students p ......
entlng current research results.
1 credit, repetitive
ESM _

Practlcum In T........

3 credits, repetitive
ESM_D........tlonR~
Variable and repetitive credit

IBM 101 SemInar In c.talyll.

Mathematics

Introduction to homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysiS. Geometric factors in
catalysis. The kinetics of heterogeneous
catalysis. Electronic factors in catalysis;
metals, semiconductors and surface species. Preparation and properties of metal
surfaces. PorOSity. Typical industrial processes, e.g., Fischer-Tropsch, Ammonia
syntheSis, Ammonia oxidation, etc.
Fall, 3 credits

IBM 110 Seminar In Reaction. In lnorpnIcSolkll
Crystal growtlland the nature ot defects in
inorganic crystals. Heterogeneous nucleation In decomposing inorganic single
crystals. Theories of isothermal decomposition kinetics. Measurement of decomposition rates. Radiation effects and natureof
radiation damage In inorganic solids. PhotodecompOSition of solids and the underlying theories of photolysis.
Fall, 3 credits
ESM 112 Semlnerln Advanced Thermodynemlc. of Solid.
.
The fundamentals of the thermodynamics
of irreversible processes are presented
and thettleory applied to thermal diffusion,
thermoelectric transport and other coupled processes in soli~s. Thermodynamics
of multi-eomponent phase equilibria. Dif~
fuSion, oxidation 'and other rate processes
In ternary and higher order systems.
Prerequisite: ESM 509
Spring, 3 credits

CORE COURSES FOR PROFESSIONAL
OPTION

MSM 512 Algebra for T..chera
Linear algebra, tne algebra of polynomials,
algebraic properties of the complex numbers, number ' fields, solutions of equations.
Fall, spring or summer, 4 credits each
semester

MSM 530 Topology/Geometry I
Basic point set topology: connectedness,
compactness, continuity, etc. Metric spaces; function spaces, and topological manifolds. Introduction to algebraic topology:
fundamental group and covering speces.
homology, applications.
Fall, 4 credits '

MSM 5131\ne1yl1. for THChera I
Topics in differential calculus, its foundations, and its applications. This course is
designed for teachers and prospective
teachers of advanced placement calculus.
.
Fall, 4 credits

MSM 531 Topology/Geometry II
Foundations of differentiable manifolds:
differentiable maps, vector fields and
flows. differential forms and integration on
manifolds. Stokes' Theorem. Fronbenlu.
Theorem. Lie derivatives. Immersions and
submersions. Introduction to Lie groups
and to the classical groups.
Spring, 4 credits

MSM 514 AMI,... for TeecMra II
Topics .in calculus, its foundations, and its
applications. Emphasis will be on integration. ~his course is designed for teachers
and prospective teachers of advanced
placement calculus.
Spring, 4 credits
MSM 515 G4tOIMtry for THCherI
A re-examination of elementary geometry
using concepts from analysis·and algebra.
Fall, spring or summer, 4 credits each
semester

ESM 813 Seminar In Materia.. and Environment
Interactions between materials and their
environments including corrosion, oxidation, absorption and adsorption reactions.
The influence of these reactions on the '
properties of materials, the design of materia" resistant to these phenomena, alternative methods of protection and the utilization of these reactions In promoting breakdown and deterioration of materials.
Sprlng,3credlts
.
ESM 115 Seminar In Phue Tranlforma-

Ion.
The theory of phase transformations in
solids Is considered. Kinetics and mechanisms of nucleation and growth and martensltlc transformations. Melting and solidification, precipitation frOl1l solid solution,
polymorphic transformations, eutectic
and eutectold reactions, second order
tranlitions, recrystallization and other

CORE COURSES FOR TEACHER 0PTION

I,

,

MIM 534 Algebra I
Linear Algebra: fields. vector spaces. dimention, bases, matrices. linear maps.
determinants, .tanonlcal form. t..4ultfllnear
·algebra: bilinear forma. Hermitian forms.
spectral theorem, symmetric and tensor
products, exterior products.
Fall. 4 credits
MSM 53$ Algebra 'il
Groups: normal subgroups. Jordan-Holder theorem, fundamental theorem of Abelian groups. Rings: Ideals and homomorphisms, Euclidean rings, polynomial
rings, unique factorization. Fields: transcendence, algebraic extensions. primitive elements. fundamental theorem of
Galois theory, applications.
Fall, 4 credits

MSM 518 Probability end StaII.tIeI for
Teachera
Apriori lind empirical probabilities, conditional probability; mean and standard deviation; random variables; financial distributions; continuous distributions; sampling;
estimation; decision making.
. MSM sat Algebraic Topology
Fall, spring or summer, 4 credits each Homology and cohomology groupa. H0semester
motopy groups and the Hurewlcz the0rem, the universal coefficienttheorem. cup
and cap products. iolncare duality and
MSM 519 Semlner In Mathematlcl THch- Introduction to speefal sequences.
Ing
Fall, 4 credits
Study of'recent curricular and pedagogical
developments in sacondary school mathe- MSM 542 Comp~• .....,.1
Elementary functions. holomorphlc funcmatics.
,
Fall, spring or summer, 4 credits each tions. Cauchy theory. power aeries. classification of Isolated .Ingularlties. calculus
semester
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of residues, open mapping theorem, Riemann mapping theorem.
Spring, 4 credits
MSM 543 Complex Analysis II
"
Monodromy theorem and analytic continuation. Elliptic functions. Direichlet problem and Green'sfunction. Conformal mappings. Introduction to Riemann's surfaces
and/or several complex variables.
Fall, 4 credits
MSM 544 Analysis
Elementary ordinary ditterential equations, existence theory ,power series methods, characteristic functions , orthogonal
polynomials, Fourier series.
I'all, 4 credlts
MSM 546 Differential Equations
Basic concepts in ordinarY and partial differential equations. Existence, uniqueness, and stability theorems. Geometric
theory of characteristics and the Froebenius theorem . Typical features of elliptic,
hyperbofic, and parabolic equations.
Spring, 4 credits
MSM' 550 Real Analysis I
Lebesque measure and integration, Radon-Nikodym theorem , Lebesque-Stieltjes measures, Fubini and Tonelli theo~
rems, classical Banach space~.
Spring , 4 credits
MSM 551 Real An.lysls II
Banach space, Hilbert space, Hahn-Banach and uniform boundedness theorems,
topics in topological vector spaces, distribution theory.
Fail, 4 credits
/

MSM 566 Differential Topology
Vector bundles, transversality, and characteristic classes. Further topics such as
imbeddings and immersions, intersection
theory, surgery, and foliations.
Prerequisite;. MSM 531
F~II, 4 credits
,

r

,of

"

MSM 568; 569 Differential Geometry
Connections, curvature, geodesics, parallelism, and completeness, Reimannian
manifolds, geometry of sub-manifolds of
Rn, method of integral formulas, applications to global extrinsic theorems. Riemannian curvature, Gauss~ Bonnet theorem, Gopf-Rinowtheorem, first and second
variation .formu las , conjugate points and
, Jacobi fields, comparison theory. Curvature and fundamental group: spaces of
positive anQ of negative curvature, space
forms, Lie groups, homogeneous spaces,
and symmetric spaces.
Prerequisite: MSM 531
.Fall and spring, 4 credits each semester
MSM 590, 591, 592 Problem Seminar I, II, III
Analy:Ze problems and explore supple-mentary topics related to the other'
courses: Focus preparation for,the preliminary exam. Teaching practicum .
Fall and spring, 3, credits each semester

INTERMEDIATE COURSES
These courses are designed for second
and third year graduate students who are
preparing for the Doctoral Preliminary
Examination or are starting work toward a
dissertation. The only prerequisites are
consultation with the teacher. Topicscovered will be chosen to reflect interest of
teachers and students. All ofthese courses
may be taken for repeated credit. .
MSM 602, 803 Topics In Algebra
Typical topics will be drawn fr,om group
theory, ring theory, representation theory
of groups and algebras, fields and communtative algebra, homologica! algebra.
Fall and spring, 4 credits each semester,
repetitive
MSM 608, eo. Topics In Number Th.ory I
Typical topics will be ~rawn from analytic
number theory, algebraic number theory,
diophantine equations, transcendElntal
number theory, with indications of methods from algebra, geometry, analY$is, and
logic.
Fall and spring, 4 credits each semester,
repetitive

harmonic analysis, Banach algebras: operator theorY.
Fall and spring, 4 credits each semester,
repetitive
Lapl.clan, g.ometry of general relativity.
Fall and spring, 4 credits each semester,
repetitive
'

ADVANCED ~OURSES .
These courses are designed for students
doing advanced work, especially in connection with doctoral dissertations. The
only prer,eqiJisites are consultation with'
the teachers. The topics will be selected
from the area listed under the corresponding intermediate course, and will generally
be on.a more advanced level: A course will
normally begin in the Fall and maycontinue in the Spring. Course offerings will
depend on student demand and availability of faculty to supervise advanced work in
the area. These courses may be taken for
repeated .credit. Each ofthesecoursescarries 4 credits.
MSM 662, 663 Advanced Topics In Algebra
MSM 666, 667 Advanc.d Topics In Algebr.1c Topology
MSM 670, 671 Advancitd Topics In Complex Analy.l.

MSM 614, 615 Topics In Algebraic Geometry
.
Typical topics will be drawn from varieties
and schemes, alg,braic curves, and their
arithmetics.
'
Fall and spring, 4 credits each semester,
re.,etitive
MSM 620, 621 Topics In AlgebraIC Topolog,
Topics will be of current interest such as
foliations, surgery, singularities; groupactions on manifo!dll, and homotopy theory.
Fall and spring, 4 credits each semester,
repetitive

MSM 674: 675 Advanced Topics In Dlner.ntlal Equations
'
MSM 678, 679 Advanced Topics In Real
Analys"
"
MSM 682~ 683' Advanced Topics In Differential Geometry

OTHER COURSES

-

MSM 696 Mathematics S.mlnar,

.

MSM 697 MathematICs Colloql,llum
. MSM 698lnd.pend.nt Study

M!l14 626, 627 Topics In Complex Analysis
T9Pics selected from: Riemann surfaces,
quasiconformal mappings, several complex variables, Fuchsian Groups, Kleinian
' groups, moduli of Riemann surfaces and
Kleinian groups, analytic spaces, singularities.
.
Fall and spri,ng, 4 credits each semester,
repetijive
MSM 632, 633 Topics In Dlnerentl.1 Equations
Typical topics are: Hyperbolic or elliptiC
systems, parabolic ,equations, spectral
,theory, finite difference .equations, Cauchy-Riemann equations and complex vector fields, equations with constant c,oefficients, solvability of linear equations,
Fourier integral operators, non-linear equations.
.
Fall and spring, 4 credits each semester,
' ,
repetitive
MSM 638,639 Topics In R.al An.lysls
Topios selected from: fun'ptional analysis,
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MSM 699 Dissertation A....rch
.
,

Each of the above courses may be taken
only with the approval ofthe Directorofthe
Graduate Program. ' .
Variable ,and repetitive credit

Mechanical
Engineering
ESC 501 Convective Heat Transfer and
Heat Exchangers
An examination of the heat transfer characteristics of both external and internal
flows (laminar and turbulent) with free and
forced convection. Study of the operation
and design of a variety of heat exchanger
types including shell and tube, regenerator, finned plate, etc .
Prerequisite: Graduate studentstanding in
the department
Spring, 3 credits
I
ESC 502 Conduction and Radiation Heat
Trans'er
ESC 508 Reactive Media-Current ProbHeat conduction and conservation law;
blems
intensity of radiation , black body radiation,
Continuation of ESC 507. Detailed discusand Kirchoff's law; analysis of heat consion of selectedjournal articles.
duction problems ; arialysis of radiative
Instructor: A. Berlad
exchange between surfaces arid radiative . 3 f redits
transport through absorbing, emitting and
ESC 509 Engineering Hydraulics
scattering ,media . .
Steady an varied flow in open channels;
Prerequisite: 'G raduate studentstanding in
transient flow and water hammer phenothe department
,mena in closed' conduits. Study of the flow
Fall, 3 credits
of viscous suspensions. Applications to
eir, transition and spillway design and the
ESC 504 Environmental Pollution
flow of liquids, air, and sludge; pumps and
JThe pollutants in our environment, their meters .
sources, effects, and methods for their
Spring , 3 credits
control. Pollution_of the air, water, and land
as well as the inter-relationships among
ESC 511 Advanced Fluid Mechanics I: Perthese will be discussed,
fect Fluids
Fall , 3 credits
" Lagrangian and Eulerian frames. Dynam~cal equations of momentum and energy
ESe 505 Principles of Water Pollution
transfer. Two-dimensio'nal dynamics of
The basic microbial and chemical processincompressible and 6asotropic perfect
es are examined , especially as they relate
fluids and of the compressible perfect gas.
to public health and environmental deterConformal mapping applied to twodimenioration . The role of micro-organisms a&
sional fluid dynamics. Jets and cavities.
pathogens, pollutants , and in pollutio.n
.Surface waves, internal waves. Perfect
control; the implications for aquatic ecoshear flows.
'
systems of waste and thermai loadin!ij.
'I nstructor: E. O'Brien
Fall. 3 credits
13 credits
,
ESC 506 Water Quality Laboratory
~SC 512 Advanced Fluid Mechanics II: VlsAn introduction to the field and laboratory
'cous Fluids
techniques used in measuring and predictThe role of viscosity in the dynamics of
ing water quality .. Sampling an€! monitorflu'i d flOW, The Navier-Stokes equations,
Low Reynolds number behavior including
ing methods, data handling and evalLla
tion .
uqrication theory, percolation through
porous rT)edia and flow due to, moving
Co...-equisites: MSA 547, ESC 505
bodies. High Reynolds number behavior
Fall, 3 credits
including steady, unsteady and detached
boundary layers,jets, free shear layers, and
ESC 507 Reactive Media
wakes. Phenomenological theories of turmulent shear flows are introduced .
.
Thermodynamics. rate processes, flow ,
Instrudor: S. Bradfield
and stability of reactive media . Thermokin.3 credits
etic and thermophysical properties of nonequilibrium systems. Energy storage and
energy transfer in reactive systems. NonESC 513 Advanced Fluid Mechanics III:
adiabatic theory of reaction wave strucCompressible Fluids
'.
ture, initiation, propagation and extincOne-dimensional gas dynamics and wave
. tion. Application offundamentals to lasers,
propagation . Shock waves in supersonic
combustion , condensation , crystallizaflow. The method. of characteristics. Eftion, population dynamicsand nonequilibfeels of viscosi'ty and conductivity, and
rium systems.
concepts from gas kinetics.
Instructor: A. Berlad
Instructor: P. Varanasi
3 credits
\
3 credits

r
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ESC 514 Advanced Fluid Mechanics IV:
Introduction to Turbulence
Introductory concepts and statistical description. Kinematics of random velocity
fields. Equations of motion and their interpretation. Experimental techniques:' isotropic turbulence arid the closure problem .
Transport proceses in a turbulent medium .
Turbulent jets, wakes and boundary layers.
Instructor: R. Chevray
3 credits
ESC 515 Dynamic ~eteorology
Rotation of the Earth and the Coriolis
force. Physical properties of atmospheric
air. Large-scale atmospheric motionRossby waves; turb'ulent nature of the
atmospheric motion; baroclinic effects.
General circulation of the atmosphere . .
Instructor: L. Wang
3 credits
,ESC 516 Climatology
General circulation of the atmosphere .
Solar constant; nature of clouds; global
albedo. Terrestrial outgoin'g radiation. 'I n(eractions of the atmosphere and the
oceans. Climatic pattern and possible
causes of the changes in climat ic pattern .
Orbital parameters of a pla~et. Climate in
the Quaternary period-glacial-interg lacia I oscillation; theories of the "ice ages. "
Drifting of the continents; deep ocea" circulation; and the initiation of the Quaternary period. Climates of Mars .
Instructor: L. Wang
3 credits
ESC 517/518 Waste Water Collection and
Treatment Ststems I and II
The principles of designing and operating
an adequate, effiCient, and non-pathogenic waste water collection and treatment
system. MuniCipal and industrial sewage
treatment, sedimentation, coagulation, filtration, chemical treatment~ aeration, activated sludge, phosphorous and nitrate
removal and other advanced treatment
methods. Ultimate disposal and the holding and disposal of solids.
Prerequisites: ESC 50S, 509 or equivalent
Fall and spring , 3 credits each semester
ESC 519 Water Supply Design
Water requirements for public , industrial ,

agricultural, and other usage. The· principles of designing an adequate, efficient,
and non-pathogenic water supply system.
ESC 521 Energy Transfer In Gases
Fundamental concepts in quantum mechanics, statistical thermodynamics, and electro-magnetic theory from an engineer's
point of view. Thermodynamic properties
of gases at high temperatures. Absorption
and emission of radiation in high temperature gaseous environments. Ratesof relaxation processes in gases and plasmas.
Current experimental techniquei:i for
measuring temperature , rate constants
and radioactive properties of gases.
Instructor: P. Varanasi
3 credits
ESC 522 Experimental Methods in Energy
Transfer
Introduction to experimental techniques
in convective and radiative heat transfer,
combustion processes and air pollutant
detection . Quantitative spectroscopy as a
research tool in above mentioned areas'as
well as planetary atmospheric research.
Instructor: P . Varana'si
3 credits
ESC 523 Atmospheric Molecular Processes
Review of electromagnetic theory of scattering and spectroscopy in a manner appropriate for studies of planetary atmospheriC phenomena involving gaseous molecules. A major portion is devoted to
quantitative spectroscopic aspects of absorption of in'fra-red radiation byplanetary
, atmospheric gases. Spectral line shaped
and band models.
Instructor: P. Varanasi
3 credits
ESC 524 Statistlcal.Mechanlcs:The Molecular Basis of Continua Mechal')lcs
Th e cour!';ede velopsthe basic tools necessary for an understanding of the relation
between the ' properties of matter in the
bulk (e q , thermodynamic and transport
propertH"l) and the underlying interparticle fOrt t" !, ·'sponslble for them .
Instrlle: "
-;1,,11
2ned1ts
ESC 528 Introduction to Experimental
Stress Analysis
EJemr>:1HHY theory of elasticity , electrical
ann fTlecnanical strain gauges, introduction 0 ph otoelasticity and moire method .
Brittle coating and analog methods. Application of different methods to the study of
statiC and dynamic pr9blems. Laboratory
participation is an intergral part of the
course. Instructor: F. Chiang
3 credits
ESC 529 Vehls:ular Dynamics
Appli cations of fluid dynamics theory to
practical devices. Elements of airfoil and
hydrofoil design ; Structural analysis from '
hydrodynamic Joads p.rediction ; Performance predictio'n for a full scale vehicle
based on a theoretical load's prediction .
Elemen ts of static and dynamic stability .
Where possible , full scale structural and
vehicle performance tests are carried out.
Instructo r: S. Bradfield
3 credits, alternate years

ESC 532 Structural Dynamics
The mechanical behavior of engineering
structures is studied by choosing topics
from the quasi-static . and dynamic
reponse of elastic and inelastic beams,
bars , columns and shells subjected to
mechanical and thermal loading.
Instructor: J . Tasi
3 credits
ESC 533 Molecular Theory of Fluids
The course will have three main aspects.
One will be the molecular basis of the
results of fluid mechanics. The second will
be those techniques and viewpoints common to the statistic theory of turbulence
and the molecular theory of. fluids. The
third will be selected applications to problems of current engineering interest (e.g .,
flow through porous media and fluidized
beds, coagulation theory, transport properties of fluid mixtures).
Instructor: G. Stell
Spring , 3 credits, alternate years
ESC 534 Systems 'Englneering I
Introduction to systems engineering as a
technical area of activity. Topics will include " need" analysis; concepts of the
engineering system; optimization with respect to cost, performance, and weight; the
design definition ,' system .verification re. quirements ; and system performance demonstration techniques. The course material will be illustrated by case studies of
current engineering systems in development.
3 credits , alternate years

Structural analysis. Thermal and momentum boundary layer flow formulations.
Numerical solutions. Error estimates.
Prerequisite: MSA 361
Fall, 3 credits
ESC 540 Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Inertia and gravity effects of. entropy or
density variations in fluids . Small amplitude waves, gravitational lind Helmholtz
instabilities, internal waves and turbulence. Coriolis effects of the earth's rotation . Comparison of gravity and rotation
effects on the behavior of non-homogeneous fluids. Applications to natural phenomena.
Instructor: R. Chevray
3 credits
ESC 541/542 Elasticity I and II
Derivation of linear eq~ations of elasticity.
Stress equations of motion . Displacement
and strain'. Stress-strain relations for crystalline solids . Compatability equations.
Uniqueness theorem. Reciprocity theorem . Applications to static three-dimensional problems. Wave propagatIon in infinite and bounded media . Elastic lattice
vibrations and theories of microstructure.
Instructor: J . Tasi
3 credits each semester, alternate years
ESC 543 Plasticity
Stress and deformation of solids: Yield
criteria and flow rules for plastically deforming solids; The notion of a stable
inelastic material; Static and dynamic analysis of plastic bodies under mecha~ical
and thermal loadings; Use of load bounding theorems and the calculation of collapse loads of structures; The theory of the
slip-lin'e field.
Instructor: F. Chiang
3 credits

ESC 535 Systems Engineering II
A detailed look at the considerations and
techniques involved in bringing an engineering system into existence. Topics will
include acceptance criteria; program planning ; technical planning ; product assurESC 544 Atmospheric Radiation
ance; systems safety including fault tree
Discussion of the compositons and radiaanalysis and product liability; and atesting
tive components of planetary atmosphilosophy overview (or when to test and
pheres. Blackbody and gaseous radiation
why) . A term paper will be required con-'
with emphasis upon the respective roles of
cerning an industrial problem of current
electromagnetic theory and quantum stainterest.
. tistics. Derivation of the equation of transPrerequisite: ESC 534
fer and radiative exchange integrals, with
3 credits , alternate years
application to energy transfer processes
within the atmospheres of earth and. other
ESC 537 Experimental Fluid Mechanics
planets .
Fundamentals of ,measurements and inInstructor: R, Cess
strumentation. Operating principles and
3 credits
performance characteristics of instruments for measurements of physical quan- ESC 545, 546 Theoretical Meteorology I
tities Slfch as velocity , pressure , and tem- and II
Introduction to the quantitative interpretaperature. Flow visualization and liquid and
tion ofthethermal and dynamiCal structure
gases. Optical methods in compressible
of the planetary a~mospheres. Topics to be
flow: interferometry, schlieren , shadow.
Fundamentals of acoustics. Introduction covered include: atmospheric .thermodynamics, hydrostatic equilibrium , hydroto analysis and measurement of random
static equilibrium and convection, solar
variables. Laboratory demonstrations.
and terrestrial radiations, equations of
Instructor: R. Chevray
motion on a rotating planet, atmospheric
3 credits
energetics, general circulation and numerical weather prediction ~
ESC 539 Finite Element Methods In MechInstructor: J. Hogan
anical E!1gineerin~ Design
3 credits each semester
Finite element methods for solving strucESC 547 Aeronomy
tural mechanics, heat transfer, and fluid
An examination of the physical and chemiflow problems in the design area. General
formulations and computational schemes. cal processes which determine the struc-
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ture and composition of the atmosphere. A
discussion of the chemical composition of
the neutral atmosphere and ionosphere
will be followed by the development of the
basic equations governing atmospheric
structure. The major processes at work in
each region of the atmosphere will be delineated. The origin and history of our
atmosphere will be discussed, and man's
impact on its future will be consiqered .
Comparisons will be drawn between our
own environment and the atmospheres of
other planets.
Spring, 3 credits
ESC 548 Air Pollution Meteorology
A discussion of atmospheric processes
which determine air pollution concentration . Theory of diffusion with appl ication to
pollution dispersion from point, line and
area sources. Practical methods for estimating pollution levels near urban and
industf.al sources. Chemical interactions
of air pollutants. Production of ozone in
urban smog. Urban heat-island. Modification of local weather by pollution.
Instructor: S. Hameed
3 credits
ESC 549 The Changing Global Environment
An introduction to the global aspects 6f
environmental pollution and its long and
short term conseque·nces. Chemical balance of gases in the earth's atmosphere.
\ Origin and fate of major air pollutants. Globill circulation of atmospheric pollution.
Impact of land al)d sea pollution on the
chemical stability of the atmosphere. Effects of. atmospheric pollution on climate.
Environmental effects of energy production. Ocean pollution by toxic wastes.
Environmental monitoring and control.
Air quality standards versus emission
standards. Systems analysis of pollution
'abatement.
'
Instructor: S. Hameed
3 credits
.
ESC 552 Analysis of Composite Solids
The main emphasis of the course is on the
analysis of layered composite materials.
The cartesjan tensor calculus is used.
Homogeneous anisotric media are studied
first. The effect of layering is then analyzed. Applications to plates and shells are
considered. Current theories of inelastic
mechanical behavior of composite solids
are introduced.
Instructor: J . Tasi
3 credits; alternate years
ESC 557 Kinetic Theory
Theory of the Boltzmann equations. The
Hilbert, Chapman-Enskog and Grad solutions, and the transition to fluid dynamics,
determination of transport coefficients.
Relationship of normal solutions to actual
solutions of the Boltzmann equation.
Instructor: S. Harris
3 credits
ESC 561 Photoelastlclty
Theory of two- and three- dimensional
photoelasticity for experi mental stress aflalysis. Lectures include the necessary
optics background and such topics as
frozen-stress method, scattered lighttechnique, birefringent coating and absolution

retardation methods. Special techniques
such as fringe multiplication and sharpening, oblique incidence. Students will be
Involved In a complete project.
Instructor: F. Chiang
3 credits
ESC 591 hermodynanllcs
The course will begin with a review of elementary thermodynamics and go on to
consider more advanced areas of thermotlynamic theory that are fundamental to
various engineering applications, such as
i rreversible thermOdynamics. Special topics will include thermophysical properties
f fluids and the form of thermodynamic
perturbation theory that has proven to be
of enormous utility to chemical engineers .
Instructor; G. Stell .
3 credits
ESC 592 Classical Thermodynamics
A rigorous presentation of classical thermodynamics. Applications to flow systems
and heat engines. Applications to systems
involving intensive variables besides pres,sure and emperature,
Instructor: L. Wang
Spring,3credits
ESC 599 Research
Variable and repetitive credit
ESC 601 ~onllnear Mechanics
Stability theory and Liapunouv functions .
Phase plane analysis, limit cycles, and bifurcation theory. Generalized Volterra and
Van der Pol equations. Isocline and Lienard methods of graphic oonstruction .
Poincare and Lindstet's method of small
perturbations, Asymptotic process of Krylov and Bogoliubov for autonomous and
non-autonomous systems. Problems in
chemical linetics and population dynamics.
.
Instructor: C. Yang
3 credits
ESC 61~ Phase Transitions and Critical
Phenomena
I Traditional approaches (Weiss mean field,
Bragg-Williams and van der Waalslike theories) as well as more recent work (scaling
I'aws of Kadanoff and Wid om functional
epansions, "semi-invariant" expansions)
are examined. Various useful models such
as the Ising m0gel are discussed, In addition to liquid-gas and order-disordertransitions, the nature of the solid-liquid transition is also considered.
Instructor: G; Stell
3 credits
ESC 1i14 Applications of Statistical Mechanics
The relation between the thermodynamical properties of a system at equilibrium
and its Hamiltonian, The emphasis is in
developing a set of techniques that enables
pne to assess the properties of fluids and
certain solids over a wide range of thermodynamic conditions (critical orcurie point)
The use of cluster expansions and functional Taylor series are among the techniques stressed.
InstructOr: G. Stell
3 credits
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ESC 615 Seminar In Radiative Transfer
TopiCS of current interest concerning radiative energy transfer in gases are discussed.
3 credits
ESC 620 Chemical Kinetics of Combustion
and AtmospheriC Reactions
Introduction to collision and transition
state theory of kinetics, Chain reaction and
unified theories of explosion. Kinetic and
thermokinetic theory of chemical oscillations. Oxidation of hydrocarbon and gasification of coal. Photochemical smog and '
kinetic processes in stratosphere.
Instructor: C. Yang
3 credits
ESC 621 Combustion Theory
Theory of laminar flame propagation,
Combustion of droplet and particle cloud
sprays, Engine knocking and autoignition.
Source ignition, extinction limits and environmental fire hazards, Detonation theory
of gases and condensed phase explosives;
,initiation mechanism, detonability limits
and spinning detonation .
Instructor: C. Yang
3 credits
ESC 624 Barocllnlc-Fluld Flow
The role of baroclinicity in the dynamiCS of
fluid flow: Wave propagation in a solenoidal nonhomogeneous fluid. Natural convection flow and the Bernard-Rayleigh
problem. Quasi-geostrophic theory of rotating baroclinic stratified fluids, Intense
vortices in a conditionally-stable stratified
fluid,
'
Instructor: L. Wang
3 credits
ESC 625 Turbulent Diffusion
Eulerian description of passive contaminants in homogeneous turbulence. CJosure ~
techniques and their flaws. Lagrangian
description of single particle and relative
diffusion. Similarity in shear flows . The
role of buoyancy forces in atmospheric
transport. An introduction to turbulent
reactive flows .
Instructor: E. O'Brien
3 credits
ESC 642 Advanced Mechanics of Continua
The curvilinear tensor calculus is reviewed . Basic equations which govern the
behavior of continuo\.ls media are derived
in which finite deformations are permitted ,
Coupling between mechanical, thermal
and other effects is considered. The thermodynamics of continuous media are
studied . Singular surfaces and waves are
examined,
Instructor: J. Tasi
3 credits
ESC 661 Measurements System Design
Design of research instrumentation in the
context of the research problem, Selection
of appropriate transducers for response to
a given pnenomenon and design of appropriate intermediate and readout components, Specific problems may be selected,
depending upon the students' interest.
Instructor: W. Bradfield
3 credits

ESC 171 ap....l . . . . . .forE.pertmentat

S...... AnaIyai.
Theory and applications of moire methods
(inplane. shadow. reflection. projection
and refraction moire techniques) for measuring static and dynamic deformation of
2-D and 3-D models. bending of plates and
shells, and temperature distribution or
refraction. index change in fluids. Other
topics: holographic interferometry, laser
speckle interferometry, and current research activities of the field .
Instructor: F. Chiang
3 credits
ESC 881 P....tary Atrnosphtt...
A survey of current knowledge about the
compositions, structures, and dynamics of
the atmospheres of planets in our solar
system. Models for upper and lower reglol)s and probable evolutionary histories
will be discussed. Emphasis will be placed
on the most recent results obtained from
space craft and ground-based observations. Student participation isencouraged.
This course is identical to ESS 611 .
Instructor: A. Cess
3 credits
ESC _ Spec..1ProbIe.... ln Mechllnlc.
Conducted jOintly by graduate students
and one or more members of the faculty.
3 credits, repetitive
ESC 188 Prectlcum In TNChIng
3 credits, repetitive
ESC III Dlaertallon ReaeerdI
Variable and repetitive credit

.'

Microbiology
HaM 503 Mlcrob..1Genelle.
Microbial genetic systems are used to test
and to prove theories of classical genatics
and are also atthe forefront with the newest
ideas and facts of modern genetics.lnth;'
course. systems of genetic analysis will be
considered in lectures, discussions, and
readings. These will include bacteriophage recombination and mapping, and
bacterial conjugation, transformation, and
transduction . A detailed consideration of
bacteriophage wi II illustrate current experiments and notions about the functioning
of regulatory genes. Application of physical mapping techniques, especially heteroduplex mapping of both prokaryotic and
eukaryotic DNA molecules, will beemphasized .
Corequislte: HBM 501 or equivalent prior
training
.
Instructor: Drs. Ohtsubo. Satlow and BUkhari
Fall. 3 credits
HaM SOl. 510 E.perlmental Microbiology
An introduction to modern microbiological research. During this course, the stUdent rotates through two professors' laboratories spending approximately one-half
semester in each. The selection of laboratories is made by the student in consultation with his advisory committee. By taking
part in ongoing projects the student will
learn experimental procedures and techniques and become acquainted with research opportunities in the departments.
Prerequisites: Matriculation in a graduate
program and permission of the departmental faculty
Instructor: Staff
Fall and spring, variable, 3-8 credits each
semester
HaM 531 Mecleal Microbiology
Information derived from molecular and
experimental cellular biology will be presented to provide a foundation for understanding the basic aspects of the growth
regulation, structure, and function of viruses, prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells.
Extrapolation and application of basic
concepts of microbiology to human disease will be made.
. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor '
.Instructors: Drs. Weitzman, Carter and
Wimmer
Spring modules, 4 credits
HaM 5" Gntduate R....n:h
Original investigations undertaken with
the supervision of a faculty member.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Instructor: Staff
Fall and spring, variable, 3-8 credits each
semester

HBM 8111812 AnImal

ru...

eeu. and Their YI-

This two-semester sequence will attempt
to bring students up-to-date in the interrelated areas of animal cells and viruses. The
Fall semeater will emphaslzeanlmalvirolo-
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gy. The Spring semester will emptlaslze
animal cells. Students are encouraged to
tak~the two courses as a sequence, haw""er, they can be taken separately~ICro
tlology studente are encourage6to take
~h. This course is recommended for
advanced students and/or first year stud-ents with some background in animal viro-

logy.
Prerequisite: PermissiQn of instructor
Instructors: Drs. Tegtmeyer, Anderson,
carter, Kates and Wimmer (Animal Virology, HBM 612, Spring); Drs. Pollack and
Lucas (Animal Cells, HBM 611, Fall)
3 credits each semester

HIM 120 DNA Sequenctng Technique
The laboratory course is designed toteach
graduate students how to sequence DNA
and RNA according to the Maxam-GIlbert
method. This Includes the preparation of
5'-32p labelled restriction fragmente, single strand separation by gel electrophoresis, base specific modification and clelvage of DNA strands, preparation and cleavage of corresponding RNAs, fractionation of the cleavage products on sequencing gels, autoradiography and Interpretation of the autoradiograms.
.
Prerequisite: Permission of Instructor
Instructor: Dr. H. Ohtsubo
Spring, 1 credit

HIM 821. 822 Short Coutaea In MIcI8bIology
Upon occasion the department will present short courses covering topiCS In microbiology at an advanced leVel. Classe.
will meet one ortwoperlodsforthreetoflve
weeks., Announcement of the course. will
be made by sending notices to university
departments.
.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Instructors: Drs. Satlow, Dunn, Jacobton,
Bukhari, Anderson, Botchan and Ohteubo
Fall and spring, 1 credit

HIM no Microbiology Seminar
A weekly meeting devoted to current work
in the department and lectures by Invited
speakers.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Instructor: Dr. Jacobson
Fall and spring, 1 credit each semester.
repetitive

HIM 11M DIssertation R_n:It In MIcIobiology
For the student who has been admittadtO
candidacy. Original research wiJI be undertaken with the supervision of the flMt...
advisor and adviSOry committee.
Prerequisite: Permission of thesi.. ~
Instructor: Staf1
Fall and spring, variable, 1-12 credits

Molecular Biology
BMO SOD Directed RNdlnpin Molecula,
Biology
,
Directed readings in topics of current
Interest. I,Inder supervision of 1\ faculty
spoasor culminating In one or more critiCal
review papers.
Prerequisite: Sponsor and approval of
Masters Program Executive Committee
Staff
1-3 credits
Yearly .

BMO 104 DNA, RNA, Proteln.m.....
'Special topics In nucleic acid replication.
transcription and protein synthesis, both
In vivo and In vitro are discussed in detail.
Prerequisites: BMO 520. 521 orpermission
of instructor
Spring. odd-numbered years, 2 credits
Instructor: Arnbelm

.MO _
......

MIcrobI8I Regulatory Meehan-

Lectures and discussions devoted to current concepts of regulatory mechanisms
Involved In Intermediary metabolism. Major metabolic pathways and their regulation will be studied in detail.
Instructor: Freundlich
Fall, even-numbered years. 2 credits
• M05OIT.....,rt
Molecular and ion transport mechanisms
will be studied in microorganisms, higher
cells. and the cellular organelles. Empllasis will be placed on the molecular basis of
transport functions, their genetic and physiological contrOl, and energy coupli~
mechanisms In active transport. Membrane structure, chemical composition,
and biosynthesis will be considered in
terms of tt\,eir role in membrane transport.
Instructors: Cirillo, LeFevre, Simon
Spring. even-numbered years, 2 credits

.MO 507 Neurochemistry
Correlation of chemistry and nerve cell
function. Covers classical neurochemistry
(chemical composition and metabolism ot
Important constituents of the brain), as
-Well as functional neurochemistry (molecular basis of synaptic transmission, axonal
conduction, sensory physiology, inter?neuronal recognition and synapse plasticity). Related topics. such as neuropharmacology and neuroendocrinology will be
discussed.
Prerequisites: BMO 520, 521
Instructor: Schmidt
Fall. ~d-numbered years, 2 credits
BMO 101. 510 Experlmen... Blocheml••'Y
An Introduction to modern biochemical
research techniques. Thestudentspendsa
half semester in the laboratory of each of
four different members of the faculty. In
each laboratory the student partiCipates in
80me aspect of the research being pursued
by the faculty member.
Staff
Fall and spring, variable creellt, minimum
two credits each semester

BMO 513 Enzyme.
This course will consider the general study
of enzyme structure and function, including chemical catalysis, thermodynamics of
rate enhancement, the active site, and the
evolution of catalytic efficiency. Specific
topics to be covered are the chemical properties of amino 'acids, peptldes. and proteins; protein structure determination;
steady-state kinetics; transient phenomena; ligand binding; catalytic mechanisms; and enzyme regulation. Special emphasis will be placed on the application of
spectroscopic techniques to enzymology.
Prerequisites: BMO 520,521 orpermission
of instructor
Instructor: Uyemura
Fall, 4 credits

, dents every semester In which they are
registered in the Molecular Biology Program and attendance is mandatory. Visitors are welcome.
Fall and spring, 1 credit each semester

BMO 103.104 Student Ie......, In MoIecu..,BIoIogy
Seminars given by graduate studenlS on
recent work taken from the literature'!"n the
area of molecular or cellular biology. This
course is required of all students every
semester in which they are registered in the
MOlecular Biology Program and attendance is mandatory. Visitors are welcome.
Fall and spring, 1 credit each semester

BMO 10$, 108 Molecular BIology WorIl-

shop

,

Progress reports given each week by members of the faculty, post-doctoral fellows,
and advanced graduate students on their
current research. Thlscourse isrequired of
all students every semester in which they
are registered in the Molecular Biology
Program and attendance is mandatory.
ViSitors are welcome.
Fall and .pring, 1 credit each semester

BMO 885-. . Advanced Semlnan
Topics to be arranged .
Fall and spring. variable and repetitive
credit

BMO 8t9 DIss.......on R....rch
Original investigations undertaken as part
of the Ph.D. program under supervision of
a research committee.
Prerequisite: Advancement to candidacy
Fall and spring, credit to be arranged ' .

Music
MUS 101 Composilional Sklllt of TOMI
Muelc •
An Intensive course In chorale harmonization and tonal counterpoint. (Enrollment
limited to 12. MUS 501 may not be Included
Inthe courses taken infulfilimentofdegree
requirements.)
Fall,3credits
MUS 502 PJOMmInar In Tonal AnaIysI.
The applic;atlon of various techniques of
analysiS to tonal works. Rhythmic, harmonlc,Ii,ll88r, thematic and other elements
of musical structures will be considered.
Preparation equivalent to MUS 501 is
assumed.
Spring, 3 credits
MUS 503 Musk: In lhe 20th Century
An Intensive course In 20th century musical styles, focusing on historical problem\
of influence, development, and change.
Seminar reports and research paP;8rs on
works of major significance.
Instruct9r: J. McCalla
Fall, 3 credits
MUS 5Gl2Oth C..tury NoI8I1on .
Study of various contemporary notational
systems with emphasis on problems in .
standardization and common usage.
S credits. Not offered 1979-80
MUS 507 Studies In Music H ..1ory
Concentrated study ofthe works of asingle
composer, or of repertories that comprehend single compositional tendencies in
.Western music. Various topics are offered
ellCh semester.
Fail-aM ' ·Jlrlng, variable credit
(see note belC>.\N MUS 509)
MUS 108 Stud... iii Composilion
Concentrated study of skills and techniques ancillary to musical composition.
Fall and spring, variable credit
(see note below MUS 509)
MUS lOt PwfomuInce Studies
Th Is course provides opportunity for . .tudent who Is not In a performance degree
program, but who can demonstrate graduate-I.vel performance ability, to pursue
perfqrmance studies without Investing the
time and cred It required of M. MUs.lD.M.A.
students. The course Is not open to M.
Mus.ID.M.A:students, exceptforcqnductlog students who can demonstrate graduate-level ability in·an instrument or voice.
Fall and spring, variable credit
Note: Not more than 8 credits of MUS 507,
508, and 509 combined may be counted
toward the degree.
MUSI11 ComposiIoneITechnlque.of'"
20IhCentury
A study, by means of practical exercises in
writing, of some of the important techniques of the present century In the organization or non-organization of pitch, rhythm,line, motive, and form.
Instr:uctor: B.J. Layton
Fall, 3 credits

MUS 513 Musical AppIlcallon. of Modem
Mathe....1Iea
For musicians wishing to acquire mathematical concepts and techniques pertinent
to the theory and composition of music in
certain important contemporary styles.
Mathematical Introductions to group theory, lattice theory, probability, and Information theory; the pertinence of these subjects to serial, aleatoriC, and stochastic
music. The course will nottouch on calculus or computer programming; music students interested in these topiCS are directed toward the appropriate courses in other
departments. No mathematical prerequisites beyond the high school level are
required, but students should have a more
thari perfunctory acquaintance with and
professional interest in at least one of the
musical sty~es dlted above.
3 credits. Not offered 1979-80
MUS 515 The Fundamenta18 of Electronic
Music
A short survey of the history and literature
of the medium will be followed by study of
the pertinent background In theoretical
acoustics and practical engineering. Students will then be instructed in the basic
techniq'ues of electronic sound production and modification.
Instructor: B. Arel
Fall, 3 credits
MUS 511 Eleclronlc Music Workshop
Individual short experimental works on
specific assignments. Uses of electronic
music equipment.
Prerequisite: MUS 515 or the equivalent
Instructor: D. Semegen
Spring, 3 credits

MUS 521 ComposIIion In TrlldHionaI

Style.
A study of one of the established disciplines such 88 fugue, homophonic forms,
or composition in the sacred style of the
16th century. The contentofthe cou rse will
be announced each time It is offered.
3 credits
MUS 523 AdYMC*I Compoeilion
Individual projects for graduate students
in composition.
Instructors: B. Arel, B.J. Layton, J. lessard, D. Lewin, D. Samegen, P. Winkler
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester
MUS 531 Seminar In Music Theory: Compo.Rlonal Theory BetON 1100
Studies in the writings oftheorists from the
Middle Ages through the 18th Century In
the context of contemporary repertories.
Topics, varying from semester to seme...
ter, will include the following areas of
investigation: Modal theOry as model for
melodic composition, and tt1e efforts to
adapt modal theory to. polyphoniC practice; probiems of musica flctaassymptoms
of the confrontation of modality and the
melodic dimension with tonality
the
harmonic dimension;
Dlscant and
counterpoint; Thorough bass, Improvisation and ornament; Rameau, Fux and Klrnberger inter alia-crlses In 18th Century
.theory.
3 credits

anp

MUS 532 Seminar In MusIc Theory: ....,.

Ihm ..d III Notallon
Investigations, with the aid of theoretical
writings ancient and recent, and through
musical analyses, into the nature of the

rhythmic impulse; studies in the efforts,
throughout musical tlistory, to make rhythm as performance competence and as
compositional parameter; studies in the
relation of rhythm and meter in theory and
practice. The work in any single semester
may be confined to a spec ial aspect of such
topics.
3 credits
MUS 533 Seminar In Music Theory:TonallIy
Examination, using the writings of selected theorists from Rameau and his precursors through Schenker, of various posible
means-mathematical, physical, metaphysical, etC.-for developing and/or disputing such concepts as "root," "root
progression," "key system," "tonality," et
al. Interrelations among such concepts,
both as abstractable from musical time and
as immersed within it. The relevance, or
irrelevance of various notions of "conson.
ance" and "dissonance" in such connections.
3 credits

music, Riegl and Woelfflin In art), statistical analysis, sociological criticism and
Marxism (Adorno), structuralism, psychological theory, and traditional psychology.
Instructor: C. Rosen
Fall, 3 credits

tion. Exercises, and the study of selected
20th century works.
Instructor: A. Weisberg
Fall, 2 credits

MUS 540 Studies In Cultural ....torlog...
phy
.
This course is intended to promote the
student's knowledge and reflection about
the study of the history of the arts .as history. It is organized on the following topics:
l origins and philosophical foundations'of
the mo~ern historical consciousness; the
nature of historical knowledge and explanation; historiographic models; origins,
philosophical foundations, and genres of
historical musicology.
Instructor: L. Treitler
Fall or spring, 3 credits

Works to be studeid will range from 5 to 15
players. Representative composers would
be: Boulez, Carter, Stockhausen, Stravinsky, Varese, Webem. Performance of the
works will be a normal part of the course.
Instrumental students will be conducted
by the instructor for one and - one-half
hours per week, and by the student conductors foronehourperweek . Conducting
students will meet with the instructor alone
for one and one-half hours per week;
besides working with the instrumentalists,
they Will also observe the sessions conducted by the instructor. Enrollment of conducting students will be limited to three.
Prerequisite: MUS 569 or the equivalent
Instructor: A. Weisberg
Spring, 3credits for conducting students, 2
credits for instrumentalists

$peclalloplcs Cou .....
Topics to be chosen each time a course is
qffered will depend upon the needs of the
~tudents and the interests of the instructor.

MUS 543 Topics In ~dleVal Music
MUS 534 Se,mlnar In Music Theory: 20th
3 credits . Not offered 1979-80
Century Topics
Studies in the formation of systematic theMUS 545 Topics In Renaissance Music
ories pertinent to various idioms from C.
3 credits. Not offered 1979-80
Debussy to the present. The following
MUS 547 Topics In aaroque Music
would be representative areas: attempts to
Instructor: E. Chafe
extend prolongational (Schenkerian) theFall, 3 credits
ory beyond "tonality;" attempts, Forte's in
particular, to systematize a th~etical , MUS 549 Topics In 18th Century Music
basis for pitch-structure in "atonal" music;
3 credits
l
classical twelve-tone theory; rythmic systems in Babbitt, Boulez and Stockhausen. , MUS 553 Topics In 19th Century Music
3 credits
I
3 credits. Not offered 1979-80
!
MUS
555
Topics
In
20th
Century Music
MUS 535 Lecture-Workshop In the Per- 3credits
10mNll1Ce of aaroque Music
An examination of problems confronting
MUS 559 Topics In AnalYSis
the performer of music from the period ca.
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester
1600-1750, from both musicological and
MUS 581 Orchestral Conducting
practical points of view. The basso continAdvanced training in the preparation and
uo, its function and realization ; phrasing
conducting of orchestral scores from the
and articulation; ornaments, notated and
standard repertory. Students will study the
improvised; perio.d instruments; aspects of
works in a seminar, and then conductl.t hem
notation; bibliography. The' course will
in regular supervised readings witn. the
meet in lecture for two hours each week
Graduate Orchestra.
with a third hour deveoted to the coaching
Instructors: D. Lawton, A. Weisberg
of a rehearsal or performance of music
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester
prepared by members of the class.
Instructors: E. Chafe, S. Baron
MUS 583 Choral Conducting
Spring, 3 credits
Guidance in the preparation and practice
of cond1.lcting choral groups. Open only to
MUS 537 Seminar In Analysis and Performadequafely prepared students with a proence
fessional commitment to conducting.
A study of the relationship of technical
Instructor: M. Brooks
aspects of performance, such as tempo,
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester
phrasing, articulation and dynamics, to
- conceptual problems, such as rhythmic
MUS 585 Graduate Orchestra
and metric levels, tonal structure, and
Study and performance of orchestral
serial organization, based upon the analyworks from the Baroque period tothepressis and performance of representative solo
ent. Weekly readings of important works
and chamber works from the 18th through ' I from the standard repertory.
the 20th century.
.
Instructors: D. Lawton, A. Weisberg
3 credits
Fall and spring, 2 credits each semester
MUS 531 Contemporary Criticism and
MUS 589 Performance Proble.... In 20th
An",..s In Music, Literature, and Art
Century Music
The methodology of contemporary criticA study.01 performance skills required in
ism. A discussion of theories of form and
new music, with emphasis on polystyle, and the relations and cross-currents
rhythms, composite rhythms, control of
among contemporary criticisms in differtone color and dynamics. and on the
ent media. Formalist theories (Schenker in
understanding of new methods of nota)
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MUS 570 20th Century Conducted En-

Hlllble

MUS 571 Advanced Instruction In Instrument or Voice
Individual guidance in technique and repertory, with 30 practice hours required
each week. Each student is required to
perform at least one solo piece per semester, uniess excused by the instructor in a
written note to the department's Graduate
Studies Committee.
Fall and spring, 6 credits each semester
MUS 573 Chamber Music
Chamber ensembles such as the string
quartet, wind quintet, solo vocal ensemble,
two-piano team and other special groups
meet, each under the direction of a member of the performance faculty, for ~
study of wo(ks from the repertories of
respective groups, with particul~ aUe
tion given to the music of the 20th c;entury.
.
Required: presence at a wee'kly coaching
session, at least three hours per week of
uncoached rehearsal, and at least one performance per semester.
Instructor: J . Kreiselman, Co-ordinator
Fall and spring, 2 credits
MUS 575 Master Cia. In Solo Repertory
for Instrument or Voice
Performance techniques and problems in
works for instrument or voice, drawn from
all historical periods. The instructor will be
a teacher of the specific instrument in each
case, except that his section may be open
to students of certain other instruments
with h is perm ission. Not offered each semester in every instrument.
Instructors: A. Addison, M. canin
Fall and spring, 2 credits each semester
MUS 577 Master Cia. In Performance
Pedagogy
Guidance and supervision in the teaching
of an instrument or voice
2 credits
MUS 579 Opera Workshop
Study and performance of scenes or complete operas from the standard and 20th
century repertories. An interdisciplinary
approach involving the Departments of

Music and Theatre Arts.
Instructors: D. Lawton, T. Neumiller
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester
MUS 581 20th Century R.pertory for In.trumentorVolce
.
A study of the solo works of the 20th cen. tury, with emphasis on peformance techniques and problems. The instructor will
be a teacher of the specific instrument in
each case, except his section may be open
to students of certain other instruments
with his permission. Not offered each
semester in every instrument.
Instructor: G. Kalish, S. Baron
Fall and spring, 2 credits each semester
MUS 585 Ren....ance .nd B.roqu. Bra..
Performance Practice
Study and survey of .original and transcribed Renaissance works, and of various
Baroque works, for brasses. Investigation
of styles and techniques of Renaissance
ornamentation using mainly Ganassi's
Fontegara (1535) as text. Investigation of
Baroque ornamentation styles and symbois. ,
Instructor: R. Anderson
Fall, 2 credits
MUS 581 Practlcum In T.achlng
I ns t ruct ·Ion .In the depart men t under th e
supervision of the faculty. (MUS 591 may
not be included in the courses taken in
fulfillment of degree requirements.)
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester
MUS
sic 592 Seminar on the Teaching of
M
u
Discussion of fundamental problems in
teaching music. Topics may include the
explanation of musical processes, comrnunlcaton to non-professionals, integration of aspects of performance, theory,

,

history or analysis with one another. Required of all students who teach oneofthe
introductory undergraduate courses in
musicianship, theory or literature; to be
taken during the first semesterofteaching.
Fall,l credit
MUS 585 Ch.mber PI.y.,.
The Graduate String Quartet, the Graduate Wind Quintet and the Graduate PiaFlo
Trio, specially appointed groups, work
under the direction of a member of the
performance faculty and present concerts
and workshops at the University and elsewhere.
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester
MUS 519 Independent Studle.
Individual studies under the guidance of a
faculty member. Each studentmustsubmit
to the Graduate Studies Committee of the
department a written prospectus of the
work he intends to pursue, with the amount
of credit proposed, together with the written endorsement of the prospective instructor. Approval ofthe Graduate Studies
Committee is required; hence this material
should be submitted as soon as posible,
and in any case within the firsttwo weeks of
the semester (or the first week of asummer
session) .
Fall and spring, variable credit
MUS 811 Work.hop In Composition .nd
Perform.nce
Stude. t composers and student performers will be under the joint supervision ofthe
composl' tl' on faculty and a member of the
performance faculty. The composers will
write examples, to be performed and discussed in class, that confront specified
problems in performance and composition . The course can be repeated once for
credit toward the degree.

Instructor: J. Lessard
Spring, 3 credits
MUS 815 Seminar In Electronic Mwic
Compcmtlon
Individual compositions, of substantial
proportions, in electronic or concrete music media. The course may be repeated.
Open only to qualified students in a music
degree program.
Prerequisite: MUS 516 or the equivalent
Instructors: B. Arel, D. Semegen
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester
MUS 823 Directed Study In Composition
Intended for doctoral students incom~ition.
Fall and spring, variable, 1-12 credits each
semester, repetitive
MUS 111 Directed StudY,1n Conducting
Intended for doctoral students in conduct- .
ing.
Fall and spring, variable, 1-12 credits each
semester, repetitive
MUS 171 Directed Study In In.trumental
.,d Voc.1 Perform.nce
Intended for doctoral students in instrumental and vocal performance.
Fall and spring, variable, 1-12credits each
semester, repetitive
MUS 897 Directed R.edlng
Intended for preparation for the Preliminary Examinations and related requirements.
Fall and spring, variable, 1-12 credits each
semester, repetitive
I

MUS 198 Directed D ....rtatlon R....rch
Intended for work in the area ofthe dissertation.
Fall and spring, variable, 1-12 credits each
semester, repetitive

~~~--~~--------~--------~
Neurobiology and Behavior
BNB 500 Dlrected,R••dlngs In Beh.vlor
.,d Neurobiology
Directed readings in topics, of current
interest, under supervision of a faculty
sponsor culminatin~ in one ormorecritical
review papers.
'
Prerequisite: Sponsor and approval of
Masters Program Executive Committee
Staff
1-3 credits, yearly, repetitive
BNB 541 Topic. In Sensory Physiology
In-depth coverage of current knowledge
and problems in specified sensory systems. Seminars will integrate anatomical,
physiological, and psychological aspects
of the selected topic. Topic to change
yearly.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Instructor: Yazulla
Spring, 3 credits, repetitive
BNB 547 Reading. In Neurophysiology
Discussion and·critical evaluation of neurophysiological research published in biological journals. ' Critical analyses of tech-

niques, methodology and conclUSions or
th9!'e researched will provide the primary
focus of this seminar.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Fall and spring, 2 credits each semester
BNB 548 R.adlng.·ln Animal Behavior
Discussion of published research in the
area of animal behavior. Critical analyses
of techniques, methodology and conclusions of these researched will be the primary focus of this seminar.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Fall and sprin-g, 2 credits each semester
BNB 583-585 Special Semina,.
TOPics to be arranged
Fall and spring, variable and repetitive
credit
8NB 599 R....rch
Original investigation undertaken with
supervision of a member of the staff.
Fall and spring, credit to be arranged
BNB 693-191 Advanced Semln.,.
Topics to be arranged
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Fall and spring, varillble and repetitive
credit
BNB 697 Advanced Neurobiology
end Behavior Semln.r
This seminar for advanced graduate students stresses a synthetic approach, drawing on original publicatior.ls from diverse
areas in the biological sciences.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Fall and spring, 1 credit each semester
BNB 899 D....rt.tIon Re. .rch
Original investigations undertaken as part
of the Ph.D. program under the supervision
of research committee.
Fall and spring, credit to be arranged

Oral Biology and Pathology '
I·

H80 500 Biology of the Oral Mineralized
TIl....
This course dealS'with the basic chemistry,
crystallography, ultrastructure and metabolism of the calcium phosphates involved
in the formation and physiological and
pathological resorption of the.various mineralized tissues found in or associated with
the oral cavity (enamel, dentin, cementum,
bone). Ectopic calcifications and calculus
formation will also be examined.
Prerequisites: Oral Biology & Pathology or
Its equivalent and permission of instructor
Instructor: Dr. Kaufman
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester

HBO 510 . .Ivary Metabolism and Secretion
Consideration is given to the normal and
abnormal structure and function of the
glandular systems found in the oral cavity.
The composition, regulations and functions of the secretions from the major and
minor salivary glands will receive particular attention.
Prerequisites: Oral Biology & Pathology or
Its equivalent and permission of instructor.
Instructors: Drs. Kleinberg and Pollock
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester

HBO 520 Ora' Mlcrob..' Syste..,.
Consideration is given to the structural
composition, metabolism and environmental relationships of the bacterial systems formed on and in association with the
oral hard and soft tissues. Specific and
mixed bacterial populations and their role
in oral disease will be dealt with.
Prerequisite$: Oral Biology & Pathology or
Its equivalent and permission of instructor
Instructor: Dr. McNamara
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester
HBO 530 MoIec....r Biology and Pathology of the Periodontium
This course deals with the ultrastructure
and biochemical composition of the periodontal tissues, the microbial interrelations
with the organic and inorganiC components of the periodontal tissues, the biochemical dynamics of gingival inflammation and wound healing, and thq metabolic
processes responsible forthe composition
and flow of gingival crevice fluid.
Prerequisites: Oral Biology & Pathology or
its equivalent and permission of instructor
Instructor: Dr. Golub
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester

HaO 535 Differentiation and Patho'oglcal
D'lOrde,.
. A consideration of the role of stabilization
of gene expression in the development and
maturation of mammalian cells and tissues. Differentiation in skin and cartilage
will be considered in detail. Alterations in
the difterentiative process of these tissues
which may result in pathological disorders
will be discussed.
Prerequisites: Permission of instructor required; suggested-HBP 531; students
must have had background in cellular bio-

~hemistry

Instructor: Dr. Talchman
Fall ~nd spning, 3 credits each semester

HBO 550 Molecu"r Basi. of the Morphogene... and Pathogenesl. of the Oral and
Related n.sue.
IThis course deals with the basic mechanisms involved in differentiation, growth
and development, and tumor formation as
;t hey relate to the biology and pathology of
the oral apparatus.
Prerequisites: Oral Biology & Pathology or
its equivalent and permission of inptructor
Instructor: Dr. Taichman
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester

HBO 560 Oral'8lology and Pathology I
This course is the first of four comprehensive courses on molecular structure, biochemical and physiological function, developmental anatomy and pathology of the
>various systems that constitute the oral
apparatus. The course consists of the following two units of instruction: (1) . The
Embryological Development of the Face
and Oral Cavity and (2) The Biology and
Pathology of the Oral Mineralized Tissues.
Prerequisites: Undergraduate degree in
basic science and perm Ission of instructor
Instructor: Dr. Kleinberg
, Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester
HBO 561 O,a' Biology and Pathology II
This course is the second of four comprehensive courses on mQlec;ular structure,
biochemical and physiological function,
developmental anatomy and pathology of
. the various systems that constitute the oral
apparatus. The course consists of the following two units of instruction: (1) The
Biology and Pathology of the Periodontal
Structures and (2) The Microbiologyofthe
Oral Cavity. .
Prerequisites: Undergraduate degree in
basic science and permiSSion of instru~tor
Instructor: Dr. Kleinberg
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester

HBO 562 Oral Blo'ogy and Pathology III
This course is the third offourcomprehensive courses on molecular structure, biochemical and physiological function, developmental anatomy andpathologyofthe
,various systems that constitute the oral
.apparatus. The course consists of the following two units of instruction: (1) The
Biology and Pathology of the Salivary
Glands and their Products and (2) The
Biology and Pathology of .he Oral Mucous
Membranes.
.
Prerequisites: Undergraduate degree in
basic science and permiSSion of instructor
. Jnstructor~ Dr. 1(lein!>erg
.
._
' Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester

apparatus. The course consists of the following two units of instruction: (1) The
Biology and Pathology of the Oral Sensory
Systems and (2) The Biology and Pathology of Oral Motor Systems.
Prerequisites: Undergraduate degree in
basic science and permission of instructor
Instructor: Dr. Kleinberg
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester

HBO 580 R....rch ProJects'n Oral Biology a Pathology
Individual laboratory projects closely supervised by faculty members to be carried
out in their research laboratories.
Prerequisite: Student must be enrolled in a
master's or doctoral program.
f ,- ••
Instructor: Dr. Poilack
Fall and spring, 3 credits each seniester

HBO 599 Oraduate R....rch
Original investigati!>ns und,rtaken wit/:!
the supervision of a faculty member.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Fall and spring, variable credit,
each
semester

'-'2

HBO 890 Oral Biology and Pathology
Semina,.
Research seminars by students, staff and
visiting scientists.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
Instructor: Dr. Pollack
Fall and spring, 1 credit each semester,
repetitive

HBO 894 DI..ertation Research In O,al
Biology and Pathology
Original investigation undertaken with the
supervision of a member of the staff.
Prerequisite: Permission of thesis advisor.
Fall and spring, variable credit,

'-'2

HBO 563 O,a' Biology and Pathology IV

HBO 895 Oral Biology and Pathology
Teaching Practlcum
Practice instruction in the teaching of Oral

This course is tile last of four comprehensive courses on molecular structure, biochemical and physiological function, developmental anatomy and pathology ofthe
various systems that constitute the oral

Biology and Pathology atthe undergraduate level carried out under faculty orientation and supervision.
Prerequisite: Permission of Instructor
Fall and spring, variable credit,
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Pathology
Hap 531 Gen....1Pathology
Introduction to the nature and causes of
disease, death, reaction to injury, and
repair. Analysis of associated structural
changes in cells. and tissues, with reference to their functional correlates.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Course Coordinator: Dr. Miller
Spring modules, 6 credits with lab, 3 credits without lab
Hap 532 Immunology
A general introduction to the principles of
immunology for Health Science Professional Students. It will include: definition of
antigens and antibodies; description of
cellular events in the immune response;
theories of antibody formation; mechanism of inflammation; hypersensitivity
states; and diseases associated With responsiveness of the immune system.
Prerequisites: Advanced course in biology
and permission of instructor. Biochemistry, genetics, and histology will be helpful
Course Coordinator: Dr. Miller
Spring modules, 2 credits
HBP 533 BHIc Immunology
Basic principles of immunology for graduate students in the biological sciences. Includes: definition of antigens and antibodies; specificity of the immune response;
serological quantitation of proteins and
hormones, immunoglobulin structure; the
genetics of immunoglobulin synthesis;
cellular cooperation in the immune response; hypersensitivity; tolerance; transplantation. Open to advanced undergraduateS.
Prerequisites: Advanced courses in biology and biochemistry and permission of
instructor •..
Instructors: Drs. Godfrey, Habicht and
Sherlock
Fall, 3 credits
HBP 535 Cell and Tluu. Infury
This course is concerned with cellular
mechanisms in disease. The types of physical and chemical agents which can injure
cells or aggregates of c,ells and the nature
of the interaction between the injurious
agents and the target tissue or cells will be
considered first. Cellular alterations occurring asa consequenceofthe injury or as
a response to the injury will then be examined In depth, with particular attention paid
to details of the ultrastructural and molecular aspects of injury and the response to
injury. Emphasis will be Placed upon experimental models which permit elucidation of the mechanisms underlying human
dlsea~e.
.
Prerequisite: HBP 531 or permiSSion of
instructor
Instructor: Dr. Lane
.J
Spring, 2 credits
HBP 551 Lysoeomes
A consideration of the cell biology, biochemistry, physiologic functions and
pathologic roles of Iysosomes in mammal-

ian cells, with special emphasis on the Iysosomes of polymorphonuclear leukocytes
and their role in the inflammatory process
and specific disease states.
Prerequisite: HBP 531
Instructor: Dr. Janoff
Spring, 2 credits
HBP 552 Aadlop.thology
A consideration of the biological and pathological effects of ionizing radiations in
living organisms, with emphasis on cellular, molecular, and atomic mechanisms.
Prerequisite: HBP 531
Instructor: Staff
Fall and spring, by special arrangement
with instructor, 1 credit each semester.
HBP 553 Pathology of N.opl....
This course will cover the nature and
behavior of neoplastic tissue, the etiologies of cancer, the effect of tumors upon the
host and will include a special series of
laboratories designed to acquaint the student (without a background in histologyor
physiology) with the appearance and behavior of cancer on the tissue and organ
level.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Course Coordinator: Dr. Miller
Instructors: Staff (Special laboratory: Dr.
" Lane)
Spring modules, 2 credits
HBP 554 Advanced Immunology
Mechanisms of injury produced by immunological reactions in tissues. Autoimmune diseases. Immunodeficiency diseases. Supervised laboratory experience
in selected topics in immunochemistry or
immunology can be arranged.
Prerequisite: HBP 531, 532, or 533
Instructors: Drs. Miller, HabichtandJanoff
Spring, 2 credits
HBP 555 Biology of Ph.gocyt.s
A discussion of monocytes, macro phages
and neutrophilic leukocytes of mammalian
' species, with special emphasis on man ..
Topics covered include kinetics, cell biology, chemotaxis, metabolisn), physiological functions, immunological actions and
pamological roles of phagocytiC cells.

Prerequisite: HBC 331 or HaC 531 (HBP
531/532 are also recommended.) Instructors: Drs. Janoff and White
Fall, 2 credits
HBP 581 Electron Microscopy for ExperIment.1 P.thologls"
Use of the electron microscope (EM),
alone and in conjunction with other methodologies, in studies of bio'ogic.' dysfunction. Special techniques include histochemistry, enzyme histochemistry,
immunohistochemistry, diffraction, stereo EM and scanning EM. Design ofprotocols, preparation and interpretation of data.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Instructor: Dr. Lane
Fall and spring, variable, 2-6 credits each
semester
HBP 563 Histochemistry
Application of histochemical techniques
(enzyme histochemistry, radioautography, cytophotometry, electron histochemistry, and immunohistochemistry) to the
analysis of chemical componenets of cells
and tiSsues.
Prerequisites: HBP 531 or HBP 533 and
permission of instructor
Instructor: Mr. Elias
Fall, 3 credits
HBP 590 Semln.,. In A....rch In Immunology
A series of bimonthly year round seminars
which will discuss research in progress by
the participants, current journal articles in
the field of immunobiology, and prepared
reviews of specified areas in the general
field.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Instructor: Dr. Miller
Fall and spring, 1 credit each semester
HBP 621 Clinical Histopathology
Histologic study of human pathologiC anatomy as seen in surgical biopsy and necropsy tissues. Emphasis is placed upon
correlation between clinical presentations
of human disease" and histomorphology.
Special reference to diagnostic and therapeutic implications of the pathologic proces. Designed for students in the Health

Professions.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Instructor: Staff
Course Coordinators: Drs . MillerandKane
Fall, variable, 1-3 credits
HBP 822 Clinical P.thologlc Corr.l.tlons:
Grou P.thology

Correlative exercises in clinical pathology
and human gross anatomic pathology including surgical biopsy material. Open to
students in medical sciences.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Instructor: Staff
Course Directors: Drs. Kane and Miller
Fall. variable, 1-3 credits
HBP 890 S.mln.r In I?thology

Seminar in major topics in experimental .
pathology by students, staff. and visiting
scientists.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Instructors: Drs. Phillips and Gc;>dfrey

Fall and spring, variable and repetitive, 1-4
credits eaCfh semester

Committee assigned courses.
Staff
Fall and spring , variable, 1-12creditseach
semester

t;lBP 691 Journ.1 Club In P.thOlogy

Critical discussions of selected topics in
experimental and descriptive pathology
with presentation of papers from the literaII
ture.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Instructors: Drs. Godfrey and Janoff
liall and spring, 2 credits each semester

HBP 894 Th.sls R....rch In P.thology

Original investigation undertaken with the
supervision of a member of the staff.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Staff
.
Fall and spring, variable and repetitive,
1-12 credits each semester

HBP 692 Adv.nced Tutorl.1 Experlm.nt.1
p.thology

Advanced tutorial in pathology under faoolty supervision with emphasis on material not normally experienced in didactic
course work. Directed redings and other
education'~ 1 experiences may relate to
other preparation for thesis research or for
the Ph .D. qualifying examinations.
Prerequisites: Permission of instructor
and succe ssful completion of Program

HBP 895 T.achlng Pr.ctlcum In P.thology

Practice instruction ill- the teaching of
pathology, carried out underfacultyorientation and supervision.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Staff
Fall and spring, variable and repetitive, 1-4
credits each semester

Pharmacological Sciences
HBH 599 Gr.duat.R....rch In Ph.rmacological Selene••

HBH 531 Pharmacologlc.1 B.sls of Th.r.p.utlcs II

Original research ~ projects undertaken
with the supervision Of a faculty member.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Fall and spring, variable, 1-12 credits each
semester

Basic principles that underlie action of
drugs on .physiological processes with
particular reference to their therapeutic
.and toxic actions. A general course l in
pharmacology for medical and graduate
students.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Staff
Spring modules, 5 credits

HBH 850 Cllnlc.1 Pharmacology

A clinically oriented, seminar-discussion
course emphasizing rational therapeutics.
Patients are studied at the bedside to
illustrate therapeutic problems. ,May include field trips.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Instructor: Dr. Raisfeld
Spring, variable, 2-4 credits

HBH 550 Biophysics

Theoretical bckground and application of
current physical techniques to the study of
the molecular .mechanisms of biological
function. Topics to include spectroscopy,
diffusion processes,noise and fluctuation,
int,erfacial phenomena.
Prerequisite: Physical Chemistry or permission of instructor
Instructor: pro Eisenberg
Fall, odd years, 3 credits
\1

HBH 680 S.lact.d Topics In Ph.rm.cology

Student seminars and readings on topics
to be arranged through consultation with
staff.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Staff
Fall and spring , variable and repetitive, 1-8
credits each semester

HBH 560 Topic. In Bloch.mlcal Ph.rm.cology

This course will examine the biochemical
characteristics of dru'g and hormone action : Several drugs, hormones, and neurotransmitters will be examined in detail to
illustrate: (1) the interaction of drugs and
hormones with cellLilar receptors, (2)
bondin'g forces and determinants of specificity in drug receptor interactions, (3) the
central role of adenyl cyclase in pharmacological regulation , (4) tranduction of the
chemical signal to the pharmacological
response (5) mechanism of drug entry into
,cells. Emphasis will be placed on current
concepts and experimental approaches.
Instructdrs: Drs . Williams. Brynes, Grollman , Cohen, Benjamin and Schmidt
Spring. 3 credits
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HBH 690 Ph.rm.cology Semln.rs

Advanced research seminars by staff and
visiting lecturers.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Staff
Fall and spring, 1 credit each semester,
repetitive
HBH 694 Dissert.tlon R....rch In Ph.rmacology

I

Original investigation undertaken as part
of the Ph .D. program under supervision of
thesis advisor and committee.
Prerequisite: Permission of thesis advisor
Fall and spring, variable and repetitive,
1-12 credits each semester

Philosophy
The Department of Philosophy offers programs leading to the Master of Arts in
Philosophical Perspectives, and to the
Doctor of Philosophy. The two programs
are extremely different in content and
purpose.
.
Students should consult the department's
course list each semester for specific
offerings and descriptions.
MASTER'S PROGRAM IN PHILOSOPHICAL PER~ECTIVES
Course Offerings: (a" courses are 3 credits
unless otherwise noted)
PHI 524. 525 Hlltory of Phlloaophal
PerapectIves
PHI 527. 528 Individual Thinkers In the
HIstory of Ph~y
PHI 530AngIo-Amerlcan Phllolophy In the
Twentieth Century
PHI 531 IxI.....t..11am and Phenomenolo-

gy
PHI 532 . .,.......d CommurUm
PHI 533 0rIen..1V .... of MM and Nature:
Chlrul

....,.n534 0rIen..1
PHI

V.... of M.., and Nature:

PHI 535 Met.phplca and the Phlloaophy
of Religion
PHI 542,..,. Structure of Inquiry
PHI 543 LOlic
PHI 544 ....pectives on Communlc.tlon

III. ONGOING STYLE SEMINARS

PHI 545. 548. 547 Perspective. on Soc..1
..,d Political I..... (Varlab.. topic.. Including equalty. genetic.. the cit.... technoIogy.etc.)
.

PHI 600 Ongoing Style Semln.,: Analyll.

PHI 548 PhUoaophIcal Dlmenliona of American Experience
PHI 541 PerspectIvft on a..w
PHI 550. 551 p.,.pectIves on Cont.mporary Moral Prob"ma
PHI 552 ~ves on FemlRllm
PHI 553 ....pectlv.. on the Environment
PHI 554 PerspectIves on Deeth

PHI 555. 551 Perspectiv.. on .Educatlon
PHI 580 GuOt and Reapon.lbUlty
PHI 581 Moral TheorIe. of the Modem
World

PHI 582. 583 Colloquium: ContemporarY
Problema

DOCTORAL PROGRAM IN PHILOSO
PHY
Cuu rse offerings: (ail collrses are 3 credits
unless otherwise noted.)

PHI 601 Ongoing Sty.. Seminar: Phenomenology and Exl.....tlal.m
PHI 602 Ongoing Style Seminar: Sratematic Phllosophle.
.

I. AREA COURSES
PHI 500 History Philosophy and Philo-

IV. ONGOING
SEMINARS

sophleal Text.
PHI 501 PhHolophyof Sc"nce and logic

PHI 610 Interface Seminar: PhIIoHphyNatural Science

PHI 502 MetaphraIClandS"t.matlc PhilolOphy

PHI 611 Interface Seminar: PhIlosophy_
SocIal Science

0'

PHI 503 EpI.t,mology•.. Phl~y..
Mind. Perception and Experience

INTERDISCIPLINARY

0' __HUmenllle.
PHI
Interface Seminar: PhilolOphy_. .
612

PHI 504 PhiloSophy of Value. Culture. and
Soc"ty

V. INDEP~NDENT
STUDIES
.

PHI 505 A..thellc. and Rhetoric

PHI 620 Advanced Problema In Phlloeophy
(variable and repetitive credit)

PHI 506 Oriental Philosophy

II. PROSEMINARS

PHI 584. 585 Teechlng PrectIcum

PHI 510 Analytic Phllo.ophle.

PHI 588. 587 Directed Readlnp
(variable credit)

PHI 511 Phenomenologal-Exlstentlal
Phllosophle.

PHI 588. _ Directed ......rch
(variable credit)

PHI 512 Contemporary S"tematlc Philosophie.

AND

DIRECTED

PHI 621 Independent Study
(variable and repetitive credit)
PHI 622 SupervlHd Teaching
(3 credits, repetitive)
PHI 610 D....rtatlon
(variable and repetitive credit. maximum 6
hours)

Physics
PHY 501 Classical Mechanics
Lagrangian and Hamiltonian fQrmulations , variational principles, . HamiltonJacobi theory, mechanics of fields , special
relativity.
3 credits
PHY 503, 504 Methods of Mathematical
Physics I, II
A selection of mathematical techniques
useful for physicists . Topics will be selected from the following : linear vector spaces, matrices, Green's functions, complex
analysis, differential equations, special
functions, boundary value problems, integral transforms, integral equations , probability . This course should be taken only
by enterin,g graduate students who have a
deficiency in this area.
3 credits each semester
PHY 50S, 506 ClalSlcal Electrodynamics
Electrostatics and magnetostatics with
emphasis on the solution of boundary
value problems through the use of eigenfunction expansions and Green's functions; dielectrics, magnetic materials,
Maxwell's equations, electromagnetic
waves, wave guides, diffraction ,· plasma
physics, special relativity, relativistic particle kinematics and dynamics, energy loss
and scattering of charged . particles in
matter, r~diation , multi pole fields , spin
resonance , and superconductivity .
3 credits each semester

PHY 530 Role of Energy Resources In the
World's Future
A seminar course in which students are
involved in independent projects pertaining to the role of ener y resources iri the
world 's future . Topics for discussion and
for projects, which will vary from year to
year, will be chosen from those of current
interest. Repetitive credit may be approved
for an individual student.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
13 credits
' PHY 540 Statistical Mechanics
Brief review of thermodynamics. Thermal
equilibrium ensembles for classical and
quantum systems. Applicatioflstosystems
for which the Hamiltonian is separable ;
approxir&:1ate treatment of nonseparable
Hamiltonians.
3 credits

PHY 557 ~558 Elementary Particle Physics
I, II
Introduction to elementary particle characteristics and phenomena, symmetry and
invariance principles, partial wave analysis
and resonance phenomena, models for
strong interaction , high energy phenomena, weak interactions, accelerator and
detector development.
3 credits each semester
PHY 563 Nuclear Astrophysics
The course covers nuclear processes underlying a star's evolution from initial hydrogen burning through nuclecsynthesis
and supernova explosions to the final state
which may be a neutron star. Problems
discussed include the generation of solar
neutrinos, the production of heavy ele-.
ments, the role of neutrinos in supernova
explosions, and obs!9rvable consequences
of neutron star composition and structure.
Prerequisites: PHY 511 , 512
3 credits

PHY 511, 512 Quantum Mechanlcsl,lI
' PHY 541 ~dvanced Statistical Mechanics
Topics include: basic quantum physics
High temperature properties: cluster exand mathematical apparatus, angular
Ipansions, ionized systems; low temperaPHY 580 Special Research Projects
momentum, symmetries, semiclassical .' ture properties: elementary theory of
Research under the direction of a faculty
theory pf radiation, Dirac theory, and
quantum fluids , model calculations; phase
member. N.ot open to Ph.D. candidates
numerous concrete applications to atoms, transition s: transfer matrix, Ising and ferwho have passed the Preliminary Examinnuclei, etc.
I roelectric models; introduction to fluctua- tion .
.
Prerequisite: Undergraduate course in
tion and nonequilibrium phenomena.
Each semester, variable and repetitive
quantum mechanics
3. credits
credits
3 credits each semester
PHY 551 'N uclear Physics I
PHY 585 Special Study .
PHY 515 Methods of Experimental ReBasic properties ot nuclei, radioactivity
Reading course in selected topiCS.
search
A laboratory-lecture course designed to l and electromagnetic properties: experiEach semester, variable and repetitive
rnental techniques, accelerators and nuhelp start beginning graduate students on
I
d
b d
bl
d credits
c ear etectors : the two- 0 y pro em an
a path toward independent, professional
PHY 599 Graduate Seminars (I and II)
nuclear forces,
research. Students undertake three mo3 credits
Special research topiCS centered on mondest but original projects. Lectures cover
ographs, conference proceedings or jourtools, techniRues, and concepts consi- I PHY 552 Nuclear Physics II
nal articles. T.opics include Solid State
dered indispensable in the laboratory.
Nuclear models and their relations to proPhysics, Elementary Particles, Atomic
3 credits
perties of nuclei, theory of nuclear reacPhysics and Quantum Electronics, Nutions, nuclear beta decay.
clear Physics.
I
PHY 520 Overview of Energy Problems
3 credits
Both semesters are required for all firstDesigned to serve both as an in itial course
year graduate students.
for students specializing in energy studies
PHY 555, 556 Solid State Physics I, "
A comprehensive introduction to solid \ 1 credit each semester
and as a broad survey for graduate students in other fields of the physical scienstate physics. Topics covered include
PHY 600 Practlcum In Teaching
ces and engineering. Topics include the
crystal structures and symmetries, energy 2 credits, repetitive credit permitted
availability of energy resources , physical
ba~ d theory, semiclassical electron dyPHY 610, 611 Quantum Field Theory I,ll
principles and technology involved in ennamics and transport theory, Fermi surergy production , and environmental, ecoface measurements, optical properties, Field quantization : interacting fields; Smatrix theory ; Feynman diagrams; charge
nomiC , and social problems related to enphonons and electron-phonon interacand mass renormalization; dispersion
ergy production and use.
tions, dielectric properties, semiconducrelations ; general field theory.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
tors, magnetism , and superconductivity.
3 credits each semester
3 credits
r
3 credits each semester
I

PHY 820 Reletlvlty
General theory of relativity; cosmology.
3 credits
PHY 630 Low Temperatura Physics
Subject matter varies from semester to
semester, depen$iing on the intere$t of students and staff. TopiCS covered may include quantization eHects in superfluids
and superconductors, superfluid hydrodynamics, tunnelling in superconductors,
low temperature properties of solids. '
3 credits

PHY 871 Seminar In Slatlstical Physics
PHY 872 Seminar In Elemenlary Parllcle
Physics
PHY 874 Seminar In Nuclear Physics
PHY 876 Seminar In Solid State Physics
SPECIAL TOPICS COURSES
The subject matter .of each special topics
course varies from semester to semester,
depending on the interests of students and
staff. Advanced topiCS will be discussed ,
particularly those that are of current interI est. Each course carries three credits , with
repetitive credit permitted .
.

SEMINARS
. Each semester, several seminars for advanced graduate students will be offered.
These courses are intended primarily for . PHY 880 Special Topics In Theoretical
Physics
!Students doing research in the area, although other students may enrOll with perPHY 681 Spec"1 Topics In Siallsilcal
mission of the faculty seminar leaders.
Mechanics
'
Each semester carries one credit, with
repetitive credit permitted.
PHY 682 Special Topics In Solid Slate
PHY 870 Seminar In TheoreUcal PhYsics
Physics

Physiology and Biophysics
HBY 531 Introduction to Mammalian Physiology
An introduction at the graduate level to
physiology, with emphasis on man. The
prinCiple of cellular physiology, followed
by an introduction to the circulatory, respiratory, gastrointestinal, renal, end~- '
crine, and nervous systems.
'
Prerequisites: Admission to medical or
dental school and permission of instructor.
Instructor: Dr ..Levy
Fall modules, 5 credits

,

HBY 551 Membr.ne Physiology and BIophysics
The molecular structure of biological
membranes, using NMR, spin lables, Xrays, DTC, etc. The fundamental concepts
relevant to the study of solute permeation
through membranes are reviewed by considering successively the properties of a
thin film of hydrocarbon, Ii phospholipid
bilayer, a bilayer with pores and channels,
and finally, a biological membrane.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Instructor: Dr. McLaughlin
Spring, 3 credits
(
HBY 552 Physiology and Pharmacology of
ExcHable Membranes
The origins of electrophysiological
phenomena; the ionic theory of rest Ing and
action potentials, the physical and chemical properties of membrane ionic conductances, and the biophysics and physiology
of sensory organs will all be discussed.
This is a seminar course which stresses the
understanding of electrophysiological
phenomena in terms of molecular mechanisms. One semester of calculus is a suffi,cient math background. Open to all graduate students and to advanced undergraduates with permiSSion of instructor.
Instructor: Dr. Strichartz
Fall, odd years only, 3 credits

HBY 590 SPecial Topics In Physiology and
Biophysics
Student seminars on topics to be arranged
through consultation with faculty members.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
'
Instructor: Staff
Fall and spring, variable and repetitive, 1-2
credits each semester
HBY 591 Physiology and Biophysics Research
Original investigation undertaken with a
member of the staff.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Instructor: Staff
Fall and spring, variable and repetitive, 112-credits each semester
HBY 890 Seminar In Physiology and Biophysics
Seminars and discussions on major topics
in phySiology and biophysics by students,
staff and visiting scientists.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
I nstructor: Staff
Fall and spring, variable and repetitive, 1-2
credits each semester
HBY 894 Thesis Research In Physiology
and Biophysics
Original thesis research undertaken with
the supervision of a member of the staff.
Prerequisite: Permission of thesis advisor
Fall and spring, variabie and repetitive, 112 credits each'semester
HBY 895 Practlcum In Teaching In Physiology and Biophysics
Practical el<perience and instruction in the
teaching of physiology and biophysics
carried out under faculty orientation and
slJ~rvision .

Prerequisite: P.e rmission of instructor
Fall and spring, variable and repetitive, 1-4
credits each semester
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PHY 683 Special Topics In Radiation Physics
PHY 684 Special Topics In Nuclear Physics
PHY 685 Special Topics In Mathematical
Physics
PHY 686 Special Topics In Elementary
Particles
PHY 668 Special Topics In Astrophysics
PHY 690 Special TOpiCS In Quantum Elec- \
tronlcs
PHY 692 Special Topics In Biophysics
2 credits , repetitive
PHY 698 Collpqulum
1 credit
PHY 699 Dissertation Research
Independent research for Ph.D. degree.
Open only to stlldents who have passed
the Ph .D. Preliminary Examination.
Each semester, vari.;:lble and repetitive
credit

Political Science
M.A. pROGRAM COURSES
POL 510 Statistical Methods for Public PolIcy Analysis
An introduction to the basic analytic techniques necessary to the analysis of governmental programs and agencies. Students
will be introduced to computer programming and statistical analytic techniques, as
well as to alternate sources of information
from which crucial data on public events
and programs can be drawn and analyzed.
Fall, 3 credits
POL 511 Research Methods for Public PolIcy Analysis
A workshop following the Statistical Methods course in which students will engage in
actual problem solving research utilizing
such techniques as cost/benefit analysis,
social and economic indicators, and program evaluation. The course will emphasize the application of quantitative and
qualitative methods to the analysis of public sector problems.
Prerequisite: POL p10
Spring, 3 credits

tion of their own and partiallyconducttheir
Iresearch during the semester. Finally, the
course will consider the role of evaluation
research in a political context and the role
,of the policy analyst in the public sector.
. prerequisite: POL 533 or Permission of MA
Program Director
Spring, 3 credits

POL 549 Education Policy
A course on the formulation, implementation and evaluation of education policy in
the United States. Education policy at the
elementary, secondary and higher education levels will be covered. Readings and
lectures will examine how educational
institutions at all levels set goals, find
resources, identify and solve problems,
POL 536 Introduction to Budgeting
and adapt to change. The role of education
iThis course will examine the United States· in the political and governmental process
POL 531 Topics In Public Affairs: Planning
federal, state and local budgeting proced- will be dis cussed.
Topics in Public ,Affairs will address the
ures . Special emphasis will be placed upon Spring, 3 credits
planning process as a decision-making
the curre~t federal practices a~d upon the
tool in the implementation of public policy
POL 580 Special ProJectsllntemshlps
probable mpact of proposed changes.
, in housing, land-use, transportation and
This work, tailored to fit the needs of indiSpring, 3 credits '
environmental management. The course
vidual students, may include participation
POL 538 Urban Politics
will include intergovernmental roles and
in student-faculty research teams or inThis course concentrates on urban and ternship assignments in a local, state or
the impact of citizen participation on pol.suburban growth; the decentraliza~ion of federal public sector agency.
icy changes.
metropolitan areas; land . use policy and Spring or summer, 3 to 6 credits each.
Fall, 3 credits
I
reforming metropolitan policy making. semester
Several additional policy areas, such as
POL 533 Administration and P.u bllc Policy
A systematic introduction to the principle's '. education , finance, and police will be con- POL 599 Independent Study
sidered. Political phenomena, including This course can be arranged between a
of public administration and.public policy,
parties and ethnic groups will also be student and facuity member for the purwith an emphasis on the formulation of
pose of allowing the student to pursue
discussed .
legislative and administrative decisions. /Ii.
Spring, 3 credits
independently supervised research, at the
major part of the course is devoted to stuMaster's level.
dent projects which analyze the formulaPOL 539 Law for Administrators
Fall and spring, variable credit
tion of a governmental program or policy
A professional 'course aimed at preparing
Fall, 3 credits
individuals trainif,lg for or already engaged
'in an administrative career to meet the DOCTORAL PROGRAM IN POLITICAL
POL 534 Intergovernmental Relations and
groV'{ing legal scrutiny towhich the actions SCIENCE
Policy Delivery
.
of administrators are now subject. The Course offerings: (all courses are 3 credits
Th is cou rse focuses on the form u lation, im\
course will focus on the legal responsibili- . unless otherwise noted .)
plementation, and impact of intergovernlies and obligations of administrators and POL 550 Foundations: American Politics
mental policy. Several policies will be
, help enable them more efficiently to deter- A review of the basic political science literexamined in depth, including grant-in-ai
mine when professional legal counselling ature of American politics, with emphaSis
programs. General Revenue Sharing,
may be necessary.
Housing and Community Development
on electoral behavior, parties, and groups.
Spring, 3 credits
and Employ ment programs. The historiFall , 3 cremts
cal, economic and political foundations of
IPOL 543 ~nvlronmental Politics and Policy POL 551 Foundations of Political Science:
intergovernmental policy delivery will be
Federal environmental legislation, such as Political Behavior
examined.
the National Environmental Policy Act, the A review and analYSis of the political
Fall, 3 credits
Coastal Z.one Management Act and the behavior literature, including such topics
Federal Pure Waters Management Act will as attitude formation and change, belief
POL 535 Public Policy Analysis and EvaluaI be examined. The policies, 'politics and
tion
systems, political socialization, demograadministrative activities of federal, state phic and small group influences on politiThis course concentrates on the strategies
and local levels will be considered. Finally cal beliefs and
and methods of public policy analysis and
conduct: , political
the interaction of the public sector, the leadership, voting, elite vs . mass politics,
evaluation. TopiCS covered in the course
private sector and citizen groups in the decision making, personality and politics,
will include: developing a research straimplementation of environmental policy political conformity and protest.
tegy and design, choosing measures, anawill be discussed.
lyzing data, and communicating results.
Prerequisite: POL 550
Sprin'g, 3 credits
StudElnts will develop a program evaluaSpring, 3 credits
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POL 552 Foundations: Public POlicy
A systematic introduction to the study of
public policy in the United States. This
course investigates the formulation of
public policy and the political and social
forces that structure that formulation.
Techniques for the study of poliCy implementation and the evaluation of policy
effects are also introduced. In addition to
the procedures of policy analysis, substantive policy areas such as education, welfare, and environmental perservation will
be investigated.
Fall, 3 credits

POL 553 FoundaUon.: CompanIUve/lnt.rnaUonal
Survey and critical evaluation of the major
theoretical approaches, issues and pr9blems in comparative political analysis. The
course examines such problem areas as
political development, empiricaldemocratic theory, arid political socialization
among others, along with detailed examination of one or more selected non-American political systems. ,
Prerequisite: POL 552
Spring, 3 credits

POL 560 PollHeaI Psychology I
Survey of the political psychology literature, with emphasis on the application of
conceptual and methodological approaches from social and experimental
psychology to the analysis of political
behavior.
Fall, 3 credits

POL 561 PoilDeaI Psychology II
Continuation of POL 560, with emphasis
on the psychophysical, psychophysiological and behavioral measurement of political variables.
Prerequisite: POL 560
Spring, 3 credits

POL 582 Laboratory. Field In.trument.
Uon

This course is an introduction to real time
applications of mini-computers in laboratory experimentation. The following major
topics will be discussed: 1) Review of
experimental design, techniques (factoral,
Latin, square, etc.) 2) Introduction to the
PDP-11 operating system (use of the job
control language and packages) 3) The
design and use of laboratory instrumentation 4) A review of programming techniques and the Fortran IV language on the
PDP 11/03 computer. I n addition, each student will design and conduc.t a series of
laboratory experiments which will illustrate the capabilities and problems of computer experimenta tlon.
Fall, 3 credits

POL 602T.achlng M.thod.andPractlcum
A continuation of POL 601,
Prerequisite: POL 601
Spring, 3 credits

tude formation and change. Atitude research methods will be studied .for the
purpose of empirically testing hypotheses.
Fall, 3 credits

POL 603 Applied Data Analy.I.1

POL 860 Advanced Topics In PoIIHeal

The application of statistical and mathematical models to the analysis of political
data, with emphasis on methodological
assumptions and problems.
Prerequisites: PSY 501 and PSY 502 or
equivalent
Fall, 3 credits

Behavior
Review of the literaturE! and methods related to a single topic or problem in contem~
porary political science, e.g., voting behavior, issue formation, interest groups, political economy or personality.
Prerequisites: POL 550,551,552,553
Fall, 3 credits (everY 2 years)

POL 804 Applied Data Analy.I.: II
The application of statistical and mathematical models to the analysis of political
~ data, with emphasis on methodological
assumptions and problems.
Prerequisite; POL 603
Spring, 3 credits

POL 681 Advanc. Topics In Political Be-

havior
Review of the literature and methods related to a single topic or problem in contemporary political science, e.g., voting behavior, issue formation, interest groups, poll· tical economy or personality.
POL 810 R....rch Practlcuml
Prerequisites: POL 550, 551, 552, 553
A course involving students actively in an
Spring, 3 credit!! (every 2 years)
ongoing research project under the direction of the prinCiple investigator. Students POL 682 Group DiMlla'on Model.
will partiCipate in all stages of the research Topics to be discussed include the theory
project and be required to prepare a re of games, individual choice theory and
search report on one aspect of the project. social choice theory. The purpose of the
Prerequisites: POL 550, 551, 552, 553
course is to show howthese models aid our
Fall, 3 credits
understanding of politics.
Sprlng,3credits ·

POL 811 R....rch Practlcum II

A continuation of POL 610. Students will POL 683 Campaign•• YoUng
actively participate in either a second re- This course will include readings on the
search project, where they win again pre- ·impact of campaigns on the vote. Included
pare a research report, or continue their in the course will be analyses on voting
"participation in the same project, where behavior, with special emphasiS upon im- '
they will then be assigned a subset of data pact of campaign techniques upon persuafor analySis or carry out a specific research sion and turnout. Useful prerequisites include statistical and computer. (SPSS)
aim of the project.
methods.
Prerequisite: POL 610
Spring, 3 credits
Spring, 3 credits

POL 820 R....rch Colloquium

POL 684 Political Information ProceSsIng

Students will partiCipate in weekly depart- Surveys cont~mporary ' psychological
mental colloquia where they will serve as models of information processing, with '
discussants of research reports presented emphasis on experimental applications to
by individual faculty members or outside in- the analysis of the content and structure of
vestigators reporting on current research. political concepts.
Spring, 3 credits
Prerequisite: POL 553
Fall, 3 credits

POL 821 R....rch Colloquium

POL 865 Advanced Topics In Political
Analy.l.
I

A continuation of POL 620 except that in · A semester course reviewing the literature
this course students will present formal and methodolOgy of specific areas of politpapers on their research projects (POL ical science research. The course will
. 610-611) and faculty members will serve as relate directly to research applications and
provide students' an opportunity to apply
discussants.
advanced research tools to selected subPrerequisite: POL 620
Spring, 3 credits
stantive·problems.
Prerequisite: POL 553
POL 830 P.ychophyslologlcal Method.
Fall, once every two years, 3 credits
Covers organization of the human nervous
system and its interaction with phySiologi- POL 886 Advanc.d Topic. In Political
cal response systems. Studies methods of Analy'"
recording ana analyzing psychopl')ysio- A continuation of POL 665.
POL 601 TeachlngM.thod.and PracUcum
Prerequisite: POL 665
A course designe~ to prepare students fOr , logical response measures, Examines the
·Spring, once every two ~~rs, 3 credits
application of psychophysiological reundergraduate teaching. Students will be
sponse measures and patterns to the study POL 687 Dimensional Analysl.
assigned to one of the basic undergraduof individual attitudes and behavior, The course provides training-in both theate coursesas a teaching assistant. In addi(Cross-listed with PSY 566)
tion to teaching in weekly discussion
ory and applications-in the several statisFall, 3 credits J •
groups, students will meet weekly with the
tical methods collectively labelled dimenprofessors in each basic undergraduate
POL 858 pOlitical Attitude. and Attitude sional'analysis. These include unfolding,
Guttman scaling, factor analysis, and mulChange
course to discuss teaoh ing skills, the preparation of lecture material, the construcThe content, structure, determinants and tidimensionalscaling. Particular emphasis
tion of exams.
.
behavioral consequences of pOlitical atti- will be on the family of methodsassoClated
Prerequisites: POL 550, 551
tudes are examined. Particular foctls will with multidimensional scaling, including
Fall, 3 cr8dits
be given to testing hypotheses about aUi- · related techniquesfo~analysisofvariance,
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,

multiple regression, and principal components analysis, in situations where variables may be measured at the ordinal or
categorical level. Students will be expected to apply methods to actual research
problems.
Prerequisite: training in basic statistics
Spring, 3 credits
POL 870 Advanced Topics In Public Policy
Analysis
An intensive examination of the majorsubstantive and methodological concerns involved in the investigation of the public
policy process. Program evaluation methodologies will be investigated as well asthe
political milieu within which these evaluations must be utilized.
Prerequisites: POL 551, 553
Once every two years, 3 credits

I •
Prerequisite: POL 670
Once everY two years, 3 credits
I

POL 872 Urban and Suburban Growth
Policy '
Tre processes of urban and suburban
community growth are the central concern
.of this course. Growth policies enacted by
local, state and national governments are
examined. he course is concerned with
bbth historical processes of growth and
Pflst goverrriment policies, as well as those
conditions and policies presently being
p~acticed.
•
Prerequisite: POL 538
Spring, 3 credits

POL 675 ACtvanced Topics In Government
\ Institutions
An intensive examination of the majorsubstantive and methodological problems involved in the study of political institutions
and processes.
POL 871 Advanced Topics In Public Policy
Prer.equisites: POL 551,553
Analysis II
Once every two years, 3 credits
~
A continuation of POL 670. The skills
POL 676 Advanced Topics In Governmenlearned in POL 670 will be applied to the
tallhstltutlons
actual examination and evaluation of go~ continuation of POL 675. An intensive
vernment policy in a SUbstantive area of
examination of a second substantive area
concern chosen jointly by the instructor
of political institutions and processes.
and the student.

Prerequisite: POL 675
Once every two years, 3 credits
POL 877 Political Elites
Critical' review of established and new
theoretical approaches and methodological orientations to the study of political
.
elites.
Prerequisite: graduate standing
Spring, 3 credits
POL 678 Political Development
A study of rapid political change, its origins
and consequences, This will include several theoretical perspectives, and the detailed study of a number of cases, for
example, Brazil, China, and Tanzania, as
well asan historical overview of some western nations.
Spring, 3 credits
POL 880 I~dependent Study
Prerequisite: POL 611
Fall and spring, variable credit
POL 881 Independent Study
Prerequisite: POL 611
Fall and spring, variable credit
POL 699 Doctoral Dissertation Research
Prerequisite: POL 611
Fall and spring, variable credit

Psychology
PSY 500 Quantitative Background
Intended to prepare students with inadequate mathematical background and/or
aptitude to enter PSY 501 and 502. Includes
review and practice on topics in algebra,
logic, sets and relations, functions, and
elementary probability, as well as individually assigned remedial work on more elementary topics as required.
Prerequisite: Undergraduate Statistics
Fall, 3 credits
PSY 501 Foundatlo~s of Scientific Psychology
A comprehensive introduction to the application of the scientific method in psychology, developed 1 om the Baconian perspective. The co rse focuses upon the
interpretation 01 observed relationships
among both manipulated and classificatory variables and presents statistics as a
tool of the social sciences. Required of all
Ph.D. students in r SYChOI09Y.
Fall , 3 credits
PSY 502 Quantitative Methods
The application o~ linear equations to the
testif1g of causallnodels and the description of complex rfllationships among observations. Speci~1 attention is devoted to
equation models for longitudinal data, variables with measurement error, and computer programs for multiple regression.
Prerequisite: PSY 501
Spring, 3 credits
PSY 503 Experimental Design
An examination of the properties of common experimental designs 'n psycholOgy

together with the study of appropriate statistical analyses. Topics include factorial.
hierarchial. latin square. and incomplete
designs. . Statistical procedures include
analysis ofvariance, linear contr.asts, analysiS of covariance. and selected post-hoc
procedures. This Is an advanced course In
design and statistics. It will assume one
year of study in basic statistics.
Prerequisite: PSY 502
Fall, 3 credits
PlY 504 First Y• ., Lectures
Presentation and discussion of current
research progress and interests.
Fall and spring, 1 credit each semester
PlY 505 Structu.... EqUlltion Modelling
Extension of the approaeh to model
testing that is developed in PSY 502; the
application of stochastic linear equation
models to a wide variety of research situations. Special attention is given in this
seminar to models of measurement error.
quasi-experimental and longitudinal designs, and estimation of structural models
that Incorporate measurement hypotheses.
Prerequisite: PSY 502
Fall. 3 credits
PlY 507 Dlstrlbutlon-F.... Stetlslle,
Statistical inference when the exact form
of populati9n distributions is not specified,
or when interval scale measures are not
available. These techniques will be compared with "classical" methods.
Spring. 3 credits
PlY 510 History of Psychology
Intensive reading in the history of psychology from original sources. Emphasis will
be on classdisc:ussion aAd relation to modern problems.
Spring, 3 credits
PlY 511 C....lcel Theories .nd Anlm.1
LHrnlng
A consideration of the basic prinCiples of
learning. Analysis of the leading theories
of learning as well aa..areas of controversy
and dispute.
Fall. 3 credits
PlY 512 Cognltlon.nd Memory
An introduction to research and theory
related to human learning and information
processing. A review of major historical
contributions as well as critical review of
contemporary developments.
Spring, 3 credits
PaY 514 SenaetIon.nd Perception
An introduction to the phenomena of sensation and perception and the methods
by which they may be studied. Different
theoretical frameworks will also be
considered.
Fall. 3 credits
PlY 515, 518 R....rch Prectlcum In Experimental Psychology
A review of the basic literature of experimental psychology. Emphasis will be
placed on a research project which each
student will formulate and complete within
the year.
Fall and spring,3 credits each semester

PlY 522 ChlIdNft', LeemIng
The literature , relating to learning processes in children will be covered. Respondent. operant, and observation learning will be major topiCS. The experimental
analysis of behavior will be stressed.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Fall, 3 credits .

developmental senaory physiology, psychological aspects of Infancy. early neurological characteristics and infant ........
ments of normal and abnormal functioning.
Fall or.-spring. every other year. 3 credits
each semester

PlY 545 a.havIor DewIaIon
Theory and research on abnormal behavior such as neuroses, schizophrenia, addiction, sexual dysfuntion, and childhood
problems. Coverage of models of deviance, asseasment, diagnosis, and treatment approaches. Broad approach totopic
, with stress on behavioral theories and
presentation of biological and psychodyPlY 525 Procesaes of SocIalization
namic points of view. A departmental core
An intensive examination of psychological course, open to all graduate students.
factors in the socialization of children. fall, 3 credits
Emphasis is placed both on variows forms
of learning (classical and instrumental PlY 541 M_suremenl and ScalIng
condition as well as Qbservational learn- A historical introduction to the measureing). and also on biological and matura- ment of psychological variables and surtional factors that may influence social vey of contemporary scaling methodawlth
development.
an emphasis on psvchophyslcal scaling
Fall or spring, 3 credits each semester
and experimental applications.
Fall or spring, every other year. 3 credits
.PlY 533 Principle, of Ther.peutlc Intereach semester
vention
A critical review of various therapeutic PlY 550, 551 Topica In 8ocIIIIP-rcholotr
intervention procedures, and an examina- Content varies from year to year as function of their theoretical bases and empiri- tion of staff and student interests. Recent
cal support. Special focus will be placed on
topics include environmental psychology.
those procedures having relevance for group dynamics, history of social psycholclinical behavior therapy. Integrated with
ogy, society and health, aggression. politpracticum dealing with clinical .proceics of social psychology, research methdures.
.
ods, attitude change, and socialinequality.
Clinical students only
Fall and spring, variable and repetitive
Fall. 3 credits
credit each semester
PlY 524 Cognitive Development
The information in this course will integrate and expand someof the research and
new methods available in the study of complex human pr~sses such as language.
memory. and growth of logical thinking.
Fall. 3 credits

PSY 534 Beh.vlor Alleument: Theory,
R....rch, and Practlcum
Techniques of psychological measurement and assessment as they relate both to
theoretical formulations and to specific
cl inical problems; supervised experience
in the use of various assessment procedures.
•
Spring, 3 credits .
PlY 537 Methods of Intervention: Child
.nd Adolncent
Strategies, methods. and techniques used
in broadly-construed behavioral approach
to working with children and adolescents
in clinic, home, school, institutional, and
community settings. Supervised application in coordinated practicum (PSY 602).
Clinical students only.
Fall, 3 credits
PSY 538 (.ffectlve Spring. 1177) Method,
of Intervention: Adult
Strategies, methods. and techniques used
in a broadly-construed behavioral apprach to working with adults in clinic, family, work, institutional and community settings. Supervised application in coordinated practicum (PSY 603) .
Clinical students only
Spring, 3 credits
PlY 543 Blobeh.wlor.1 Development
This course will cover areas relevant to
growth and physiology as they relate
structurally to psychological functioning
during development. Among the topiCS
considered will be: behavioral genetics,
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PlY 553 SocIaIICommunItJ Pr8ctIcen
Provides supervised experiences in a variety of community settings, including mental health centers, social action and setfhelp organizati,ons, and alternative Institutions.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Fall and/or spring, variable and repetitive
PlY 555 lContemporary I...... In 80cIIII
8nd Community P-rchology
A critical survey of salient aspects of current social and community psychology.
including historrcal background and poll- ,
tical-economic factors affecting these
fields.
Fall or spril}9, 3 credit hours each semester
PSY 580 Neuropaychology
The functions ofthe normal and patholbgical primate brain In behavior. Consideration of anatomical, electrophysiological
(EEG), and pharmacolQlgical correlates of
behavioral functions as: perception, attention, motivation, learning, memory. cognItion, and language. The behavioral consequences of various forms of brain pathology will be discussed.
Spring, 3 credits
PlY 181, 512 Ph~IcaI"""odI
BasiC
bioelectric
principles and
lechniques, stereotaxic techniques, Iesioning methods, phermacologlcal methods, and histological techniques will be
presented and practiced. Basic methods
for bioelectric stimulation and recerdlng
will be emphasized. This course will be

taught in conjunction with PSY 563, "564.
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester
PSY 563, 564 Physiological Methods Lab
Experience in practical application of
techniques for manipulating the physiological substrate in relation to behavior in
-an experimental setting. Emphasis will be
placed on individual projects, library research, and seminar reports.
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester
PSY 566 Psychophysiological Methods
Covers organization of the human nervous
system and its interaction with physiological response systems. Studies methods of
recording and analyzing psychophysiological response measures. Examines the
psychophysiological
application of
response measure and patterns .to the
study of individual attitudes and behavior.
(Cross-listed with POL 630)
Spring, 3 credits
PSY 573, 574 Comparative Behavior Lab
The use of detection response techniques,
conditioning techniques, and habituation
methods in the study of adaptive behavior
will be practiced using a wide variety of
vertebrate and invertebrate species.
Fall and sprmg, 3 credits each semester
PSY 575 Psychobiology of Primates
An advanced general course in the behavior of Old World monkeys and apes. Emphasis will be placed on social organization, communication, development, and
learning, especially under naturalistic
conditions; but beyond this, topics are
selected to reflect the most important current advances in the area.
(
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor
Fall or spring, 3 credits each semester
PSY 581, 582 Comparative Physiological
Colloquium
Colloquium presentations on current research problems by advanced students,
staff, and visiting scientists . Lecture and
seminar each week.
Fall and spring , 3 credits each semester
PSY 583, 584 Experimental Psychology
Colloquium
Seminars on current research problems
directed by students, staff; and invited
scientists.
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester,
repetitive

PSY 590 Theories of Child Development
This course is oriented toward analyzing
three classes of developmental theory
(analytic, oognitive, and behavioral approaches) and relating the basic structure
of·each class of theory to current notions of
philosophy nd science.
Spring, 3 credits
PSY 599 Instructional Mefhods for Child
Development
The purposes ofthis cou rse are (1) to introduce the student to literature on college
teaching, (2) to aid the !!tudent informul.at(rig instructional objectives, (3) to consider
instructional methodologies, and (4) to
provide the student with systematic feedback on his~eaching performance.
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester
PSY 600 Teaching Methodsand P';actlcum
Variable and r,epetitive credit
PSY 601 CI Ical Practlcum
Provides supei.Vised exparience in the lise
of clinical methods
1 credit

PSY 610, 620 Seminars In Selected Topics
Topics will be selected on the basis of the
needs of the graduate program and the
research interests of the staff. The seminar
will consider such topics as: the'physlological basis of higher mental processes: sensory processes, animal behayior, psychopharmacology, theories and problems of
learning, and social psychology, and computer application in psychology.
Variable and repetitive credit each semester
.
PSY 621 Seminar In Teaching Methods
Working seminar on.the teaching of some
particular course(s) , particularly PSY 101,
102, or 303, with emphasis on delineation
of course objectives, the preparation and
presentation of specialmaterial or topics,
and the evaluation of teaching methods.
Prerequisites: Appointment as Teaching
Fellow by Dept. Instructor's permiSSion
Fall or spring, 2 cred its each semester, may
be repeated

PSY 630 Strategies of Intervention with
Children
Introduce the student to the literature on
PSY 602 Clinical Practlcum-Chlld
the approaches to a variety of institutional
Provides su ervised experience in the use
concerns with ,children's education and
of methods covered in corequisite PSY
rearing. Coverage will includethosesyste537.
matic programs designed to foster social
Fall, 3 credits
skills, cognitive skills, and motor and perceptual development. Course designed
especially for developmental psychology
PSY 603 Clinical Practlcum-Adult
Provides supervised experience in the use students who wish to pursue training in
(
of methods covered in corequisite PSY . applied se~tings .
Prerequisite: Permission of instructors
538.
t
Fall or.spring, 3 credits each semester.
Spring, 3 credits
PSY 604 Internship
Advanced students in the clinical program
oarry supervised clinical responsibilities in
approved setting .
Variable and repetitive credit
PSY 605 Orientation to Clinical Psychology
.
Ethics, professional issues, and ongoing
faculty research. Required of all first-year
clinical students .
Fall and spring, 1 credit each semester
PSY 606 Clinical Case Conference and
Colloquium
.'
Regularly scheduled conferences and colloquia to discuss ongoing work with Psychological Center cases. Required ofclinical studen~s.
Fall an,d spring, 1 credit each semester

.

,r'

8usslan
RUS 500 Reading Russian
Intensive i tro\:juctory Russian for nonmajors. Practice in reading and translation ; Russian prose; useofdlctlonanes and
reference materials; as much attention as
possible to special problems of various
disciplines.
Staff
Spring, 3 credits .

PSY 631 Evaluation of Intervention StrategIes
A rigorous , methodologically oriented
course which will familiarize the student
with the research designs, tests and behavioral asessment techniques, and practice
in ,test construction required to evaluate,
developmrntal intervention at the programs or systems level.
Prerequisite: PSY 630 or permission of instructor
Spring, 3 credits
PSY 696 Readings
Variable and repetitive credit
PSY 698 Research
Variable and repetitive credit
PSY 699 Doctoral Research
Variable alnd repetitive credit

of Russian culture. Appr~aCh will be thematic. Emphasis will'be on the twentieth
century.
Instructor: Vogel.
Fall, 3 cr~dits

RUS 506 Stylistlcs of Russian
.
Advanced stylistic and textual analYSIS.
Designed to deepen the advanced student's k~owledge of the finer points of
syntax, structure and stylistic ve~satility of
- the Russian language:
.
Instructor: Radley
RUS 504 Russian Culture .
Fall, 3 credits
An in-depth study of determinant features
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Sociology

/

SOC 501, 502 Statistics .nd R....rch

D..lgn
A review of the main statistical techniques
used in sociological research. Discussion
of, and practical experience in the design
of sociological research.
3 credits each semester
SOC 503 Multlv.rlate Analysis of Social
Data
The general linear model and multivariate
analysis, including dummy variable analysis, multiple covariance,multivariate analysis of variance, and factor analysis.
Prerequisite: SOC 502 or permission of
instructor
3 credits
SOC 505, 506 Sociological Theory
A review of the intellectual development of
the discipline, its epistemological foundations, current major theoretical orientations, and newly developing perspectives.
3 credits each semester
SOC 508 Experimental M.thods
The design, conduct, analysi~ of laboratory and field experiments.
3 credits

throughout the life-cycle. Social andcultural sources of identity. Self-other systems
as a form of social control. A prior course in
social psychology is assumed .
3c::redits
SOC 523 Sociology of Education
Relationship between education and other
institutions . Internal dynamiCS of the
school and the classroom.
3 credits

Practicum in field interviews and observations; problems of rapport, reliability, and
validity.
3 credits

SOC 531 Stratification
Causes and consequences of the unequal
distribution of wealth, power, prestige, and
other social values in diffetent societies.
Changes in the stratification system as a
result of industrialization and revolution .
3 credits

SOC 511 Population Analysis
A survey of demographic theory and research. Determinants and consequences
of population size, gro',\'th rates, composition and spatiai distribution, family formation, fertility , mortality, and migration.
Prerequisite: One course in statistics
3 credits

SOC 532 Compl.x Organizations
Division of labor, communication, and
decision-making in large and formally
administered organizations, such as
industrial concerns, governmental agencies, political parties, trade unions,
schools, hospitals, and prisons.
3 credits

SOC 513 The Metropolitan Community
Determinants and consequences of the
growth of urban settlements: Their demographic composition and spatialstructure.
Problems in metropolitan community organization.
3 credits

SOC 541 Conflict and Violence
Conflict and violence as related to social
chang~. Examination of community controversies, social movements, uprisings,
and war.
3 credits

SOC 509 Field Work

SOC 514 SoCiological M.thods
An introduction to the logic of research
and data analysis. Emphasis on concepts
of aSSOCiation , elementary causal analysis,
sampling , and problems of measurement.
Applications to the interpretation of data
. encountered in the school curriculum and
the mass media.
4 credits
SOC 521 Soclallnt.rectlons
The study of interaction in formal and
informal settings. The reciprocal influence
among group structure, norms, and interactive processes. A prior course in social
psychology is assumed.
3 credits
SOC 522 Socialization and the Sen
Socialization as a continuous process

SOC 542 Deviance
Survey of recent research literatureon various kinds of deviance (crime, delinquency, and morally stigmatized behavior).
Controversial issues in theory and research methodS7
3 credits
SOC 545 Soc'al Movementsand Collective
B.havlor
Unorganized collectives and their role in
change. St).Jdies of specific social movements and other collective behavior episodes.
3 credits
SOC 546 SoCiological Perspectives on
American Society
Analysis of American social structure. Political and economic institutions and their
bearing on social problems . Students at-
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tend the lectures of CES 581 and a supplementary seminar.
4 credits
SOC 549 Social Change
The image of technological, generational
and cultural forces on social organization
from a historical and comparative perspective.
3 credits
SOC 556 Political Sociology
The study of political insititutions and of
the politically relevant actions and attitudes of individuals and groups. Particular
stress wi II be placed on the reciprocal relationships between social movements and
political institutions.
3 credits
SOC 561 Sociology of Intellectual Life
A comparative and historical analYSis of
the social conditions leading to the development of intellectual professionals.
3 credits
SOC 562 Sociology of the Arts
The relations between social structure, social change and the development of major
art forms.
3 credits
SOC 563 Socloiogy of Science
The relations between science and society; social influences on the choice of prOblems an<;l methods; the social organization
of scientific research.
3 credits
SOC 564 Communications
The social organization of the communications industry; the effects of mass communication .
3 credits
SOC 571 Sociology of Health and Medicine
Social factors in health and illness; the
socialization of health practitioners; the
social organization of hospitals, clinics
and other facilities.
3 credits
SOC 590 Independent Study
Intensive reading, under supervision of
one or more instructois, of material not

covered in the formal curriculum.
Variable and repetitive credit
SOC 591, 595 Special Semln....
Topics to be arranged. The seminar will be
built around actual research activities of
students and faculty.
3 credits each semester

SOC 804 Advanced Topics In Quantltalive
Analy"s
.
The use of personal documents, official
records, field observations, and inter- .
views.
3 credits

SOC 598 R....rch
Execution of a research project under the
supervision of one or more faculty me~
bers.
Variable and repetitive cre~it

SOC 806 Sociological Theory Construction
Modes of conceptualization and theory
cc;mstruction. Problems in developing a
tHeory.
Prerequisites: SOC 361 and SOC 362 or
permission of instructor
3 credits
I

SOC 803 Advanced Topics In Quantitative
Analys"
.
Mathematical and statistica~ methods to
the analysis of quantitative data.
Prerequisites: SOC 501 and SOC 502
3 credits

SOC 691 Prectlcum In the Teaching of
Sociology
Lectures, discussio.ns, and case studies of
effective teaching. Designed especially for
graduate teaching assistants.
3 credits

SOC 694, 895 Practlcum In the Teaching of
Social Studies
The first semester consists of a number of
day-long seSSions (during weekends or
school holidays), each of which introduces
a particular teaching technique or new
material!! for the socia'i studies curriculum.
Students are expected to make use of the
ideas and techniques when teaching their
regular classes and to write papers describing the development, teaching, and
evaluation of such projects , Similar sessions occur during the first half of the
second (spring) semester. During the second half of the spring semester, students
develop, teach, and evaluate a unit several
weeks in length on a topiC of their choice.
4 credits each semester
SOC 898 Dissertation Research
Variable and repetitive credit

W. Averell Harriman College
for Urban and Policy Sciences
FIRST YEAR
.
The First Year curriculum is required of all
students and is designed to provide a commonly shared analytiC base upon which
the students build a specialization in the
second year. However, irr instances where .
the student can demonstrate prior mastery
of a particular area in the first year curriculum, 'exemption is permitted and an advance course in that area is taken.
Prerequisites for all UPS graduate courses: UPS graduate student Of permission
of instructor
UPS 515/518 Data Analysis
The uses and limitations of mathematical
techniques, especially in the development
of a sophisticated approach to the use of
data in advocating alternative policies,
computer simulation of models,regr.ession analysis, linear programming, optimization concepts.
~ Falland spring, 3 credits each semester
UPS 518 Operations Research for the PubIlcSector
.
Documented applications of operations
research techniques to the pubric sector.
Among specific areas modelled are emergency services, sanitation, environmental
protection, crime prevention, the criminal
justice, blood banking, energy supply and
demand, manpower scheduling and,education. Techniques diSCUSS~ include
queueing theory, simulation and Markov
processes.
Fall, 3 credits
UPS 531 Political and Administrative Decision-Making .
Theory and practice of public sector decision-tnaking. Group decision models, bargaining and coalition theory, public
choice, economic organization of public

agencies, regulation exit and voice theory,
metropolitan governance, the role of formal plannililg.
Fall, 3 credits
UPS 533/534 Economic Theory for Public
Analysis I and II
lihe techniques and approaches of microeconomic reasoning are applied to iss,:,es
of public policy. The theory of the market
and the price system is closely examined
for the purpose of identifying those areas
where neoclassical economics is helpful to
the public sector analYtst and manager.
Special atlention is paid to cost-benefit
analysis and models of economic behav~~

.

.

.

Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester

tips 541/542 Workshop In Urban and PolIcy Selences
UnCler faculty supervision, groups ,of students work for clients in local agencies on
public policy issues in a variety of areas
Such as energy, housing and health . The
course is intended to provide students with
an opportunity to apply the analytic skills
they have learned in the classroom to real
problems Other purposes are to givethem
practice in writing, speaking, and working
cooperatively in small groups, all of which
are important skills for the policy analyst.
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester
UPS 543/514 Modelling Techniques In the
PubliC Sector
the course de'v elopsthe mathematical and
computational tools useful in the analysis
of publicsectorproblemsandappliesthem
to areas ranging from the design of local
service delivery to the modelling of national policy i sues. Topics include linear and
integer programming, ' networks; and
queueing. Applications to school bussing,
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facility location, environmental and energy issues,
Spring, 3 credits
SECOND YEAR
UPS 520 Econometrics for Policy-Making .
A.coiJrse on the use of statistics and mathematics tO'analyze economic problems in
the public sector. The emphasis is on the
relevance of a tool to a practical situation
and a good appreciation of the main problems that occur when policy-makers and
econometrics work together.
Spring, 3 credits
UPS 552 Advanced Data Analysis
Advanced statistical techniques for analyzing data in the context of public policy
making. Classical approaches to hypothesis testing, estimation, regfession and time
series analysis are discussed and contrasted wi'h exploratory procedures. Statistical decision analysis is presented and
illustrated by examples chosen from the
field of public policy. Emphasis throughout is On public sector applications of statistical concepts .
Spring, 3 credits

UP8 sa Techno Polley "miner

Two topics In public policy are examined In
depth, chosen from among energy, transportation, health, criminal justice, child
welfare, educational finance. A range of
solutions are compared and evaluated.
Fall, 3 credits

UP8 511/112 ~.......nt of Organlutiona In the Public lector
How can otganlzatlons In the public sector
be made more effective? Focus of the
course Is on the concept of appropriateness of fit between managerial strategy
and organizational structure. Theory Is
drawn from Taylorism, the Hawthorne studies, job re-deslgn, managementbyobjectlves.
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester

UPI511 prog,.m Ev......llon
How to design experiments that will provide valid Inferences for program effectiveness. Accumulating evidence, combining
data from mixed sources, monitoring performance and modifying existing programs, cosVbenefit analysis, survey research and other analytical methods. Examples from criminal justice, municipal
services, educational Innovation, health
care.
Spring, 3 credits

UP8 _ Profaeionel Development for
"'bile PolIcy AnIIIpI.
What are the ethical questions facing those
who exercise public authority? What criteria are av.ilable as guides? What Is the

calculus of resignation-when do you
leave an organization and when do you
stay to disagree with policy?
Spring, 1 credit

UPS 511 Special Topic. In Urban and
Policy Sciences
Section 1-Technology and Public Policy-HOW can public administrators who
are neither engineers nor scientists deal
with the problems of public policy that
have a substantial technological component? This course aims at summarizing the
essence of the technol6gist's approach.
Like UPS 593 it hopes to facilitate interaction between one set of professionals
(administrators) and another (scientists
and engineers).
Fall, 3 credits
Section 2-Energy Policy in the Developing Nations-The seminar will focus on
energy problems and issues of the developing countries. Of particular concern will
be the discussion of policy and technological alternatives for these countries as we
near the end of the oil era. Among the
topics to be discussed are: energy supply
and demand, and development; energy
and alternative modes of economic development; energy production, distribution,
and end use in urban and rural areas; coal
and nuclear options; the patential for
utilization of renewable resource technologies.
Fall and spring, 3 credits each semester
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UPS 513 The Legal Procell
This course will teach students basic theories and principles of substantive and
administrative law. Students will learn the
uses of law in the planning, analysis, and
management of public systems. They will
also experience where and how to find the
law they will need for professional practice
as public sector policy makers and implementers.lt is nota pre-law course as such;
it is a professional course.
Fall, 3 credits

UPS 515 Individual Dlr.ctecl RNdInp In
Urban .nd Policy Science.
Designed to accommodate independent
research projects on an individual basis
with faculty guidance. May be repeated for
credit.
Fall and spring, variable credit

UPS 588 Sman GroupStudle.ln Urban and
Policy Science.
Designep to accommodate ad hoc small
group student research projects on an experimental basis. Projects will be deSigned
by UPS faculty and students. Topicswill be
announced at the beginning of each semester.
Fall and spring, 1to 3credits each semester

UPS 597 Pr.cllcum In Teaching
Instruction in the department under the
supervision of the faculty. May not be
included In the courses taken in fulfillment
of degree requirements.
Fall and spring, variable credit

II

Fall Semester 1979
AUG. 20, Mon.
Foreign students must ar(ive; new foreign
student residence halls check-in
AUG. 20-24, Mon.-Fri.
Final registration and· payment (or proper
deferral) of fees for all students not previously
registered (schedule announced prior to
registration); foreign student orientation
AUG. 22, 23, ~ed., Thurs.
All residence halls open for new student checkin
AUG. 22-24, Wed.-Fri.
. Undergraduate student orientation for alf
students not having previously. participated
AUG. 25, 26, Sat.-Sun.
Returning sttJdents check into residence halls
AUG. 27, Mon.
Classes begin (all except CEO); late registration
period begins with $20 iate fee assessed; add/
drop and/or section change period begins
SEPT. 3, Mon .
labor Day Holiday i no day or evening classes.)
SEPT.4.,Tues.
CEO classes begir
SEPT. 7, Fri.
End of late regi~.tration period (except for CEO
and graduate special program - GSP students); last ciay for undergraduate students
to add a course; last day for all students to
drop courses without receiving a recorded W
(W~thdrawal )
SEPT. 14, Fri.
,
End of CEO and GSP late registration; last day
for CEO and GSP students to drop course's
without receiving aorecorded W
SEPT. 21, Fri .
Last day for graduate students to add or
withdraw from a course (W will be recorded
for withdrawal); last day for students who have
not previously filed (except CEO) to file for
December graduation. Undergraduates file at
the Office of Records. Graduate students file
degree cards at the Graduate School Office:
SEPT. 22,23, Sat., Sun.

Rosh Hashanah
SEPT. 28, Fri.
Last day for CEO students to file for December
graduation at the CEO Office; final bills fpr .
fall semester 1979 to be mailed; last day for
CEO and GSP students to add or withdraw
from a course (W will be recordeq for
wi thdrawal)
OCT. 1, Mon.
Yom Kipp'ur (no day pr evening classes)
OCT. 3, Wed.
All classes will follow Monday's schedule

OCT. 8, Mon.

Columbus Day Holiday (classes in session)
OCT. 11, Thurs.
.
Last day for final payment of fees for the fall
semester
OCT. 20, Sat.
First quarter fall housing period ends
OCT. 26. Fri.
Last day for undergraduate students to
withdraw from a course without withdrawing
from the University
NOV. 1, Thurs.
Last day for remov~1 of incompletes and N R
(No Record) grades for all students from the
spring semester and the Summer Session
NOV. 6, Tues.
Election Day Holiday (no day or evening
classes)
NOV. 12, Mon.
Veteran's Day Holiday (classes in session);
Advance registration period begins for the
spring semester for all students (schedule
announced prior to registration)
NOV. 21, Wed.
Thanksgiving recess begins at close of classes
NOV. 22, Thurs.

Thanksgiving Holiday
NOV. 26, Mon .
Classes resume
DEC. 7, Fri.
. \
Bills for spring semester 1980 to be mailed to
pre-registered students
DEC. 14, Fri.
last day of classes; last day to withdraw from
/ the University
DEC. 15, 16, Sat., Sun .
Reading days
DEC. 17, Mon .
Final examinations begin; final grades due in
the Registrar's Office 72 hours after last class
meeting or after scheduled examination, or as
arranged; last day for graduate students to
submit theses and dissertations for December
graduation
DEC. 21, Fri.
Final examinations er'\d; CEO classes end; fall
semester ends; residence halls close for fall
semester; Winter recess begins at close of exams;
last day for departments to submit completion
statements for December master's and doctoral
candidates
.
DEC. 22, Sun .
Intersession housing begins
DEC. 25, Tues.

Christmas Holiday

State University of New York at Stony Brook does nqt discriminate on the basis of sex,
face, religion, nationai"origin, age, physical disability or marital status in education
.
programs and activities.
All programs, regulations and schedules of dates at the State University of New York
at Stony 'Brook art/offered subject to change or,withdrawal depending upon the
availability of funds and the approval of programs by appropriate State authorities.
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Spring Semester 1980

l

JAN . 1, Tues.

New Yea,'s Day Holiday
JAN. 3, Thurs.
Last day for mail payment of spring semester
fees for all students registered in advance
I
JAN. 9, Wed.
Last day for students pre-registered for spring
semester 1980 to pay fees in person without
late penalty
JAN . ll,Fri .
Final registration and payment (or proper
-deferral) of fees for all students not previously
registered (schedule announced prior to
registration)

I

JAN. 14, Mon .
Forei~]n Students must arrive
JAN . 15, Tues.
Intersession housing ends
JAN. 16, Wed .
Residence halls open for spring semester
JAN . 17 , Thurs.
Classes begin; late registration period begins
with $20 late registration fee assessed; add/
drop and/or section change period begins
JAN. 30, Wed.
•
End of late registration period for all students
including CEO students; last day for
undergraduate students to add a course· last
day for all students to drop courses without
receiving a recorded W (Wi thdrawal)
FEB. 6, Wed .
Last day for all students who have not
previously filed (except CEO and graduate
students) to file for May graduation at the
Office of Records; final bills for spring semester
1980 to be mailed
FEB. 12, Tues .
Lincoln's Birthday Holiday (classes in session)
FEB. 13, Wed .
Last day for graduate students, to add or
withdraw from a cou r,se (W will be recorded
for withdrawal)
FEB. 18, Mon .
Washington's Birthday Holiday (classes in
session)
FEB. 20, Wed.
Last day for graduate and CEO students to file
degree carQs in the Graduate School or CEO
Office for May graduation
MAR . 4, Tues.
Last day for final payment of fees for the
spring semester to be received bY' the Bursar

MAR. 15, Sat.
First quarter spring housing period ends
MAR. 17 , Mon.
Last day for removal of incompletes and N R
- (No Record) grades for all students from the
fali semester
MAR. 19, Wed .
. Last day for un'-ergraduate students to change
courses 'to or from Pass/No Credit; last day
for undergraduate students to withdraw from
a course without withdrawing from the
University
APR . 4 , Fri .

Spring recess begins at close of classes
APR. 14, Mon .
Classes resume
APR . 14- 18, Mon .-Fri.
Advance room reservations and deposits due
for fall semester 1980
'
APR . 28, Mon.
Advance registration period begins for fall
semester - schedule announced prior to
registration ; bills for fall semester 1980 to be
mailed approximately July 1 with payment
..date during latter part of July; last day for
graduate students to submit theses and
dissertations for May graduation; last day for
departments to submit completion statements
for May doctoral candidates
MAY 5, Mon .

. Advance.registration begins for Summer
Session 1980 for all students , with Summer
Session fees payable at time of regist"ation
MAY 7, Wed ,
Last day of classes; last day to withdraw from
the University
MAY 8-11, Thurs. -Sun .
Reading days
MAY 12, Mon.
Final examinations begin ; final grades due in
the Registrar's Office 72 hours after last class
meeting, or after scheduled examination , or as
arranged.
MAY 16, Fri .
Final examinations end; spring semester ends
MAY 18, Sun.
.
Commencement; ali residence· haUs dose
MAY 19, Mon.
Last day for departments to submit completion
statements for May master 's candidates
MAY 30, Fri ,

Memorial .Day Holiday
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